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ABSTRACT  

 

This study was an attempt to explore EFL university students’ use of 

vocabulary learning strategies to discover, memorize and practise new words, and 

then find out the relationship between students’ Multiple Intelligences (MI) scores 

and their vocabulary learning strategy (VLS) use. To this end, 213 EFL university 

students were invited to take part in the study. The quantitative phase utilized 

Schmitt’s (1997) VLS questionnaire and McKenzie’s (1999) Multiple Intelligences 

survey as the two main research tools. Besides, the qualitative phase collected data 

from 35 diarists and 65 interviewees out of the total number of all the participants.  

The findings from questionnaires, interviews, and students’ diaries revealed 

that using a bilingual dictionary was reported to be the most frequently used 

strategy to find out the new word knowledge, followed by analyzing parts of 

speech, guessing from textual context and asking classmates for meaning. For 

memorizing new words, participants reported a high frequency in using sound-

related strategies, and then put new words in contexts, including conversation, 

paragraphs or stories. In addition, vocabulary notebooks and word lists were also 

preferred by university students. For evaluating new words, both quantitative and 

qualitative findings showed a medium use of these strategies. The results indicated a 

receptive practice of new words by doing word tests by students. The study also 

found that textbooks and media were two main resources on which students relied 

to expand vocabulary size. 

The second aim of the study was to find out the correlation between students’ 

MI scores and their vocabulary learning strategy use. Before analyzing the 

correlation, it was found that Intrapersonal intelligence was the most dominant type 

among participants, while Mathematical Intelligence was the least used one. 

Pearson correlation was performed to see the potential relation between two 

variables. The findings showed that different intelligences correlated with different 

types of VLS use frequency. The highest significant correlation was found between 

Musical intelligence and Determination (DET) strategies and the lowest correlation 

between Spatial Intelligence and DET strategies. Surprisingly, Interpersonal and 

Verbal-linguistic intelligences had no relationship with any types of VLS. Positive 

relationships were found between Musical Intelligence and DET, memory (MEM) 

strategies; Spatial intelligence and DET strategies. Negative relationships were found 
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between Naturalist intelligence and Cognitive (COG) strategies; Mathematical 

intelligence and Social (SOC) #2 and COG strategies; Existentialist intelligence and 

COG strategies; Kinesthetic intelligence and SOC#1 strategies; Intrapersonal 

intelligence SOC#1, SOC#2 and COG strategies. Moreover, it was found that 

different MI groups have different favorite VLS. 

On the basis of the findings, pedagogical implications were recommended 

for vocabulary teaching and learning in EFL classrooms. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Rationale 

Vocabulary plays an indispensable role in language learning and is assumed 

to be a good indicator of language proficiency (Steahr, 2008). It is also generally 

believed that if language structures make up the skeleton of language, then it is 

vocabulary that provides the vital organ and flesh (Harmer, 1997). This is 

probably one of the reasons why English foreign language (hereafter EFL) 

vocabulary teaching has become the focus of several studies in EFL teaching and 

learning for the last thirty years. The growth of interest in vocabulary has also 

been reflected in many books (Nation, 1990, 2001, 2014; Rebecca, 2017; Schmitt, 

1997, 2000). Although research has demonstrated the key role of vocabulary 

learning, the practice of EFL vocabulary teaching has not been always responsive 

to such knowledge. It seems that some teachers have not fully recognized the 

tremendous communicative advantages of developing an extensive vocabulary.  

Moreover, vocabulary learning has not been specified as a training program 

in the Vietnamese tertiary training framework. Vocabulary teaching is usually 

integrated into other skills, especially in reading, for a limited time. Moreover, Lê 

Xuân Quỳnh (2013) found that Vietnamese students still need their teachers to 

play the role of a guide or learning facilitator who provides them with guidance 

and directions about the process of learning, including vocabulary learning. This 

has naturally led to a greater interest in how individual learners approach and 

controll their own learning and use of language. According to Richards and 

Renandya (2002), EFL learners can achieve their full potentials in learning 

vocabulary with an extensive vocabulary teaching and strategies for acquiring new 

words. A great deal of vocabulary learning strategies research has shown that 

learners’ vocabulary learning strategy use has some impact on vocabulary learning 

(Gu & Johnson, 1996; Lawson & Hogben, 1996; Moir & Nation, 2002; Sanaoui, 

1995; Schmitt, 1997; Stoffer, 1995; Takac, 2008; Wen-ta Tseng, Dornyei & 

Schmitt, 2006). According to Ellis (1994, as cited in Takac, 2008), “Vocabulary 

learning strategies activate explicit learning that entails many aspects, such as 

making conscious efforts to notice new vocabulary, selective attending, context-

based inferencing and storing in long-term memory” (p.17). Consequently, to deal 

with vocabulary learning problems, vocabulary learning strategies should be taken 

into consideration.  
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Twenty years of learning and teaching in the EFL university context has also 

helped the researcher to recognize that rote memorization and word lists are the two 

main strategies used among EFL students, which was thought to be only useful if 

they are among a variety of actively used strategies (Gu & Johnson, 1996; Nation, 

2008). Moreover, the current promotion of the communicative approach to language 

teaching and the availability of e-dictionaries have discouraged language teachers, 

especially teachers at tertiary education, from teaching their students how to learn 

vocabulary in an explicit way. They rely mostly on their students’ self-initiated 

vocabulary learning and focus solely on the assessment of learners’ acquisition of 

vocabulary knowledge. However, Takac (2008) stated: “Vocabulary acquisition 

cannot rely on implicit incidental learning but need to be controlled. Explicit 

vocabulary teaching would ensure that lexical development in the target language 

follows a systematic and logic path, thus avoiding uncontrolled accumulation of 

sporadic vocabulary.” (p.19) 

The findings of this study may raise awareness of vocabulary learning 

strategies which EFL university students may need to improve their English 

vocabulary learning. Furthermore, this might attract educators’ attention to the need 

for explicit vocabulary teaching and VLS instruction not only in Vietnam but also in 

the EFL/ESL context around the world. 

Another impetus for this study comes from one of the theories that have recently 

underpinned techniques used in teaching vocabulary to EFL learners: Multiple 

Intelligences (hereafter MI) theory by Gardner (1983). Gardner is currently Professor 

of Cognition and Education at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. His MI 

related work had a profound impact on educational principles and practice, including 

foreign language learning and teaching. A new window has been opened to the EFL/ 

ESL teaching and learning process. This is a shift from teacher-centered curriculum to 

learner-centered one. Gahala and Lange (1997) explained: 

Teaching [a foreign language] with MIs is a way of taking differences among 

students seriously, sharing that knowledge with students and parents, guiding 

students in taking responsibility for their own learning, and presenting 

worthwhile materials that maximize learning and understanding. (p. 34) 

MI approach to language teaching and learning brings the learners’ 

diversity into the classroom. Learners are now viewed as unique individuals, with 

distinctive learning styles, strategies and preferences, which, as a result, influence 

the ways they approach learning and the kinds of activities they favor or learn 
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most effectively from. There is a paucity of research about the application of the 

MI theory in language acquisition, especially in foreign and second language 

settings (Armstrong, 2009; Christison, 2005; Richards & Rogers, 2014). Research 

in this area has been trying to investigate the relationship between students’ MI 

profiles and various aspects of language learning, including the use of vocabulary 

learning strategies. They all concluded that MI theory is very promising in 

ESL/EFL teaching and learning because of its pluralistic view of the mind. 

This study was attached to the relationship between MI and vocabulary 

learning strategies for many reasons: (1) the focus on one specific language domain 

helps the researcher to be more critical for the sake of conceptual clarity; (2) the 

mastery of lexis in ESL/ EFL acquisition process is important and (3) the previous 

related findings are inspiring. Attracted by MI theory in 2011, I did some related 

research and found that many researchers have indicated some correlation between 

learners’ MI scores and their use of vocabulary learning strategies (Armstrong, 2009; 

Farahani & Kalkhoran, 2014; Ghamrawi, 2014; Izabella, 2013; Javanmard, 2012; 

Razmjoo, Sahragard & Sadri, 2009). The findings of those quantitative studies have 

shown that identifying the relationship between students’ MI profiles and their VLS 

use may help predict language learners’ success in their learning process. Besides, 

Palmberg (2011) confirmed the impact of different MI indexes on learners’ VLS: 

Depending on their personal MI profiles, people tend to develop their own favorite 

way (or ways) of learning foreign languages. For vocabulary learning, for example, 

some prefer traditional rote learning. Others divide the foreign words into parts or 

components and concentrate on memorizing these instead. Some look for similarities 

between the foreign-language words and grammatical structures and the 

corresponding words and structures in their mother tongue or other languages they 

may know. Some people find mnemonic devices helpful, at least occasionally. Others 

have adopted accelerated learning techniques and use them on a more or less 

permanent basis. (p.17) 

Accordingly, it was hypothesized that there are some relationships between 

Vietnamese EFL university students’ MI scores and their VLS use. More 

specifically, it was assumed that students with different MI profiles might have 

different strategic vocabulary learning. Nonetheless, different students from 

different cultures may achieve different results. In addition, none of the previous 

studies investigate the relationship between MI and VLS specifically to EFL 

university learners in Vietnam. That is the reason why this research tries to examine 

the potential relationship which might enrich the current literature and contribute to 

vocabulary acquisition in English language teaching and learning. 
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1.2. Research objectives 

This study purports to 

- Investigate the vocabulary learning strategies EFL university students use 

to discover, memorize and evaluate new words; 

- Examine EFL university students’ MI scores; 

- Examine the relationship, if any, between EFL university students’ MI 

scores and their vocabulary learning strategy use. 

1.3. Research questions 

The thesis seeks to answer the three main research questions: 

1. What vocabulary learning strategies do EFL university students use to 

learn English vocabulary? 

1.a. What strategies do EFL university students use to discover new words? 

1.b. What strategies do EFL university students use to memorize new words? 

1.c. What strategies do EFL university students use to evaluate their new 

words’ knowledge? 

2. To what extent are EFL university students’ MI scores related to their 

VLS use? 

2.a. What are EFL university students’ MI scores? 

2.b. What is the relationship between students’ MI scores and VLS use 

frequency? 

1.4. Research scope 

This research focused on two main aspects: the use of vocabulary learning 

strategies among 213 EFL university students in North Central area in Vietnam, and 

the correlation between vocabulary learning strategies’ (hereafter VLS) use and MI 

scores. It does not attempt to investigate other specific aspects of word knowledge 

or the application of MI theory. 

This research also adopted Schmitt’s (1997) vocabulary learning strategies, 

Gardner’s (1983, 1999) Multiple Intelligences theory and Nation’s (1990) 

component of word knowledge as its conceptual frameworks. 

1.5. Significance of the study 

This research is significant in many ways. 

Theoretically, it could contribute more to the body of knowledge on 

vocabulary learning strategy research. The mixed method approach adopted in this 

study provides a thick description of EFL university students’ VLS use in different 
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stages. Most related studies in Vietnam focus on the findings of which strategies are 

used by Vietnamese students; this research went a step further and attempted to 

explore their VLS use in discovering, memorizing and evaluating new words. In 

addition to examining VLS used by EFL university students, the study explored the 

relationship between EFL university students’ MI scores and their VLS use. Even 

though the literature demonstrates a certain relationship between them, it might vary 

from culture to culture. This research attempts to figure out the result in Vietnam’s 

context, contributing to the predicting of EFL learners’ success in English 

vocabulary learning.  

Practically, the findings of the current study provide implications for 

vocabulary learning and teaching. For example, the data from the research may help 

teachers to pay more attention to an explicit teaching of vocabulary learning 

strategies as well as to encourage students to practise learning vocabulary more 

regularly. Besides, the results from MI relationship may appear as inspirations for 

teachers to (1) explore different types of intelligences in their classrooms and 

modify their instructions to reach more students; and (2) help students recognize 

their potential and discover the most effective ways for them to learn vocabulary. 

1.6. Structure of the thesis 

The thesis consists of five chapters.  

Chapter 1 is the introduction, in which the rationale, research objectives, 

research questions and research scope, as well as research structure, are introduced. 

Chapter 2 presents the literature review of previous research about 

vocabulary learning strategies, MI theory and the relationship between these two 

variables. The framework of the study is set up and the gap in these studies is also 

identified. 

Chapter 3 is the Methodology, in which methodological approaches, research 

instruments, and participants are described in detail. Moreover, the pilot testing of 

all research tools for a better implantation is introduced in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 deals with findings and discussion. In this part, findings collected 

from the study tools are analyzed and discussed according to the two major research 

questions. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings more specifically in response to the research 

questions cited in Chapter 1, and provides the pedagogical implications, conclusions, 

limitations of this study and recommendations for future research studies. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents a brief review of the literature related to the study, 

including language learning strategies, vocabulary learning strategies, MI theory 

and second language acquisition, MI theory and foreign language teaching and 

learning. Previous studies related to the current study are also discussed. Besides, 

justification of adopting Vocabulary Learning Strategies and MI theory as a 

conceptual framework is given in this chapter. 

2.2. Language learning strategies and vocabulary learning strategies 

According to Dornyei (2005), two directions of VLS research have emerged 

recently: (1) the research of general language learning strategies, which showed that 

many of the learning strategies used by learners are in fact vocabulary learning 

strategies or may be used in vocabulary learning, and (2) the research oriented 

towards exploring the effectiveness of individual strategy application in vocabulary 

learning. For this reason, language learning strategies will be discussed before 

considering the current literature of VLS research. 

2.2.1. Language learning strategy 

Language learning strategies (hereafter LLS) have received particular attention 

since the 1970s. There have been many different definitions as well as classifications 

of LLS from different points of view. According to Rubin (1987), LLS was defined 

as the behaviors and thought processes that learners use in the process of learning, 

including any sets of operations, steps, plans, and routines used by the learners to 

facilitate the obtaining, storage, retrieval, and use of information. Meanwhile, the 

definition by Oxford (1990) includes cognitive, emotional, and social aspects of LLS 

that enhance learners’ language-learning proficiency and self-confidence. O’Malley 

and Chamot (1990) define LLS as the special thoughts or behaviors that individuals 

use to help them comprehend, learn, or retain new information. Cohen (2011) 

describes LLS as learning processes which are consciously selected by the learner. 

The element of choice is important here because this is what gives a strategy its 

special character. These are also moves which the learner is at least partially aware of, 

even if full attention is not being given to them. Brown (2000) focuses on specific 

attacks that are made on a given problem, stating that “They are moment-by-moment 

techniques employed to solve problems passed by second language input and output” 

(p.122). The available research reveals that LLS have also been classified differently. 

The table below shows these differences. 
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Table 2.1. Classifying Language Learning Strategies 

Bialystok (1978) Four kinds of strategies: 

- Functional evaluating 

- Formal evaluating 

- Monitoring 

- Inferencing 

Rubin (1981) Direct strategies: 

- Clarification/verification 

- Monitoring 

- Memorization 

- Guessing/inductive inferencing 

- Deductive reasoning 

- Practice 

Direct strategies: 

- Creating opportunities for practice 

- Production tricks 

O’Malley and Chamot (1990) - Cognitive strategies 

- Metacognitive strategies 

- Socioaffective strategies 

Oxford (1990) Direct strategies: 

- Memory 

- Cognitive 

- Compensation 

Indirect strategies: 

- Metacognitive 

- Affective 

- Social strategies 

Although the interest in giving definitions of LLS or trying to classify the 

different characteristics of LLS has been increasing, that attempt to date has 

shown that there is no definite agreement yet for LLS types and classifications. 

This is because different LLS have been proposed largely according to a variety 

of contexts. This study adopted Rubin’s (1987) LLS definition in which learning 

is “the process by which information is obtained, stored, retrieved, and used” (p.29) 

and  LLS was considered “the behaviors and thought processes that learners use to 

facilitate the process of learning. 
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The importance of LLS was confirmed through a number of studies, 

including Rubin (1975), Stern (1975), and Lee (2010). They all pointed out that 

certain learners are more successful than others at learning a second or foreign 

language despite exposure to the same teaching methods and learning 

environment. It has also been argued that less successful learners do not 

generally show considerable progress due to their repeated use of the same 

strategies. On the other hand, successful language learners possess a variety of 

strategies ready to be employed on different occasions (Anderson, 2005). Other 

studies that have frequently examined the link between strategy use and 

language learning performance, and specifically on ESL (Bialystok, 1978; 

Eslinger, 2000; Rubin, 1975; Vann & Abraham, 1990), and the relationship 

between different EFL proficiency levels and strategy use (Ehrman & Oxford, 

1995; Oxford & Nyikos, 1989). More recent studies have examined LLS use 

from different perspectives, studying the link between reading strategy use and 

reading proficiency among adult ESL learners (Huang & Nisbet, 2014); between 

high and low learners’ language learning beliefs and language strategy use 

(Kayaoglu, 2013); male and female foreign language learners’ LLS 

(Tercanlioglu, 2004); LLS, gender and academic achievement (Demirel, 2012); 

explicit metacognitive strategy instruction and EFL reading comprehension 

(Durgun, 2010); and LLS and EFL students’ perceptions (Han, 2015). 

Meanwhile, Khamkhien (2010) tried to investigate factors affecting LLS among 

Thai and Vietnamese learners. Oxford’s 80-item strategy inventory was used in 

the study. The results reveal that motivation is the most influential factor, 

followed by experience and gender. 

2.2.2. Vocabulary learning strategies 

2.2.2.1. Vocabulary knowledge 

Nation (1990) states that “Words are not isolated units of language but fit 

into interlocking system and levels” (p.35). Broadly defined, vocabulary knowledge 

is knowledge of words. The mastery of a word is not only to learn its meaning but 

also to learn its register, association, collocation, grammatical behavior, written 

form, spoken form and frequency. All these aspects are called “word knowledge” 

by Schmitt (2000, p.5).  

There are many definitions of ‘knowing a word’. According to Thornburry 

(2002), knowing a word, at the basic level, involves knowing its forms and its meaning. 

However, knowing the meaning of a word does not just know its dictionary meaning; it 
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also means knowing the words commonly associated with it as well as its connotations, 

including its register and its cultural accretions. Nation (1990) states that knowing a 

word, at the most general level, involves form, meaning and use. Nation (1990, p.31) 

proposes the following list of different kinds of knowledge that a person must master in 

order to know a word: meaning (s) of a word; written form of a word; spoken form of a 

word; grammatical behavior of the word; collocations of the word; register of the word; 

and associations of the word. 

For the purposes of this present study, Nation’s (1990) components of word 

knowledge approach were chosen as the framework for the theoretical discussion of 

vocabulary. As Schmitt (2000) mentions “This allows the various aspects of 

knowing a word to be dealt with separately, and hopefully more clearly than if 

overall vocabulary knowledge were discussed as a whole” (p.22).  

2.2.2.2. Vocabulary learning strategies 

Nation (2001) mentions that vocabulary learning strategies are part of 

language learning strategies, which in turn are a part of general learning strategies. 

Although there have been many different definitions of language learning 

strategies (Bialystok, 1978; Cohen, 2011; Mohamed, 1996; Oxford, 1990; Rose, 

2015; Rubin, 1975, 1987; Stern, 1975), not many have been elaborated for 

vocabulary learning strategies so far. According to Nation (2001), it is not easy to 

define what strategy is, but a strategy would need to (1) involve choice: there are a 

number of strategies to choose from; (2) be complex: there are several steps to 

learn; (3) require knowledge and benefit from training; and (4) increase the 

efficiency of vocabulary and vocabulary use. Brown and Payne (1994) identify 

five steps in the process of learning vocabulary in a foreign language: having 

sources for encountering new words; getting a clear image, either visual or 

auditory or both, of the forms of the new words; learning the meaning of the new 

words; making a strong memory connection between the forms and the meaning 

of the words; and using the words. Cameron (2001) provided a general definition 

that vocabulary learning strategies are “actions that learners take to help  

themselves understand and remember vocabulary” (p.72). Catalan (2003) 

proposed a more concrete and thorough definition: “Knowledge about the 

mechanism (process, strategies) used in order to learn vocabulary as well as steps 

or actions taken by students to (a) find out the meaning of unknown words, (b) to 

retain them in long term memory, (c) recall them at will, and (d) use them in oral 

or written mode” (p.56). Thus, it can be said that VLS are commonly used, not 
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only to discover the meaning of unknown words but also to retain them in long-

term memory and to recall them freely. 

Although the definitions of VLS have won general acceptance, the current 

study still wants to adopt a working definition, which was adapted from Schmitt’s 

(1997) framework. In this theoretical anchorage, vocabulary learning strategy is 

understood as actions or/ and techniques learners take to discover, memorize and 

practise new words.  

2.2.2.3. Vocabulary learning strategy’s taxonomy 

There have been a few studies that have tried to develop a taxonomy of 

vocabulary learning strategies, usually as a part of a piece of research into learners’ 

strategy use. William (1985) identifies five potentially trainable strategies for 

working out the meaning of unfamiliar words in written text, including inferring 

from context, identifying lexical familiarization, unchanging nominal compounds, 

synonym search, and word analysis. William suggests that these become the focus 

of deliberate, intensive teaching. 

Stoffer (1995) was the first to investigate vocabulary learning strategies as a 

whole. She developed a questionnaire which contained 53 items designed to 

measure specifically vocabulary learning strategies. She administered this 

Vocabulary Learning Strategy Inventory (VOLSI) and the Strategy Inventory for 

Language Learning (SILL) to 707 students at the University of Alabama. Stoffer 

demonstrates that the 53 items on the VOLSI cluster into nine categories by factor 

analysis: (1) authentic language use strategies; (2) creative activities strategies; (3) 

self-motivation strategies; (4) mental linkage strategies; (5) memory strategies; (6) 

visual/auditory strategies; (7) physical action strategies; (8) overcoming anxiety 

strategies; (9) organizing word strategies. 

Gu and Johnson (1996) also developed a substantial list divided into 

beliefs about vocabulary learning. They devised the Vocabulary Learning 

Questionnaire, which includes 911 items in total. The groups consisted of 

diverse strategies concerning quite specific vocabulary behavior based on 

previous research: metacongnitive regulation; guessing strategies; dictionary 

strategies; note-taking strategies; memory strategies: rehearsal; memory 

strategies: encoding; activation strategies. 

Schmitt (1997) adopted four categories from Oxford’s (1990) six language 

learning strategies (Memory, Cognitive, Compensation, Metacognitive, 

Affective, and Social) and added a new category, Determination. Nation (2001), 
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on the other hand, developed a taxonomy which tries to separate aspects of 

vocabulary knowledge (what is involved in knowing a word) from sources of 

vocabulary knowledge, and learning process. He mentioned three major 

categories of vocabulary strategies, planning, finding information, establishing 

knowledge, and included a wide range of strategies of different complexity (see 

Table 2.2.). However, this taxonomy was not based on any research results but 

purely based on theory. 

Table 2.2. A taxonomy of kinds of vocabulary learning strategies 

(Nation, 2001, p.353) 

General class of strategies Types of strategies 

Planning: Choosing what to focus on 

and when to focus on it 

Choosing words 

Choosing the aspects of word knowledge 

Choosing strategies 

Planning repetition 

Sources: Finding information about 

words 

Analyzing the word 

Using context 

Consulting a reference source in L1 or L2 

Using parallels in L1 and L2 

Processes: Establishing knowledge Noticing 

Retrieving 

Generating  

 

Tseng et al. (2006) developed a psychometric- based measure of vocabulary 

learning strategy use, operationalized as self-regulatory capacity. The instrument, 

named “self-regulating capacity in vocabulary learning” scale, consists of 45 

items, divided into 5 sub-components: commitment control, metacognitive 

control, satiation control, emotion control and environment control. This tool was 

derived from the analysis of the focus group data and other nine items were added 

based on the literature review. The authors claimed that “various psychometric 

indices provided strong evidence that the internal structure of the model was 

meaningful, appropriate and thus deserves attention” (p.95). 

Takac’s (2008) VLS questionnaire was designed precisely for EFL young 

learners. This tool consists of 27 items, divided into three sets of strategies: 

strategies of formal vocabulary learning and evaluating; self-initiated independent 

vocabulary learning; spontaneous (incidental) vocabulary learning. This 

questionnaire is simple to administer to elementary school learners, but more 
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considerations should be taken to test its reliability. 

Among these above mentioned taxonomies, Schmitt’s (1997) taxonomy was 

chosen as the instrument for the present study. The next section introduces 

Schmitt’s taxonomy in detail and justify why it was adopted. 

2.2.2.4. Schmitt’s taxonomy of vocabulary learning strategies (VLS) 

Schmitt (1997) admitted a lack of an existing inventory of individual 

strategies, so in order to address this gap, he attempted to present as complete as 

possible a list of vocabulary learning strategies and classify them according to 

Oxford’s (1990) descriptive systems.       

Schmitt (1997) studied a representative sample of 600 Japanese students 

comprising four different levels of learners: junior high school, senior high school, 

university and adult. In each of the four groups the subjects came from different 

kinds of schools - lower, medium and higher prestige level ones. He used the 

taxonomy of vocabulary learning strategies created by himself as a research 

instrument. The study was targeted at finding answers as to which strategies the 

students used and which they considered helpful even if they did not use them. 

The 58 strategies in his taxonomy were organized in the framework of two 

systems. First, he based his classification on Oxford’s (1990) work and included 

four of her categories: Social, Memory, Cognitive and Metacognitive. He added a 

new category, Determination strategies. According to him, Oxford’s (1990) did 

not have any category describing the kind of strategies used by an individual 

“when faced with discovering a new word’s meaning without recourse to another 

person’s expertise.  It was therefore necessary to create a new category for these 

strategies” (p.8). Second, Schmitt used a distinction between discovery and 

consolidation strategies offered by Cook and Mayer (1983) and Nation (1990) as 

he found that “Oxford’s categories proved inadequate in places, as some strategies 

could easily fit into two or more groups, making their classification difficult” 

(p.9). The former helps students to recognize the meaning of word when 

encountered for the first time and the latter to memorize of the word after it has 

been introduced (see Appendix A). 

Schmitt (1997) also emphasized that it should not be viewed as exhaustive, but 

rather as a dynamic working inventory which suggests the major strategies. A careful 

explanation about each type of strategy is discussed in the next section. 

+ Discovery dimension 

- Determination (hereafter DET) strategies 
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These strategies are defined as techniques used by an individual “when faced 

with discovering a new word’s meaning without recourse to another person’s 

expertise” (Schmitt, 1997, p.205). They support gaining word knowledge. Learners 

may be able to discern the new word’s part of speech, which can help in the 

guessing process. Languages share many similarities in form and meaning when 

they borrow vocabulary from other language (e.g. most of words ending with “-

tion” from French to English). Even though learners do not accept cognates as 

equivalent automatically, when the target L2 is closely related to a learner’s L1, 

cognates can be an excellent resource for both guessing the meaning of and 

remembering new words. 

Schmitt also believed that guessing an unknown word’s meaning from 

context has been widely promoted as it has been seen to fit in more comfortably 

with the communicative approach than other, more discrete, Discovery Strategies. 

Context should be taken to mean more than just textual context, however, since 

contextual clues can come from a variety of sources. Pictures, gestures or intonation 

can give clues to meaning. Reference materials, primarily dictionaries, are also 

priceless sources for finding out the meaning of a new word. Word lists and 

flashcards are also mentioned in this strategy group. 

- Social Strategies (hereafter SOC #1) 

The Social Strategies are other ways of discovering a new meaning. These 

sub-strategies use interaction with other people to improve language learning. 

Schmitt believed that teachers are the most popular reference for this type of 

strategy in a variety of ways: giving the L1 translation if they know it, giving a 

synonym, giving a definition by paraphrase, using the new word in a sentence, or 

any combination of these.  

+ Consolidation dimensions 

- Social Strategies (hereafter SOC #2) 

Social strategies in this group were identified by Oxford (1990) as techniques 

used to facilitate learners’ interactions with others to develop cultural understanding 

and cooperation in the learning process. According to Nation (1977) group work 

can be used both to learn or practise vocabulary.  Another Social strategy, probably 

infrequently used, involves students enlisting teachers to check their work for 

accuracy (Kramsch, 1979), especially flash cards and word lists, since these are 

commonly used for independent learning outside of class. It would seem that 

interacting with native-speakers would be an excellent way to gain vocabulary.   
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- Memory Strategies (hereafter MEM) 

Schmitt (1997) states that “Most Memory Strategies (traditionally known as 

mnemonics) involve relating the word to be retained with some previously learned 

knowledge, using some form of imagery, or grouping” (p.207). Mnemonics, as 

Thompson (1987) points out, help individuals learn faster and recall better because 

they aid the integration of new material into existing cognitive units and because 

they provide retrieval cues. New words can be learned by studying them with 

pictures of their meaning instead of definitions or learners can create their own 

mental images of a word’s meaning alternatively or it can also be associated with a 

particularly vivid personal experience of the underlying concept. Twenty-six 

strategies were listed in this taxonomy, divided into six types: pictures/ imagery 

related strategies; related words; unrelated words; grouping; word orthographical/ 

phonological from; and other strategies. 

- Cognitive Strategies (hereafter COG) 

Cognitive Strategies are techniques learners use to link new information with 

existing knowledge, as well as to analyze and classify it (Oxford, 1990). They focus 

more on repetition and using mechanical means to study vocabulary. Written and 

verbal repetition, repeatedly writing or saying a word over and over again, are 

common strategies in many parts of the world. Word lists and flash cards can be 

used for the initial exposure to a word, but most students continue to use them to 

review it afterwards. Another kind of cognitive strategy is using study aids. Taking 

notes in class invites learners to create their own personal structure for newly 

learned words, and affords the chance for additional exposure during review. 

Students can also make use of any special vocabulary sections in their  textbooks to 

help them study target words. One expedient for making L2 words salient is to tape 

L2 labels onto their respective physical objects. Students who prefer a more aural 

approach to learning can make a tape recording of word lists (or any other 

vocabulary material) and study by listening. 

- Metacognitive Strategies (hereafter MET) 

Metacognitive strategies involve a conscious overview of the learning 

process and making decisions about planning, mentoring, or evaluating the best 

ways to study (Oxford, 1990). As such, it is important to maximize exposure to it. If 

the L2 is English, the pervasiveness of English-medium books, magazines, 

newspapers, and movies in most parts of the world offer an almost endless resource 

(if cost is not a problem). The strategy of interacting with native speakers whenever 
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possible also increases input, and could be considered a Metacognitive Strategy if it 

is used as a controlling principle of language learning. Testing oneself gives input 

into the effectiveness of one’s choice of learning strategies, providing positive 

reinforcement if progress is being made or a signal to switch strategies if it is not. In 

a language like English, even native speakers know only a fraction of the vast total 

of words (Goulden, Nation & Read, 1990). Thus, L2 learners need to realize that 

they will never learn all the words, and so need to concentrate their limited 

resources on learning the most useful ones. Studies researching the number of 

exposures necessary to learn a word have results ranging from 5 to 16 or more 

(Nation, 1990). This means that the conscious decision to persevere may be one of 

the most important strategies of all. The table 2.3 summarizes Schmitt’s taxonomy. 

Table 2.3. Schmitt’s (1997) VLS taxonomy 

Discovery strategies  Determination strategies 

SOC#1 strategies  

Consolidation strategies  SOC#2 strategies 

MEM strategies 

COG strategies 

MET strategies 

 

2.2.2.5. Adoption of Schmitt’s (1997) VLS taxonomy 

As mentioned earlier, Schmitt’s taxonomy was carefully based on his research. 

It was developed on the basis of the review of the previous studies such as Bialystok 

(1978), O’Malley and Chamot (1990), Rubin (1987), Stoffer (1995) and especially 

Oxford (1990). It consists of 58 sub-categories divided into five categories: 

Determination, Social, Memory, Cognitive and Metacognitive strategies. The current 

study is inspired by it because of its advantages as mentioned by Catalan (2003): it 

can be standardized for assessment goals, and can be utilized to gather answers from 

students easily. The taxonomy was based on the theory of learning strategies as well 

as on theories of memory. It is technologically simple, can be applied to learners of 

different educational backgrounds and target languages, is rich and sensitive to the 

other relevant learning strategies, and allows comparisons with other studies. Besides, 

the resulting inventory stands out from others because it was set up from multiple 

sources: from vocabulary reference books and text books, Japanese students’ reports 

and teachers’ experiences. Moreover, the taxonomy was built based on the 

investigation among Asian participants, Japanese people in this case, which 

culturally, geographically and educationally relates to Vietnamese culture. Finally, 
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many researchers have adopted this taxonomy in their studies relating to VLS, 

including Akbari and Hosseini (2008), Azizi and Zamaniyan (2013) and 

Saengpakdeejit (2014). As this questionnaire was used to measure EFL university 

students’ VLS use frequency, all the strategies with the term “L1” were replaced by 

“Vietnamese” to make them all clear to the questionnaire takers. 

2.3. Multiple Intelligences Theory 

Intelligence has been considered one of the two most important individual 

differences in psychology (Dornyei, 2005). Among the books which address 

individual differences in language learners, not many refer to intelligence. This type 

of intellectual competence is usually narrowed in the term ‘language aptitude’ when 

used in a language learning context. Dornyei (2005) emphasizes that “it 

[intelligence] usually has a broader meaning, referring to a general sort of aptitude 

that is not limited to a specific performance area but is transferable to many sorts of 

performance” (p.32). Even though language learners vary ones from others in many 

ways, intelligence is often viewed as one of the most important predictors of 

second/foreign language learning success (Ellis, 1985). This section first presents 

the concepts of intelligence and how this concept is perceived around the world. 

Then Gardner’s view of Intelligence is emphasized as the framework of this current 

study. The contribution of MI theory in education, then in English language 

teaching and learning and more specifically in vocabulary learning are also 

discussed. Finally, the gap in the literature is identified.  

2.3.1. Concepts of intelligence 

The understanding and evaluation of intelligence can be traced back to the 

beginning of the twentieth century. In the early 1900s, Alfred Binet (as cited in 

Armstrong, 2003), a well-intentioned French psychologist, developed a written test 

of intelligence. Through a series of questions, he wanted to establish whether 

children were at risk of failure in school, so the authorities could give them 

appropriate support. In 1912, German psychologist Stern (1975) developed Binet’s 

work and gave us two letters “that have been burned into the skin of intelligence” 

ever since: IQ. He rationalized test results into the Intelligence Quotient: the ratio of 

person’s mental age to their chronological age. The final figure is multiplied by 100 

to produce the IQ score. So, an IQ of 100 means that people are as bright as could 

be expected for their age. Anything over 100 and they feel very good about 

themselves, anything below and there is obviously something wrong with the test 

questions. Within the scientific community and the larger society, the interest in 

intelligence testing lasted almost a century earlier. Most scholars within 
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psychology, and nearly all scholars outside the field, are now convinced that 

enthusiasm over intelligence tests has been excessive, and that there are numerous 

limitations in the instruments themselves and in the uses to which they can be put. 

According to Spearman’s (as cited in Deary, 2001) G theory, intelligence is 

conceptualized as G, where G refers to general ability or general intelligence based 

on Spearman’s factor analysis of the correlations among a large variety of mental 

ability measurements. Spearman proposed that a better understanding of intelligence 

can only be accomplished when researchers are able to study the brain at all levels, 

including all of its features. Jensen (1998) and Gottfredson (1997) declare that 

conceptualizing intelligence as G a single underlying dimension, suggests that the 

human brain is primarily responsible for all of an individual’s intelligent actions and 

thoughts. G has therefore been described as a biological variable and thus a property 

of the brain. G is considered essential to scholastic achievement, success in the 

workplace, and other real-life situations. Some researchers including pioneers such as 

Thurstone (1931), argue that such a concept (G) is not valid. 

The Horn and Cattell’s (as cited in Deary, 2001) theory of intelligence is 

defined as fluid or crystallized abilities where fluid intelligence is a purer indicator 

of ability and crystallized intelligence is defined as intelligence integrated through 

culture. Hence, intelligence is influenced by environmental factors such as 

education and culture. Cattell (1963) points out that fluid intelligence is the ability 

to solve problems. This suggests that prior knowledge, strategies and skills are not 

of relevance here, as what an individual has stored in the memory is not useful. In 

direct contrast to fluid intelligence, Horn and Cattell (1967) describes crystallized 

intelligence as a product of experience. This model suggests that the more 

knowledge and experience is acquired, the higher the levels of crystallized 

intelligence. Crystallized intelligence is influenced by culture and education. Horn 

and Cattell (1963) symbolizes fluid intelligence as Gf while crystallized 

intelligence is Gc. Researchers have criticized this theory, arguing that Gf is 

actually knowledge dependent. 

Another theory of intelligence is Sternberg’s (1985) Triarchic Theory. His 

concept of intelligence as an information processing construct suggests that it is 

purely cognitive nature. According to Sternberg, intelligence may therefore be 

gauged on the basis of an individual’s speed of information processing. The 

triarchic theory is divided into three aspects: componential theory, which covers the 

mechanism of intelligence functioning; experiential sub theory, which emphasizes 

the ability to formulate new ideas and combine seemingly unrelated facts and 
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information; and contextual sub theory, which focuses on the social-cultural context 

in which intelligence behavior occurs. Li (1996) and other researchers have 

criticized this theory as extremely broad, suggesting that almost anything 

imaginable is conceptualized as intelligence.  

In 1983, Howard Gardner, a psychologist from Harvard University pointed out 

that intelligence is not a singular phenomenon, but rather a plurality of capacities. 

Drawing on his own observations and those of other scholars from several different 

disciplines, including anthropology developmental psychology, animal physiology, 

brain research, cognition science, and biographies of exceptional individuals, Gardner 

concludes that there were at least seven different types of intelligences that everyone 

seems to possess to a greater or lesser degree. As the theory has evolved, he has 

added an eighth intelligence to this list (Gardner, 1993), as discussed below. He states 

that intelligence represents a set of capacities that are brought to bear on two major 

focuses: the solving of problems, and the fashioning of significant cultural products. 

Even though this theory was not widely accepted among psychologists, it has 

surprisingly attracted educators’ attention worldwide. 

 As this current study adopted Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence theory as its 

theoretical framework, the term “Intelligence” in this study is understood as “a 

biopsychological potential to process information that can be activated in a 

cultural setting to solve problems or create products that are of value in a culture” 

(Gardner, 1999, p.33-34). Further discussion on MI theory and its influence on 

education, English language teaching and learning will be presented subsequently. 

2.3.2. Gardner and Multiple Intelligences theory 

The theory of Multiple Intelligences (MI) by Howard Gardner was born in 

1983. It states that there are many ways to be intelligent, not just by scoring highly 

in a psychometric test. Gardner argues that IQ tests are designed in favor of 

individuals in societies with schooling and particularly in favor of individuals who 

are accustomed to taking paper and pencil tests, featuring clearly delineated 

answers. He also claims that the tests have predictive power for success in 

schooling, but relatively little predictive power outside the school context, 

especially when more potent factors like social and economic background are 

taken into account. He had noticed that damage to specific brain regions affected 

only certain skills in his patients, leaving others intact. He proposes that many 

different kinds of minds have evolved within the human brain, with each of these 

minds being endowed with a separate intelligence. He goes further and argues that 
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each separate intelligence is equally valuable. Intelligence is the ability to do 

things that other people value. It is the origin of the skills and talents, the 

manifestation in the real world of your hidden brain process - thoughts turned into 

actions. Gardner also added that the skills and talents produced by each part of the 

brain are equally valuable if it is valued equally, as a gymnastics sequence is as 

valuable as an essay; a painting as worthy as a solved equation. 

In Gardner’s (1993) mind, a prerequisite for a theory of multiple intelligences, 

as a whole, is that it captures a reasonably complete range of the kinds of abilities 

valued by human cultures, stating that “We must account for the skills of a shaman and 

a psychoanalyst as well as of a yogi and a saint” (p.62). Gardner provides a means of 

mapping the broad range of human abilities into the nine comprehensive categories or 

intelligences. They were described in Frames of Mind (1983, 1993, 1999) and 

summarized in Armstrong (2003, p.13-14) as follows: 

1. Linguistic: The capacity to use words effectively, whether orally (e.g. as a 

storyteller, orator or politician) or in writing (e.g. as a poet, playwright, editor, or 

journalist). This intelligence includes the ability to manipulate the syntax or structure 

of language, the phonology or sounds of language, the semantics or meaning of 

language, and the pragmatic dimensions or practical uses of language. Some of these 

uses include rhetoric (using language to convince others to take a specific course of 

action), mnemonics (using language to remember information), explanation (using 

language to inform), and metalanguage (using language to talk about itself). 

2. Logical-mathematical: the capacity to use numbers effectively (e.g. as a 

mathematician, tax accountant or statistician) or to reason well (e.g. as a scientist, 

computer programmer, or logician). This intelligence includes sensitivity to logical 

patterns and relationships, statements and propositions (if-then, cause-effect), 

functions, and other related abstractions. The kinds of processes used in the service 

of logical-mathematical intelligence include categorization, classification, inference, 

generalization, calculation, and hypothesis testing. 

3. Spatial: the ability to perceive the visual-spatial world accurately (e.g. as a 

hunter, scout, or guide) and to perform transformations upon those perceptions (e.g. 

as an interior decorator, architect, artist, or inventor). This intelligence involves 

sensitivity to color, line, shape, form, space, and the relationships that exist between 

these elements. It includes the capacity to visualize, to graphically represent visual 

or spatial ideas, and to orient oneself appropriately in a spatial matrix. 

4. Bodily-kinesthetic: Expertise in using one’s whole body to express ideas 

and feelings (e.g. as an actor, a mine, an athlete, or a dancer) and facility in using 
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one’s hands to produce or transform things (e.g. as a craftsperson, sculptor, 

mechanic or surgeon). This intelligence includes specific physical skills such as 

coordination, balance, dexterity, strength, flexibility, and speed, as well as 

proprioceptive, tactile and haptic capacities. 

5. Musical: The capacity to perceive (e.g. as a music critic), transform (e.g. 

as a composer), and express the rhythm, pitch or melody, and timbre or tone color 

of a musical piece. One can have a figural or ‘top-down’ understanding (analytic, 

technical), or both. 

6. Interpersonal: the ability to perceive and make distinctions in the moods, 

intentions, motivations, and feelings of other people. This can include sensitivity to 

facial expressions, voice and gestures; the capacity for discriminating among many 

different kinds of interpersonal cues; and the ability to respond effectively to those 

cues (e.g. to influence a group of people to follow a certain line of action). 

7. Intrapersonal: Self-knowledge and the ability to act adaptively on the 

basis of that knowledge. This intelligence includes having an accurate picture of 

oneself (one’s strengths and limitations); awareness of inner moods, intentions, 

motivations, temperaments, and desires; the capacity for self-discipline, self-

understanding, and self-esteem. 

8. Naturalist: Expertise in the recognition and classification of the numerous 

species - the flora and fauna - of an individual’s environment. This also includes 

sensitivity to other natural phenomena (e.g., cloud formations, mountains, etc.) and, 

in the case of those growing up in an urban environment, the capacity to 

discriminate among inanimate objects such as cars, sneakers, and CD covers. 

In fact, Gardner took around ten years to add the eighth intelligence 

(naturalist) to his original seven, and has recently been considering a ninth: 

existentialist. Currently, existential intelligence is awarded the status of a half 

intelligence. This is not meant to devalue existential talents. It merely points out that 

there is not, as yet, enough evidence against the eighth criterion.  

9. Existentialist: “a concern with ultimate life issues” (Gardner, 1999). 

Gardner (1999) describes the core ability of this intelligence as  

The capacity to locate oneself with respect to the furthest reaches of the 

cosmos - the infinite and the infinitesimal - and the related capacity to locate 

oneself with respect to such existential features of the human condition as the 

significance of life, the meaning of death, the ultimate fate of the physical 

and psychological worlds, and such profound experiences as love of another 

person or total immersion in a work of art. (p.60) 
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The above categories, particularly musical, spatial and bodily-kinesthetic, 

have raised a question about why Gardner insists on calling them intelligences 

rather than talents or aptitudes. Gardner realizes that people are used to hearing 

expressions like: “He is not very intelligent but he has a wonderful aptitude for 

music” (Gardner, Chen & Moran, 2009, p.25); thus, he was quite conscious of his 

use of the word intelligence to describe each category.  

Gardner is scrupulous with his scientific definition of an intelligence. Of 

primary importance in the construction of MI theory is Gardner’s use of a set of 

eight criteria that need to be met in order for each intelligence to qualify for 

inclusion on his list (Gardner, 1983). What makes MI theory stand out from a 

number of other theories of learning and intelligences is the existence of the set of 

criteria, and the fact that it encompasses a widely diverse range of disciplines - all 

pointing to the relative autonomy of these nine intelligences. The criteria were 

grouped in terms of their disciplinary roots: two criteria which came from the 

biological sciences are Potential Isolation by Brain Damage and An Evolutionary 

History and Evolutionary Plausibility; two criteria which emanate from logical 

analysis are Susceptibility to Encoding in a Symbol System and An Identifiable 

Core Operation or Set of Operations; two other criteria which came from 

developmental psychology are A Distinctive Developmental History and a 

Definable Set of Expert “End-State” Performances and The Existence of Savants, 

Prodigies, and Other Exceptional Individuals; and the two last criteria drawn from 

traditional psychological research are Support from Psychometric Findings and 

Support from Experimental Psychological Tasks. Gardner (1999) considers the 

establishment of these criteria to be one of the enduring contributions of MI theory. 

2.3.3. Multiple Intelligences Theory and Culture  

Despite the extensive theoretical work conducted by experts in the field, it is 

argued that intelligence is not simple to define. Sternberg (2004) declares 

“Intelligence cannot be fully or even meaningfully understood outside its cultural 

context.” (p.325). As mentioned above, Gardner also defines intelligence as relating 

to the culture. Before analyzing the many faces of culture in MI theory, to see if this 

theory can be implemented successfully in Vietnam, the researcher will first look at 

how intelligence is shaped in each cultural context, in Western culture, specifically 

the United States and in Asia, specifically Vietnam. 

Cocodia (2014) reviewed the perceptions of culture and the meanings of 

intelligence in Asia, Africa and Western cultures and concluded that culture and 

intelligence are interwoven. He discusses the similarities and differences between 
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cultural groups. According to Cocodia (2014), the conceptions of intelligence differ 

from Asian to Western cultures to the extent that the former usually interweaves 

intelligence with religious and philosophical beliefs, while the latter may not have 

the same equivalence. Asian culture is also more concerned with an individual’s 

self-development; people in this culture are expected to constantly work on trying to 

improve themselves. Das (1994) notes that this may be linked to a continuous 

search for knowledge and an individual’s self-fulfillment. Morality is also related to 

intelligence in the Asian cultural context, while it tends to be a separate concept in 

the Western one.  

Although there remain differences between the two groups, they share many 

identical features (Cocodia, 2014). Cognitive skills and abilities are considered 

important elements of an intelligent person. Decision making, verbal accuracy, 

problem solving skills, perceptual skills and inference are all characteristics of 

intelligence within these cultures. Both view knowledge as product of intelligence. 

They all seek knowledge through environmental experiences. This may be 

achieved formally or informally by reading educational or religious books, 

learning in school or at home. Knowledge can be acquired informally 

through those everyday experiences which are recurrent such as decision-

making, abstract reasoning and problem solving (Cocodia, 2014, p.189).  

All those similarities explain the success of MI application around the world, 

including Mexico, Norway, Japan, Korea, China. According to Armstrong (2009), 

there is a strong multicultural component in MI theory. At the core of Gardner’s 

theory is the assertion that each intelligence represents the manifestation of 

culturally valued products and the formulation and solving of culturally relevant 

problems. Gardner (1993) states that even though there have been many definitions 

of intelligence, the dynamics behind them are influenced by the same forces:  

- The domains of knowledge necessary for survival of the culture, such as 

farming, literacy, or the arts; 

- The values embedded in the culture, such as respect for elders, maintenance 

of scholarly traditions, or preference for pragmatic solutions; 

- The educational system that instructs and nurtures individuals’ various 

competences. 

  In establishing his set of criteria or perquisites for what an intelligence must 

contain, Gardner (1983) writes: “I recognize that the ideal of what is valued will 

differ markedly, sometimes radically, across human cultures, with the creation of new 

products or posing of new questions being of little importance in some settings” 
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(p.61). The perquisites are a way of ensuring that a human intelligence must be 

genuinely useful and important, at least in certain cultural settings. Armstrong (2009) 

believes that MI theory has been well received by cultures around the world precisely 

because the eight intelligences embody capacities that are found in virtually all 

cultures. All cultures have all systems of music, literature (or oral traditions), logic, 

social organization, physical formation, pictorial expression, intrapersonal 

integration, and nature classification. In essence, cultures can easily recognize 

themselves in the eight manifestations of intelligent activity. It was demonstrated that 

a group can evolve unique ideas about being clever based on the skills most valued 

by the people in the group.  MI theory, in this way, has “a bit of chameleon in it, ever 

shifting its color to meet the specific cultural expressions it encounters in each society 

around the world” (Armstrong, 2009, p.18), including Vietnam.  

In conclusion, like many complex concepts of psychology, researchers in the 

field are still unable to collectively define intelligence. However, theoreticians have 

been able to develop conceptual frameworks with many theories complimenting one 

other. In addition, such theories propose an association between culture, 

environment and biological factors. MI theory is the one that proves its success due 

to its similarities and its adaptive characteristics in different cultural contexts.  

2.3.4. MI theory in education 

2.3.4.1. MI theory and educational contributions 

Gardner (2006) and Gardner et al (2009) stressed that MI theory began as a 

psychological theory. In Frames of Mind (1983), he included just a few paragraphs 

about the educational implications. However, the theory has been embraced by a 

range of educational theorists and, significantly, applied by teachers and 

policymakers to rectify the problems of schooling. Gardner et al (2009) states: “This 

locus of interest fascinated me because there was relatively little about education in 

the book. And just because I had written nothing about the educational implications 

of MI theory, readers were free to make what uses they wanted.” (p.6).  

But after witnessing the MI applications by educators around the world, 

Gardner et al (2009) concludes that two implications are paramount:  

First, as for individualization, educators should take differences among 

individuals seriously and learn as much as they can about the learning strengths 

and proclivities of each student. As far as possible, educators should use this 

information to craft education to reach each child in an optimal manner. 

Second, as for pluralization, there is a call for teaching consequential materials 

in many ways. Any discipline, idea, skill, or concept of significance should be 
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taught in several methods. These ways should activate different intelligences or 

combinations of intelligences. Such an approach yields two enormous 

dividends: (1) a plurality of approaches ensures that the teacher (or teaching 

material) will be understood by more children; and (2) a plurality of approaches 

signals to learners what it means to have a deep, rounded understanding of a 

topic. Only individuals who can think of a topic in a number of ways have a 

thorough understanding of that topic. 

As an educator, Armstrong (1994) synthesized these ideas into four key 

points that educators find attractive about the theory: (1) each person possesses all 

nine intelligences; (2) intelligences can be developed; (3) intelligences work together 

in complex ways; (4) there are many ways to be intelligent. Meanwhile, Wrobel 

(2012) indicates:  

Multiple Intelligence Theory has taken hold in classrooms because it helps 

educators meet the needs of many different types of learners easily, and 

because it reflects teachers’ and parents’ deeply-rooted conviction that all 

children possess gifts and the most important mission of schools is to foster 

positive personal development (p.124). 

Advocators of this theory believe that different learners have different kinds of 

intelligences. Since its contribution, MI theory has been used by educators to plan and 

support programs that draw on an understanding of students as uniquely able 

individuals. In the many years since the first application of MI emerged, educators’ 

enthusiasm has not waned; if anything, it has intensified. There are hundreds of MI-

based programs in the USA, such as St Louis New City School and Key Learning 

Community in Indianapolis, and many others internationally. Thomas Armstrong 

(2008), in his third edition of “Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom”, mentions 

that MI seems to be finding a place for itself in a variety of cultural contexts over the 

world, even in cultures that have values that seem to conflict radically with the 

pluralistic and egalitarian underpinnings of MI theory and that makes it prominent. 

Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom has been translated into Farsi, Arabic, and 17 

other languages; and according to Gardner (2006), his book Frames of Mind was one 

of only two books in English found in a library in North Korea.   

The theory of MI also has strong implications for adult learning and 

development. Many adults find themselves in jobs that do not make optimal use of 

their most highly developed intelligences (for example, the highly bodily-kinesthetic 

individual who is stuck in a linguistic or logical desk-job when he or she would be 

much happier in a job where they could move around, such as a recreational leader, a 
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forest ranger, or physical therapist). The theory of multiple intelligences gives adults 

new ways to look at their lives, examining potentials that they left behind in their 

childhood (such as a love for art or drama) but now have the opportunity to develop 

through courses, hobbies, or other programs of self-development. 

In sum, it is advisable that educators embrace the theory, use it in different 

ways, and apply it to their lesson planning and program and curriculum 

development. Gardner did not design a curriculum or prepare a model to be used in 

schools with his MI theory (Hoerr, 1997). The MI theory provides a framework 

within which teachers can use their imaginations and creativity in designing 

materials for classrooms, including ESL/EFL classrooms.  

2.3.4.2. MI theory and criticisms 

MI theory has encountered a number of criticisms. Waterhouse (2006) claims 

that MI theory lacks adequate empirical support for using it in educational practices. 

Meanwhile Eisner (2004) argues that Gardner did not include testable components 

for Multiple Intelligences. In response to these opponents’ opinions, Gardner argues 

that the theory relied on empirical research (Gardner & Moran, 2006). He also 

provided a wide range of human intelligences to encourage the establishment of 

assessment criteria that include multiple mental abilities of students. Gardner and 

Moran (2006) expressed their preferring “to spend more resources helping learners 

understand and develop their individual intelligence profiles and less resources 

testing, ranking and labeling them” (p.230). 

Different criticisms of MI theory (as cited in Ghamrawi, 2014) consist of 

potential increasing for teachers’ workload; misnaming the theory as MI rather 

calling it “Multiple Talent”; misapplication of the theory by insisting on the 

appearance of all intelligences in every lesson; and the potential for watering 

down standards, as superficial activities often dominate when all intelligences are 

addressed within a single lesson. Gardner (1995, 1999, 2006) clarified 

convincingly all the myths and criticisms about his theory.  

2.3.4.3. MI theory and Foreign Language Teaching and Learning 

MI application can be considered valuable for both teachers and students as 

well as for the curriculum design, instructional strategies and materials used in 

language teaching and learning. In fact, some well-known methods and approaches 

emphasize certain intelligences: grammar translation is perhaps the oldest method in 

language teaching. This method basically enhances verbal/linguistic intelligence, 

since learners work with reading and writing most of the time, as well as 

memorization of grammar rules and vocabulary. During the 1950s, the Audiolingual 
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Method was developed. Like the traditional method, linguistic intelligence is the 

one mainly used in Audiolingual Method through the emphasis on memorization of 

dialogue, and practice of skills like listening, speaking, reading and writing. The 

period from the 1970s through the 1980s witnessed a major shift in language 

teaching: methods such as Total Physical Response (TPR), the Silent Way, 

Community Language Learning, and Suggestopedia were developed. In TPR, two 

intelligences are enhanced: bodily-kinesthetic and linguistic. In the Silent Way, 

several intelligences are present, such as verbal/linguistic with the practice of 

listening and speaking; spatial with color cards and Cuisenaire rods; bodily-

kinesthetic with gesture use and physical object manipulation; mathematical with 

problem solving; interpersonal through working cooperatively. In Community 

Language Learning, the linguistic, interpersonal, intrapersonal intelligences are used 

through speaking and listening activities, classroom interactions, reflection and self-

esteem. Suggestopedia appeals to learners whose musical intelligence is strong; 

intrapersonal, spatial and linguistic intelligences are also required. Communicative 

Language Teaching (CLT) is an approach that considers that language is learned not 

for simply mastering structures but for communicative proficiency (Richard & 

Rogers, 2014). CLT can enhance all the intelligences, depending on the materials 

and techniques teachers choose for their learners. Besides, Cooperative Language 

Learning, Content-based Instruction, and Task-based Language Teaching can be 

considered in promoting changes in language teaching in different intelligences. To 

sum up, MI has been applied in many different types of classrooms through 

different methods and the discussion above shows that there has been a strong 

relationship between MI and FL acquisition for a long time.  

Many changes have been made in language learning in order to facilitate 

this process. MI theory has also contributed to these changes. Some schools in the 

United States have indeed remade their educational programs around the MI 

model. It is not surprising that MI theory lacks some basic elements linking 

directly to language education because its applications to this area have been more 

recent. It is obvious that language learning and use are closely linked to so-called 

Linguistic Intelligence. However, there is more to language than what is usually 

added under the rubric linguistics. Snyder (2000) claims “Now more than ever, 

procedures and texts are open to the use of new theoretical models, such as that 

offered by MI theory” (p.33). In some classrooms, there are eight self-access 

activity corners, each corner built around one of the eight intelligences. Students 

work alone or in pairs on intelligence foci of their own choosing. Nicholson-
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Nelson (1998) describes how MI can be used to individualize learning through 

project work. She lists five types of projects: Multiple intelligence projects: These 

are based on one or more of the intelligences and are designed to stimulate 

particular intelligences; Curriculum-based projects: These are based on curriculum 

content areas but are categorized according to the particular intelligences they 

make use of; Thematic-based projects: These are based on a theme from the 

curriculum or classroom, but are divided into different intelligences; Resource-

based projects: These are designed to provide students with opportunities to 

research a topic using multiple intelligences and Student-choice projects: These 

are designed by students and draw on particular intelligences. 

Christison (1996), on the other hand, explains that although MI theory was 

not created as a curriculum or model for schools, many educators base their 

teaching on the theory. Interest in MI theory can be easily identified in an ESL/EFL 

context since there are more papers being written and workshops being presented at 

conferences such as TESOL ’97, TESOL Argentina 1997, and American Language 

Center ’97 (Christison, 1998) as well as in 1998 at the BRAZ-TESOL. 

Richards and Rogers (2014) describe MI theory as an approach that has been 

considered not only in general education but also in language teaching. They 

mention that Christison attempted to establish links between language teaching and 

MI theory. She has written several articles about MI in EFL/ESL contexts. 

Moreover, she has trained teachers in MI, for instance, in a number of cities all over 

Brazil. Yet this is not the first articles which attempted to introduce MI theory into 

ESL/EFL classrooms. According to Michonska-Stadnik (2012), Gardner’s work 

related with MI has gained “a profound impact on thinking and practice in 

education, including foreign language learning and teaching” (p.130). 

One of the earliest books of this kind is published by Berman (1998), entitled 

A Multiple Intelligences Road to an ELT Classroom. In this book, he provides an 

outline of the theory and opens it with the ways to cater for each of the eight 

intelligence types in the ELT classroom. There is also an appendix which deals with 

how to cater for young learners. 

Christison’s (2005) book, Multiple Intelligences and Language Learning: A 

guidebook of theory, activities, inventories, and resources, provides a resource for 

teachers who are interested in translating the theory into classroom practice. She also 

recommends five steps to follow when applying MI theory in the second language 

classroom: (1) introduce yourself to the basic theory; (2) take an MI inventory; (3) learn 
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to categorize familiar language activities; (4) conduct a personal audit of your own 

teaching; and (5) develop assessment techniques that address the eight intelligences. 

Puchta and Rinvolucri (2005) also mention various activities that deal with 

specific applications of MI theory. There is an activity called “How many questions 

a minute?” The focus of MI principle is interpersonal and intrapersonal.  

Relating to studies about the effects of MI theory on English Language 

Teaching, many aspects of language have been investigated. Chan (2004) examined 

the use of MI theory in larger computer-assisted EFL college classes in Taiwan to 

promote quality teaching for large classes. The finding indicated that applying MI 

theory in multimodal classroom proved to be effective. It also helped students to 

achieve essential tasks of team work, especially for large EFL classes. They were 

highly motivated and showed a highly effective response. Halley (2001) 

investigated the effect of MI strategies in foreign and second-language instruction 

through his action research project. Results showed that there was a significant 

change in terms of pedagogy, teaching, students’ and teachers’ attitudes, classroom 

and instruction. Specifically, application of MI theory promoted learner-

centeredness, student involvement and interest in the lesson and teacher eagerness 

in teaching. Hutchinson, McCavitt, Rude and Wallow’s (2002) action research 

project was carried out to implement a language arts program using MI to develop 

more positive attitudes to grammar instruction and to help promote the transfer of 

grammar skills to daily writing and speaking tasks. Analysis of data revealed a great 

deal of controversy on the strategies of teaching grammar. As a result, incorporating 

MI strategies to meet the needs of different learning styles was a suggested solution. 

Post intervention data indicated the transfer of grammar skills into daily tasks. 

Students’ attitudes towards grammar instruction improved.  

Shore (2001) examined the use of MI in a George Washington University 

second-language classroom. The findings showed that MI-based lessons have led to a 

higher self-efficacy and therefore a greater achievement in English language learning. 

Snyder (2000) studied the relationship between learning styles/MI and academic 

achievements. She found that females tended to be stronger than males in the 

intrapersonal, linguistic and musical intelligences, while the male students were more 

gifted than females in the bodily-kinesthetic, mathematical and spatial intelligences. 

Izabella (2013), on the other hand, analyzed the application of MI theory in ELT in 

terms of textbooks and materials. Moreover, teachers’ perceptions of issues related to 

MI theory, selection of textbooks and extra materials are discussed. The study 
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indicated that MI is known and used by ELT teachers. In regard to textbooks, results 

showed that the activities in the textbooks analyzed mainly cater for four 

intelligences: linguistic, intrapersonal, spatial and interpersonal.  

These above mentioned studies are just some among those that were carried 

out in the ELT field, from the MI projects and textbooks to classrooms strategies 

with different participants. The number of related studies confirms not only the 

relationship between MI theory and ELT, but also indicates that MI theory 

positively affects learners’ performance as it intervenes in most aspects of language 

teaching, from instruction and strategies to materials. These researchers also 

concluded that MI theory could have a vital role in creating an attractive, 

encouraging and motivating atmosphere in ELT classes. 

2.3.5. English Teaching and Learning in the Vietnamese context 

2.3.5.1. Cultural context 

Vietnamese culture is characterized by different philosophies. After a long 

period of being ruled by China, France, the United States, Confucian ideologies and 

Western cultures have influenced Vietnamese culture and language as well as 

generations of Vietnamese learners and their learning styles (Lê Văn Canh, 2011). 

These diverse schools of thought have also influenced the Vietnamese concept of 

intelligence.  The word “Intelligence” can be translated into two different Chinese-

Vietnamese words: Trí thông minh or Trí năng. According to Hoàng Phê et al. 

(2011), the former is usually used in form of an adjective “thông minh” (Intelligent), 

to describe someone who is capable of understanding certain problem quickly or 

someone who has a good problem-solving skill; the latter is defined as capacity of 

thinking and understanding. Lại Quốc Khánh (2010), however, emphasizes that 

“Intelligence”, usually used by the term “Trí” (智), was identified, from the 

perspective of the Confucian culture, through four capacities:  

(1) The capacity of non-stop studying; It is perhaps the value that has led 

Vietnamese learners to become hard working and studious. Students in this culture 

are expected to constantly work on trying to improve. This characteristic is 

expressed in many proverbs, such as “Có công mài sắt có ngày nên kim” (Practice 

makes perfect) or “Kiến tha lâu đầy tổ” (Many a little makes a mickle). As the core 

teachings of Confucius includes self-cultivation and educational attainment, the 

educated person is perceived as intelligent when compared to the uneducated person 

(McLean, 1995). Even though Vietnam made contact with Western culture through 

two wars (the French and American wars), the adoption of Western model of 
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education, which stressed greater access and a broader and more practical 

curriculum, is unremarkable. The Confucian influence triumphs over such western 

education. The concept of Intelligence still relies mostly on Confucian philosophy. 

The curriculum focuses heavily on theoretical information; there is little room for 

practice. Instead of nurturing creativity, learners are taught to memorize everything 

for all types of examination. This explains why teaching and learning at all levels of 

education, from elementary through tertiary level, has always remained 

examination-oriented. In other words, students’ Intrapersonal intelligence has been 

emphasized in this way. 

  (2) The capacity of recognizing social and human problems and acting 

appropriately, which is in accordance with interpersonal intelligence. An intelligent 

person is perceived as the one who has adaptive skills. “Nhập gia tùy tục” (when in 

Rome, do as the Romans do) is one of the proverbs illustrating this ideology. 

Confucian culture also values the understanding and co-operation between people, 

which results in a strong relationship with their surroundings. According to Sullivan 

(1996), “this assumption of life-long relationships and obligations brings with it an 

expectation of cooperation and coordination in class, as well as hierarchy in 

relationship” (p.34). 

(3) The capacity of living and acting in accordance with “objective laws” 

(Đạo tự nhiên), which is understood as both natural law and social law. This 

capacity is expressed through the ways Vietnamese people, from their childhood, 

were taught how to behave as the “Sages” (Thánh nhân) do. Many stories from 

Sages, such as Confucius and Ho Chi Minh, have been used as examples for people 

to look at and follow. Besides, the family intelligence profile contributes 

significantly to a child’s intelligence. Confucian culture considers that intelligence 

is attributed to the family rather than to the individual. Accordingly, a child’s 

intelligence must be understood as an extension of the family’s intelligences. 

(4)  The capacity of understanding and becoming a good person. Vietnamese 

people appreciate the people who are both intelligent and virtuous. An intelligent 

person would not lack of one of these attributes. The saying “Có tài mà không có 

đức là người vô dụng, có đức mà không có tài thì làm việc gì cũng khó” (A talented 

man without virtue is useless; a virtuous man without talent will find it difficult to 

do anything) is popular in many lessons in schools. 

To sum up, from cultural view, Intelligence is considered the capacity of 

understanding oneself and acting in accordance with surroundings. In other words, 
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Intrapersonal and Interpersonal intelligences are two foci in our society. These 

intelligences would be achieved by the harmony: the harmony between individual 

and natural law; between individual and society, and between talent and virtue. 

From educational view, like most countries in the world, mathematical and 

linguistic intelligences have been highly appreciated in Vietnamese education. At 

schools, mathematic and language are two core components in many groups of 

subjects (A, B, C, D) (Le Van Canh, 2011). Moreover, these two subjects are 

assigned as compulsory subjects in graduation exams. People who are strong at these 

two intelligences have more opportunities to be recruited in prestigious universities. 

Anyone without this distinction may seem not to be considered as intelligent. 

Recently, the Ministry of Education and Training (hereafter MOET) (Lê 

Vân, 2017) has reoriented their focus on the development of the “whole person” 

with a variety of competences, which were found to have a close relationship with 

MI ideology (Trần Văn Trung & Lê Thị Tuyết Hạnh, 2017). These competences 

include general competence (self-control; self-efficacy capacities; communicative 

skills; cooperative skills, problem-solving and creativity) and professional 

competence (language, computation, technology, aesthetic and kinesthetic abilities). 

Nevertheless the present evaluation has over-estimated the importance of 

quantitative measurement and multiple-choice assessment, which was justified by 

educators’ claims that it was an appropriate means to scientifically understand 

student behavior (Lee, 1999). As a result, all the subjects at schools, except 

Literature, have currently directed to be assessed by multiple-choice tests so far. 

Evaluations are then reduced to checking students’ understanding of superficial 

knowledge from textbooks through paper-and-pencil tests.  

The challenges which Vietnamese learners are facing in current global 

trends are apparent. However, “Vietnamese people are intelligent enough to select 

the best elements of the Confucian educational legacy and the best elements of 

indigenous learning cultures in order to create something of their own” (Ming 

Fang He et al, 2011, p.100). 

2.3.5.2. Educational context 

Generally, there are three levels (12 grades) in the Vietnam school system. 

At all levels, English, Math and Vietnamese Literature are the three most important 

subjects at schools and those three become compulsory exit examination for school 

graduation.  English has been taught to students from the age of 8 (grade 3) since 

2002, or from grade 1 in several schools especially the ones in big cities, until the 
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end of upper-secondary school (grade 12). For higher education, English is taught 

as a discipline and as a subject. As described in Hoàng Văn Vân (2010), the former 

is for students, called English major students, who study English to be qualified as 

English teachers, translators, interpreters or researchers in English language. The 

latter is taught to students across the whole higher educational system as a 

compulsory subject. This type of learner is called non-English major student. They 

usually learn 14/140 credit hours in an undergraduate program. All curriculums for 

all school levels are designed by MOET. 

The English learning purposes differ from student to student. Hoàng Văn 

Vân (2010) identifies that: 

Unlike primary and secondary students, tertiary students are better motivated 

to learn English because their colleges or universities are based in cities where 

they can have access to more input to the target language and, more 

importantly, they can find a good job with their command of English (p.12). 

However, according to Lê Văn Canh (2011), Vietnamese people’s English 

ability remains limited after several years’ study of English, both at school and 

university levels.  He also emphasizes that Vietnamese learners are trained in the 

examination-oriented, book-based and teacher-centered education system, which 

resulted in a passive learning strategy. Tạ Thủy (2012) reports that the common 

situation in schools today is that students and teachers focus heavily on English 

grammar, so that practical English used in working situations is almost completely 

overlooked. This results in 50% of students being unable to communicate or use 

English orally after seven years of learning English in lower and upper secondary 

schools and two more at colleges or universities. According to Minh Nhật (2012), 

some Vietnamese educators confirm that most students who have learned English for 

seven years in the national education system cannot communicate in English. The 

causes of this situation was found by Nguyễn Thị Hồng, Fehring and Warren (2015) 

include insufficient time for English subjects; lack of a speaking component in tests 

and examinations; unequal students’ English abilities; large class sizes; limited 

support from university leaders; and students’ limited efforts and motivation.  

Having taken in consideration the current need to improve the English teaching 

and learning situation, the Vietnamese government and MOET have passed a number 

of policies. One of them was the National Foreign Language 2020 Project (NFL 2020 

project), which was born in 2008 with a budget of 9.4 trillion VND in hope of 

improving the nation’s English teaching and learning in order to reach the goal:  
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By the year 2020 most Vietnamese youth whoever graduate from 

vocational schools, colleges and universities gain the capacity to use a 

foreign language independently. This will enable them to be more confident 

in communication, further their chance to study and work in an integrated 

and multi-cultural environment with variety of languages. This goal also 

makes language an advantage for Vietnamese people, serving the cause of 

industrialization and modernization for the country” (MOET, 2008, as cited 

in Thuong Nguyen, 2017). 

As a result, university learners have to reach the B1 level, which means that 

after graduation, they: 

Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters 

regularly encountered in work, school, leisure, etc; can deal with most situations 

likely to arise whilst traveling in an area where language is spoken; can produce 

simple connected text on topics, which are familiar, or of personal interest; can 

describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes and ambitions and briefly give 

reasons and explanations for opinions and plans” (MOET, 2014).  

Besides, English major students need to reach the C1 level, which means they: 

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognize 

implicit meaning. Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously without 

much obvious searching for expressions. Can use language flexibly and 

effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear, 

well-structured, detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled use of 

organizational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices (MOET, 2014). 

Despite a huge investment, both in facilities and human resources, “the expected 

achievements have not been reached because of too many shortcomings” (Thuong 

Nguyen, 2017, p.3). However, the crucial role of English in society is currently not in 

doubt and it is still ‘a wanted subject’ for every school and family in Vietnam. 

2.3.6. Adoption of MI theory 

There are many other theories of intelligence and even concepts of multiple 

intelligences. We can find value in all of them. However, different ways of seeing 

have different results. This study was inspired by this MI theory for many reasons. 

Firstly, the theory of Multiple Intelligences has been widely popular and 

application indicates its value in educational settings including English Language 

Teaching (Armstrong, 2009; Richard & Rogers, 2014; Morgan & Fonesca, 2004). The 

success of MI application is explained by Gardner et al. (2009) through four factors: 
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1. Rediscovery of traditions. MI theory brings with it a renewed embracing 

of traditional values when in some cultures, there is a belief that certain norms or 

practices, valued in the past, have been ignored or minimized in recent years. 

2. A desire to broaden curricula, pedagogy, and assessments. MI can be a 

useful vehicle for broadening the remit of education: to include subjects that address 

several intelligences and ways of thinking, as well as teaching methods that speak to 

individual differences, and assessment that goes beyond the standard. Even when 

the focus remains on science and mathematics, an MI approach can open new 

possibilities for mastery. 

3. A desire to reach underserved students. MI theory ideas are used widely 

in special education and gifted education to compensate for the lack of effort to help 

students who fall outside the mainstream. 

4. An affirmation of democratic practices and values. Many examples in 

Argentina, Colombia, the Philippines and Romania (Gardner et al, 2009) show that 

those involved in MI education are dedicated to providing a model of democratic 

institution in a country that has been hostile to these ideas.  

Secondly, MI values appear to be valuable in Vietnamese culture. Even 

though MI theory has not been explored widely in our country, there are many 

reasons for us to confirm that MI ideas work well in our culture.  

1. There is a strong multicultural component in MI theory (Gardner et al. 

2009). Gardner’s idea of intelligence is that it represents the manifestation of culturally 

valued products and the formulation and solving of culturally relevant problems. 

2. Despite differences between ancient and modern traditions, Asian educators 

(Gardner et al, 2009) discover that some key values and practices from the past are in 

confluence with MI educational principles. Many people argue that the widespread use 

of standardized tests, such as entrance examinations, poses a great challenge to MI-

inspired educational practices. However, the degree of MI impact on Chinese 

education, which is similar to ours, gives us belief in the success of MI implementation. 

Gardner et al.(2009) points out that over the past decade, MI theory has had a sweeping 

influence on Chinese educational reform. In fact, it is more popular and has had a 

larger impact in China than in the United States (Gardner et al, 2009). 

Thirdly, MI framework could respond to current education requirement in 

Vietnam. MI ideas seem to fulfill the needs of educational reform in Vietnam because 

of its approach: a shift from a teacher-centered curriculum to learner-centered 

education. MI theory embraces new ideas about human potentials. For centuries, 
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students’ competence was measured through the ability of writing and solving math 

problems. MI theory has created various approaches to students’ achievements. 

For all these reasons, it can be concluded that MI theory will be valued if 

applied to Vietnamese education. The ideas seem to nurture the educational reforms 

that have been emerging. Even though MI theory has attracted a great deal of 

attention from educators all over the world, it still remains in a primitive stage in 

Vietnam. This study was carried out in the hope of raising more consideration 

towards this theory for its educational applications. 

2.4. Previous studies on MI theory and vocabulary learning strategies 

2.4.1. Previous studies of vocabulary learning strategies 

Regarding studies of vocabulary learning strategies, Schmitt (1997) provides a 

very useful overview of the rise in importance of strategy use in second language 

learning, noting that it grew out of an interest in learners’ active role in the learning 

process. There have been many studies about the learners’ use of strategies. 

Thornburry (2002) indicates that good language learners have achieved a measure of 

autonomy and they have the following qualities: pay attention to form and meaning, 

are good guessers, take risks and are not afraid of making mistakes and know how to 

organize their own learning. Nevertheless, less self-directed learners might benefit 

from guidance. Thornburry pointed out that particularly useful are techniques for 

remembering words since a great deal of what is involved in acquiring a functioning 

lexicon is simply a memory task.  

Ahmed (1989) found out that the under-achieving learners used a smaller 

range of strategies than the good learners. The under-achievers tended to avoid active 

practice. Lawson and Hogben’s (1996) study showed that learners who recalled more 

words used a greater range of strategies and used strategies more often than learners 

who recalled fewer words. The findings also reveal that elaboration strategies were 

more effective than repetition and word feature analysis strategies, and repetition 

strategies were the most frequency used strategies. Simple rehearsal was effective but 

other repetition strategies were not.  

Sanaoui (1995) noticed that learners who organized their vocabulary learning 

made better progress than those who did not. In general, there is value in being able 

to use a wide range of strategies and many learners are restricted to too narrow a 

range. Arthenton (1995) conducted a study to identify memorization strategies for 

vocabulary learning, employing 43 ESL learners studying at a British university. 

The result indicates that rote memorization strategies were used only among the 
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Asian learners, compared to European counterparts. Moreover, it was found that 

Asian learners relied on practice through writing rather than through oral 

communication, which was a practice strategy for vocabulary learning commonly 

found among European students. 

Arthenton (1995) conducted a study to identify memorization strategies for 

vocabulary learning, employing 43 ESL learners studying at a British university. 

The result indicates that rote memorization strategies were used only among the 

Asian learners, compared to European counterparts. Moreover, it was found that 

Asian learners relied on practice through writing rather than through oral 

communication, which was a practice strategy for vocabulary learning commonly 

found among European students. 

Gu and Johnson (1996) investigated 850 Chinese students’ VLS use and 

examined the relationship between students’ proficiency, vocabulary size and 

learners’ beliefs about vocabulary learning. They found that students employed a 

wide range of VLS. The most common strategies used were metacognitive regulation, 

guessing, dictionary use and note taking. The findings showed that students’ choice 

of strategy combinations resulted in learning differences. Different studies were 

carried out and confirmed the previous study (Liu, 2010; Wharton, 2000). Liu (2010) 

found that the most used VLS among Chinese students were “guessing from context”, 

“bilingual dictionary”, “oral and written repetition”, “reading new word aloud” and 

“asking teacher for a sentence that includes the new word”. Meanwhile Wharton 

(2000) study showed that Chinese, bilingual Singaporean university foreign language 

students preferred social strategies to affective strategies. 

Fan (2003) conducted a relatively large scale of research study to investigate 

the VLS use of Chinese students in higher education. She focused mainly on the 

relationship among frequency of use, perceived usefulness, and actual usefulness of 

VLS. 1,067 first year students took part in the study, and Vocabulary Size Test and 

VLS questionnaire were used. The findings showed that the participants used the 

strategies for reviewing and consolidating their knowledge of known words, and at 

the same time, they considered these strategies helpful. Overall, Fan concluded that 

there were differences between VLS use frequency and perception and the higher 

scoring group for vocabulary test used more diverse strategies frequently for 

vocabulary learning than the middle and low-scoring groups. 

In Vietnam, few studies were devoted to VLS. Đinh Thúy Hằng (2008) 

conducted a study among students at a gifted high school in the North. It was found 
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that students had a medium use of VLS and DET was the most frequently used 

group. The results also showed that there were small differences in vocabulary 

learning strategy use between male and female students. Males relied more on 

guessing from textual context, using a monolingual dictionary, asking teachers for 

L1 translation, connecting a word to a personal experience, grouping words to 

study, and using key words. They were more likely to skip new words. Meanwhile, 

females preferred taking notes in class, using a bilingual dictionary and using the 

vocabulary section in the textbook. It is obvious that female students used strategies 

more frequently than male students did. 

Lưu Trọng Tuấn (2011) conducted an empirical research to find out about 

learners’ autonomy as well as VLS they used in vocabulary learning. The data were 

collected from survey questionnaires distributed among first-year students at the 

University of Finance-Marketing. It was found that participants were familiar with 

using a dictionary, and asking for L1 translation when they first encountered new 

words; when it came to memorize new words, written repetition, verbal repetitions 

and world list were favored. The findings also showed that students were simply 

trying to remember words and revise in order to take final exams. 

In sum, vocabulary learning strategies have more or less attracted Vietnamese 

researchers, but most of these studies were conducted among a limited number of 

high school students or non-English major students. Moreover, the studies merely 

presented an exploratory finding and deeper investigations are needed. No research 

has been administered to explore students’ VLS used through three different stages. 

This study is the first attempt to investigate not only what VLS students use, but also 

what strategies EFL university students use to learn English vocabulary in different 

stages: discovering, remembering and evaluating new words 

2.4.2. MI theory and vocabulary learning 

The relationship between MI theory and vocabulary learning has been 

investigated in a number of studies. Armstrong (2003) published a book entitled The 

Multiple Intelligences of reading and writing: Making the words comes alive. In 

this book, following Gardner’s (1983) approach in Frames of Mind, he discusses the 

connection of a particular intelligence to literacy through research in the brain 

sciences, developmental psychology, evolutionary studies, biographies of creative 

individuals, cognitive psychology, and other fields. However, he devoted the larger 

part to practical strategies that exploit the resources of each particular intelligence 

for teaching and writing skills to children and adults. Each chapter has an applied 
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section that moves from micro to macro in its coverage of practical strategies. 

Beginning with letters and sounds, he moves on to whole words, then whole 

sentences, then to bodies of text. He also recommends selecting appropriate books 

and other literacy materials that integrate linguistic text with each intelligence. 

Finally, he concludes with the broader treatment of general literacy styles that might 

be associated with each of the eight intelligences. The emphasis of the book is to 

see the best aspect of each way of teaching and writing, and to understand why 

certain methods work best with certain and not with others. This book can be a 

helpful supplementary resource for educators, as he said, seeking to expand the 

repertoire of strategies for engaging students in reading and writing. 

With regards to MI theory and vocabulary learning, Brecher, Gray, Price and 

Sayles (1998) conducted a program for improving the spelling of high frequency words 

in daily writings across the curriculum through the use of MI. The population consisted 

of second and third grade students. The problem was tackled by parent surveys, teacher 

interviews, classroom observations and writing samples. Analysis of data revealed that 

students performed well on weekly spelling tests, yet did not transfer this knowledge to 

spelling high-frequency words in daily writing. Teachers reported inconsistent 

instruction in basic spelling. Based on the presentation and analysis of the results, 

students showed significant improvement in spelling and in transferring 100 high-

frequency words correctly and in internalizing the words in writing.  

Izabella (2013) investigated the use of Multiple Intelligences theory to 

facilitate English Vocabulary Learning. A total of 60 students selected from the 

researcher’s two English classes at a primary school in Debrecen in Hungary 

participated in the study. The subjects were randomly chosen in both experimental 

and control groups. The former was taught using ideas based on Gardner’s Multiple 

Intelligence theory and the latter receiving traditional teaching methods in order to 

acquire vocabulary. At the research period of three weeks, the data were collected 

through a Multiple Intelligences Profile questionnaire on both the teacher’s and 

students’ Multiple Intelligence strengths and weaknesses, a vocabulary pre-test, an 

immediate vocabulary post-test and a delayed vocabulary test. The study found that 

students taught through Multiple Intelligences-based methods demonstrated more 

success in vocabulary acquisition and retention than those who were exposed to 

traditional methods. 

Ghamrawi (2014) investigated Multiple Intelligences and ESL teaching and 

learning in one private school in Beirut, Lebanon. The study examined 
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preschoolers’ vocabulary acquisition by implementing MI theory in ESL classes in 

a K-12 school in Lebanon. The sample consisted of eighty kindergarten pupils 

(KG II, aged five years) and eight teachers. The study used mixed methods, 

including observations of videotaped sessions, teacher surveys, and student 

interviews. The findings show that traditional methods of teaching help students 

acquire new vocabulary faster than MI methods do. However, MI methods were in 

favor of a longer retention of vocabulary. It also indicates that there is a 

correlation between teachers’ MI profile and their teaching styles and lesson 

delivery and that MI teachers had lower usage of higher order thinking skills. The 

author recommends the utilization of MI in ESL teaching and learning, but two 

aspects should be taken into consideration: (1) teachers need to check their MI 

scores and make sure that they do not only address those intelligences that they 

enjoy the most; and (2) teachers should be aware of teaching higher order thinking 

skills when MI theory is applied. The same way breadth is needed, depth within a 

given intelligence is also required. 

MI and vocabulary learning have attracted much attention from Iranian 

researchers as well. Javanmard’s (2012) study investigated the relationship 

between participants’ MI and their performance on vocabulary tests. The 

participants were 100 junior students at Khoramabad Azad University majoring in 

English Language Teaching. They were asked to answer the MIDAS developed by 

Shearer (1996). Then, they answered four different formats of vocabulary tests, 

namely, antonym, gap filling at sentence level, gap filling at context level, and 

matching. The finding of this study concluded that there was no significant 

relationship between MI and performance on vocabulary tests, except for bodily-

kinesthetic intelligence which showed a positive relation with vocabulary scores. 

The other finding of the research is that most intelligences have a negative 

correlation with vocabulary test scores. It means that the higher that specific 

intelligence was, the lower the vocabulary test scores would be. The author also 

stated that it could be attributed to different factors which need to be investigated 

by further research. He added that participants’ performance on vocabulary tests 

can show the individual difference rather than their intelligence preferences, such 

as the styles and strategies that they use when leaning vocabulary or taking a 

vocabulary test. It can be argued that performance can be attributed to their ability 

in memorizing words or their test-taking strategies, which are not part of their 

vocabulary knowledge. It is suggested in the study that a person’s success or 
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failure in learning vocabulary or taking a test on vocabulary cannot be predicted 

on the basis of his/her scores on different intelligences. 

More recently, Farahani and Kalkhoran (2014) investigated the relationship 

between Iranian EFL learners’ MI and incidental vocabulary learning. The study 

was conducted among 42 female Iranian intermediate EFL learners. The MIDAS 

questionnaire was used to identify learners’ eight types of intelligences. The 

treatment used in the study was extensive reading. The researcher selected the 23 

reading texts and read them aloud to the participants in the class. In each twenty 

sessions of the treatment while the researcher read a text out loud, she gave the 

same copy of the text to the participants and after reading the text she collected 

them. Finally, at the end of the treatment, participants took the post-test of 

vocabulary, which was based on one hundred and fifty vocabulary items that were 

used in the texts, exactly the same as the vocabulary pre-test, which was designed 

based on the unfamiliar words of the texts in the treatment. It also had a multiple-

choice format. The study’s findings showed that there was a significant relationship 

between Iranian EFL learners’ MI and their incidental vocabulary, especially with 

naturalist intelligence.  

In Vietnam, the MI theory and vocabulary learning has been still in its 

embryonic state. Trần Thị Ngọc Yến and Lê Thị Tuyết Hạnh (2015) investigated 

the application of MI theory in EFL classes in Vinh university in Vietnam. Two pre-

tests were distributed among 110 students and found that there is a correlation 

between English proficiency and vocabulary size level. The result of the two MI 

checklists also showed that there were differences between English learning and 

teaching styles at Vinh university. Besides, the statistics from the experimental 

group demonstrated that MI lessons could help students improve their ability in 

recognizing word spelling but not word meaning.  

Lê Phạm Hoài Hương and Lê Thị Tuyết Hạnh (2014) discuss the Multiple 

Intelligences theory proposed by Gardner and focus particularly on “Linguistic 

Intelligence”. Linguistic intelligence is shown in the perception of word meaning, 

word order, sound, rhythm, and word length that enable a word to be more 

recognizable. Learners with linguistic intelligence are able to use language to 

persuade, encourage and express ideas. Based on the principles of the Multiple 

Intelligences theory, the article suggests activities for teaching and learning 

vocabulary in and out of the classroom to help learners with potential linguistic 

intelligence to advance in their capacity. 
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2.4.3. MI Theory and vocabulary learning strategies 

As vocabulary learning strategies are part of LLS and most of VLS in 

Schmitt’s (1997) questionnaire were extracted from Oxford’s (1990) LLS 

questionnaire, research about the relationship between MI and LLS was first revised 

before the relationship between MI and VLS was taken in account.  

One of most related studies the current one was conducted by Akbari and 

Hosseini (2008). The Iranian study aimed to find out if there is any relationship 

between EFL learners’ Multiple Intelligences scores and their use of different 

language learning strategies and to determine whether any relationship exists 

between the construct of MI and learners’ overall proficiency measured through a 

retired version of IELTS. Ninety subjects constituted the sample. MIDAS, a 

commercially designed instrument, was used to measure the participants’ MI scores. 

Learners’ strategy use was of checked through the Strategy Use Inventory for 

Language Learning. The correlational analysis of the findings indicated significant 

relations between the use of language learning strategies and IQ use, and kinesthetic 

intelligence correlated only with memory learning strategies. 

Hajhashemi, Ghombavani and Amirkhiz (2011) investigated the relations 

between language learning strategies, language proficiency and Multiple 

Intelligences among 132 Malaysian university students. McKenzie’s (1999) MI 

inventory and Strategy Inventory for Language Learning by Oxford (1990) was 

used to identify students’ MI scores and strategy use, respectively. The findings 

indicated that there is a low, positive correlation between the two variables. The 

highest correlation can be seen between metacognitive strategies and students’ MI 

scores. The results showed that MI is of a rather cognitive nature and successful 

learning results from consciousness in planning and storing information. The data 

of the study revealed no significant relationship between students’ English 

language proficiency and their use of LLS. However, the authors recommended 

the duplication of the study in different settings to ascertain these findings. 

Recently, Ahmadian and Ghasemi (2017) investigated the relationship 

between LLS, MI and self-efficacy. The study involved 50 EFL participants from 

Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Iran. The findings show that there was a 

significant correlation (r=.665) between students’ LLS use and their intelligences. 

The highest correlation was found between COG strategies and MI score, followed 

by Metacognitive, Social and Effective strategies. The study assumed that MI can 

be seen as an indication with cognitive nature and involve conscious planning and 

storage of L2 data. 
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Another study was carried out by Razmjoo et al. (2009). They attempted to 

identify the relationship between MI, vocabulary knowledge and vocabulary 

learning strategies among Iranian EFL learners. The participants were senior 

students at Shiraz Azard University majoring in English Language Teaching. To 

complete the study, Nation’s (2001) level Tests, Schmitt’s VLS (1997) and an MI 

questionnaire were administered. It was concluded that there is a relationship 

between MI and vocabulary knowledge (breadth knowledge). Moreover, among 

different domains of intelligence, linguistic and natural intelligences make 

statistically remarkable contributions to the prediction of vocabulary knowledge. 

Also, stepwise multiple regression analysis confirms the same finding. Concerning 

the relationship between MI and vocabulary strategies, the results indicate that 

among five categories of strategies, determination, social, and memory strategies 

have a meaningful relationship with several domains of MI.  

Azadi et al. (2014) identified the relationship between MI and VLS among 

the Iranian EFL learners. The participants were senior students at Kerman Azad 

University majoring in English Language Teaching. They were trying the find the 

answers to three questions: (1) is there any relationship between MI and any types 

of VLS among Iranian EFL learners? (2) which type of intelligence or combination 

of intelligences is the best predictor of VLS? (3) are there any types of intelligences 

or combination of intelligences predictor of weakness or strangeness in Iranian EFL 

learner’s VLS. The findings showed that different types of intelligences have 

different relationship with VLS groups. A significant relationship was found 

between social strategies and multiple intelligences. Spatial intelligence can be a 

good predictor of VLS and musical type is the weakest one. However, the 

researchers claimed about the context-bound results in the study. 

Ahour and Abdi (2015) discussed the relationship between Iranian EFL male 

and female learners’ MI types and their VLS use. 150 intermediate learners from an 

English language Institute in Tabriz constituted the sample. MI and VLS 

questionnaires were used to collect the data. The results showed that there was a 

significant relationship between participants’ MI types and VLS categories. 

Besides, the musical type had the strongest correlation with the SOC category. 

Moreover, both male and female learners employed MEM and SOC strategies as the 

most and the least frequently used categories, respectively. The findings also 

revealed that interpersonal and linguistic intelligences were the best predicators of 

male learners’ VLS use; meanwhile bodily and naturalist ones contributed 

significantly to the prediction for females. 
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Recently, Sistani and Hashemian (2016) investigated the relationship 

between Iranian L2 learners’ VLS and MI types. They also tried to explore to what 

extent MI would predict L2 students’ VLS. The Oxford Placement Test, 

McKenzie’s (1999) and Schmitt’s (1997) were used as research instruments. The 

findings showed that there was a strong relationship between Visual/Spatial 

intelligence and Memory strategies, Linguistic intelligence and Determination 

strategies. As a whole, participants differed from each other in their decisions for 

VLS choice. More specific and significant VLS use was witnessed in Interpersonal, 

Linguistic, Visual and Intrapersonal students. 

The review of the literature indicates that a modest number of studies have 

been conducted concerning MI theory and vocabulary learning strategies worldwide. 

All the studies were carried by using the VLS questionnaire and MI checklist to find 

out the relationship between two variables. The findings from those studies may help 

educators to recognize the relationship between MI and different aspects of 

vocabulary knowledge: spelling, word retention, incidental vocabulary; between MI 

and types of text; or between MI and language/vocabulary learning strategies. 

However, far too little attention has been paid precisely to the relationship between 

different MI scores and different strategies of new word learning. Moreover, previous 

researchers also confirmed their context-bound results, rather than universal results 

(for example, Akbari & Hosseini, 2008; Ahour & Abdi, 2015; Razmjoo et al., 2009; 

Sistani & Hashemian 2016).  

In addition, Schmitt (1997) states that “For vocabulary, culture is another 

learner characteristic which has been shown to be important” (p.5). Schmitt’s 

(1997) findings showed that learners from different cultural groups sometimes have 

quite different opinions about the usefulness of various vocabulary learning 

strategies. O’Malley and Chamot (1990) found that Hispanic students who had 

strategy training improved their vocabulary scores compared to the Hispanic control 

group, but Asian students in the strategy training groups (who resisted training) 

performed worse than the Asian control group who used their familiar rote 

repetition strategy.  

For all this above evidence, this is the first attempt to investigate the 

relationship, if any, between Multiple Intelligences and EFL university learners’ 

vocabulary learning strategy use in Vietnam 

2.5. Summary 

The first part of the chapter focused on vocabulary learning strategies. The 

notion ‘word knowledge’ was defined in Nation’s point of view. For the purpose of 
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the study, the taxonomy of VLS by Schmitt (1997) was chosen as the construct for 

this study because of its scientific simplicity and validity, as mentioned previously. 

This chapter then discussed the literature of Intelligence theories before more 

precisely discussing Multiple Intelligences theory by Howard Gardner. The 

relationship between MI theory and ELT was also discussed. The number of related 

books and studies about various aspects of language give MI theory a prestigious 

status. Many authors all over the world have contributed to promote the application 

of MI into EFL/ESL classrooms, such as Christison (1996, 1998), Berman (1998), 

and Richards and Rogers (2014).  

By reviewing the literature of MI theory and VLS in the third part, the study 

tried to see to what extent previous related studies have gone. Not many have been 

carried out all over the world. The studies mostly focus on vocabulary learning in 

primary schools (Brecher et al., 1998; Izabella, 2013) or in preschool (Ghamrawi, 

2014). Ahour and Abdi, (2015), Farahani and Kalkhoran (2014), Javanmard (2012), 

Razmjoo et al., (2009) and Sistani and Hashemian (2016) all conducted their 

research at university level with context-bound findings. 

Taken as a whole, there is evidence that MI theory and vocabulary learning 

strategies are related, but their effects on vocabulary learning have not been 

identified. There is no research on the relationship between MI scores and 

vocabulary learning strategies and how each type of intelligence relates to 

vocabulary learning of EFL university learners in Vietnam. This thesis will be 

carried out to find out the difference of strategies used among different MI learners 

and to see the potential relationship between MI and VLS of EFL university 

students in Vietnam. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents the research methodology that was used in this study. 

The first section provides the rationale for the research design and the subsequent 

sections introduce information about participants, data collection and analysis 

methods. The pilot testing of the validity and reliability of current research 

instruments are also included in this chapter. 

3.2. Rationale for the mixed methods approach 

The use of a mixed methods approach in this study was driven by the apparent 

shortcomings of both quantitative and qualitative approach. Both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches have their own strengths and weaknesses, therefore, taking 

only a single approach might lead to insufficient or limited data. Mixed methods 

research formally began in the late 1980s even though it started in 1950s (McKim, 

2017). A mixed methods research is described in the definition given by Johnson at 

al., 2007 as follows:  

Mixed methods research is the type of research in which a researcher or a 

team of researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative 

research approaches (e.g., use of qualitative and quantitative view points, 

data collection, analysis, inference techniques) for the broad purposes of 

breadth and depth of understanding and corroboration (p.123). 

This approach is increasingly made use of by many researchers (Abonyi & 

Crooks, 2008; Creswell & Clark, 2011; Dunning, Williams; Johnson, Onwuegbuzie 

& Turner, 2007; McKim, 2017). This type of approach was proved to have several 

positive effects on research results. Some of them are increasing validity in the 

findings, informing the collection of the second data source and assisting with 

knowledge creation (McKim, 2017). Another value of mixed methods approach 

from which this study was inspired is the integration component. Creswell and 

Clark (2011) asserts: “The use of quantitative and qualitative approaches in 

combination provides a better understanding of research problems than either 

approach alone” (p.5). According to McKim (2017), “integration gives readers more 

confidence in the results and the conclusions they draw from the study” (p.203).  

The employment of mixed methods research was also found to be pertinent to this 

study because in the field of learning strategies, including vocabulary learning strategies, 

Hsiao and Oxford (2002) point out that the data elicited from a learning strategy 
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questionnaire might be inadequate to determine the respondents’ actual strategy use in 

practice. Accordingly, to increase the accuracy and validity claims of vocabulary 

learning strategy research, the researcher combined both types of data to interpret 

which VLS language learners use to discover, memorize and practise new words. 

For all the aforementioned advantages, the mixed methods approach can 

help the researcher triangulate the findings collected from both quantitative and 

qualitative methods and provide more accurate information about the VLS use 

among EFL university students as well as the relationships between their MI 

indexes and VLS use. 

More specifically, this study falls most closely under the category of 

explanatory mixed methods design. This is a design which is most widely used in 

educational research. Explanatory mixed methods designs consist of “first collecting 

quantitative data and then collecting qualitative data to help explain or elaborate on the 

quantitative results” (Creswell & Clark, 2011, p.560). Accordingly, the study started 

with quantitative surveys (MI and VLS surveys). The findings from the quantitative 

data then helped inform qualitative data collection and analysis (diaries and 

interviews). Then, the theming, connecting and contrasting of both the quantitative and 

qualitative findings in this study supported the extension of the understanding of 

VLS use as well as the relationship between students’ MI scores and VLS use.  

In this sequential design, the priority was given to qualitative data collection 

and analysis. According to Creswell (2009), in a sequential explanatory design, 

attention can be given to either a quantitative or qualitative approach, and this may 

depend on the researcher’s interest, the study’s audience and what researchers aim 

to focus on in their study. As the objectives of this study were to seek EFL 

university students’ VLS use and to explore the potential relationship between 

students’ MI scores and VLS use, the weight was put on the qualitative approach, 

even though it was the second phase of the research process. The quantitative 

approach was designed to allow the researcher to develop a general understanding 

about the relationship between the two mentioned variables, then the qualitative 

approach, with students’ diaries and interviews, helped to support or reject, and 

explain the results from the quantitative phase. This process helped the researcher 

gain deeper understanding about the research problems. 

3.3. Participants 

There were 213 young adult Vietnamese EFL learners who involved in 

this study. They were English majored students in their second and third year at 
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the University. These participants were chosen firstly because they learned 

English at university and in lower grades in almost the same program, which is 

issued by MOET, as other students in other parts of Vietnam. Furthermore, the 

researcher could easily get access to them and keep contact with them for the 

following study stages. 

These participants were divided into three groups in accordance with the data 

collection purposes. The first group consisted of 213 EFL university students, who 

took part in MI survey and VLS data collection. These students were randomly 

chosen and came from different regions in the North Centre of Vietnam. Table 3.1 

presents the overall demographic information regarding their gender and hometown. 

Table 3.1. Participants’ demographic information 

Characteristics Number % of Total 

Gender 
Male 10 4.7 

Female  203 93 

Age 19-21 213 100 

Hometown 

Nghệ An 115 54 

Hà Tĩnh 51 24 

Thanh Hóa 23 10.8 

Quảng Bình 19 8.9 

Ninh Bình 5 2,3 

The second group included 35 students (34 females and 1 male) who were 

purposively selected among 213 first group students and were invited to write 

diaries. These participants were nominated as dominant in a specific type of 

intelligence when they gained the highest score in that intelligence. This group was 

set up first to gather information about students’ VLS use in their vocabulary 

learning and they were then categorized into the nine groups of intelligence they 

belonged to in order to elicit information about the relationships (see Table 3.2).  

 The third group consisted of 65 interviewees. These students were also 

selected from 213 participants, then divided into nine intelligence groups based on 

their MI scores and were then grouped on Facebook network. Nineteen students 

were randomly chosen from the second group (diarists) and 46 were from the rest 

of 213 participants. Table 3.2 presents the number of participants in group 2 and 

group 3. 
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Table 3.2. Number of participants in the second and third groups 

Types of intelligence Number of diarists Number of group interviewees 

Naturalist 5 6 

Musical 4 6 

Logical 3 6 

Existentialist 3 6 

Interpersonal 5 9 

Kinesthetic 4 7 

Linguistic 4 8 

Intrapersonal 4 10 

Spatial 3 7 

Total 35 65 

 

3.3.1. Participants’ background and English proficiency 

Even though these participants came from different regions in Vietnam, they 

possessed a homogeneous cultural and educational background. All of them were 

recruited to the Foreign Languages Department at the University based on their 

national graduation exams as well as their learning results of the previous classes. 

They had been studying English for at least three years at high school for 

approximately four hours a week. The participants had been following an English 

program that consisted of reading, speaking, writing, listening and grammar. This 

program occupied roughly 10 hours a week. They were learning different classes 

both in English and Vietnamese, such as Translation, Writing, Integrated skills, 

history of the communist party, etc., Their ages varied from 19 to 21 years old. 

These 213 students were studying in six classes with three different teachers 

according to the university requirements. 

Since the participants’ EFL proficiency level had already been measured 

by the entrance exam, the study did not require the participants to take another 

proficiency assessment test. These participants were most appropriate for the 

study as they were able to communicate in at least a basic level English, and read 

tasks set by the researcher for information elicitation and data collection 

purposes. 
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3.3.2. Criteria for sampling 

In fact, the sampling of this study was restricted by certain specific 

requirements:  

(1)  As the study aimed at investigating EFL university students’ VLS use 

and the relationship between their MI scores and VLS use, the participants must be 

university students for at least one year, so they were familiar with the university 

environment, which was one of the factors that might have affected students’ choice 

of VLS in the questionnaire.  

(2) Participants could answer the questionnaire and interview questions and 

write diaries in English or in Vietnamese. However, communicating in a language 

that the participants were most proficient in could help to clarify their doubts and 

answer their queries that might have arisen during the questionnaire survey, 

interviews and diary keeping. It could also increase the interaction between 

researcher and participants, and reduce unnecessary communication breakdown and 

the need for an interpreter or translator. That was why Vietnamese was the primary 

language used by the researcher in the interview.  

(3) Participants must follow the same training program of Vietnam’s 

education system because the different training program in L1 language may have 

different impacts on students’ VLS use to learn a foreign language. 

(4) Participants must have Facebook accounts or mobile phone numbers to 

be contacted by the researcher when necessary. 

(5) For the group focus interviews, participants had to be dominant in one 

type of intelligence.  

(6) Participants were willing and available to complete all the tasks designed 

by the researcher. 

3.3.3. The researcher’s role 

As mentioned earlier, the researcher takes on multiple roles in this study: the 

interviewer, the administrator of the survey and the observer during the survey time. 

Because the sample consisted of 213 second- and third-year students at the research 

site, to ensure the similarity of the context, the researcher was present in the 

classrooms and gave explanations if necessary (e.g., give the examples of some 

unfamiliar strategies, such as Loci, Peg, Keyword method). She was initially an 

outsider, even though she has been teaching English at the university but the 

students in the research site were not in her class. However, most of the participants 

seemed to be open and sincere in their interactions with the researcher. 
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3.4. Data collection tools 

A careful selection of research instruments was considered. Four main 

information elicitation techniques were used to collect and elicit information for this 

study - VLS questionnaire, MI checklist, interviews and students’ diaries. The 

combination of data collection methods aimed to provide a more holistic view of 

participants than using only one data collection tool. All the tools were first tested 

through the pilot study and then modification, if necessary, was made to be 

reasonably applied to the main study.  

3.4.1. Study tools 

3.4.1.1. VLS questionnaire (see Appendix A, p.151) 

As in the literature review, the VLS questionnaire was adapted from 

Schmitt’s (1997) five categories: Metacognitive, Social, Determination, Memory 

and Cognitive strategies. In total, there were fifty-eight VLS in the questionnaire 

and the 59th row was designed for students to add any strategy which did not appear 

in the list. Furthermore, some strategies were modified to be easily understood, 

including all strategies in which the word “L1” was replaced by “Vietnamese”. All 

other VLS in Schmitt’s (1997) questionnaire were kept the same because of the 

reasons mentioned in the literature review (section 2.2.2.5). Table 3.3 below 

describes the number of each VLS group in the questionnaire. 

Table 3.3. Number of VLS in Schmitt’s VLS taxonomy 

Category of VLS Number of VLS 

Determination 9 

Social  9 

Memory  26 

Cognitive 9 

Metacognitive  5 

Total 58 

 

 The taxonomy was also chosen because many researchers have adopted this 

taxonomy in their studies relating to VLS, including Akabari and Hosseini (2008), 

Saengpakdeejit (2014) and Azizi and Zamaniyan (2013). Moreover, the taxonomy 

was built from the experiences of Japanese learners, who are closely related to 

Vietnamese learners, both educationally and culturally. For all the reasons, the 

validity of the taxonomy is verified. 
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There are two parts to the VLS questionnaire. The first part elicits 

information about the learners’ cultural, educational and linguistic backgrounds, and 

the second part, containing 58 items, targets their selection of vocabulary learning 

strategies. They record their responses on the same five-point Likert scale (never 

=1, rarely =2, sometimes =3, usually =4, always =5). Moreover, an open-ended 

question is added at the end of the questionnaire for students to include more VLS 

they had actually used. As Schmitt (1997) also emphasized that it should not be 

viewed as exhaustive, but rather as a dynamic working inventory which suggests the 

major strategies, there is a space (59th row) for students to add some strategies they 

have used but that are not mentioned in the questionnaire. 

The VLS questionnaire took about 30-40 minutes to complete. According to 

Oxford et al. (1996), the highly structured questions in the questionnaire allowed 

the researcher to have complete control over the questioning, but they reduced the 

opportunity for respondents “to elaborate on the answers” (p.91). This shortcoming 

was overcome by the interviews conducted some days after the completion of the 

questionnaire. 

3.4.1.2. McKenzie MI survey (see Appendix B,p.155) 

This inventory has been used and proved its validity through many studies 

(Chan, 2006; Currie, 2003; Ghamarwi, 2013; Razmjoo et al., 2009). The survey 

requires potential test-takers to tick those out of a total of 90 statements with which 

they agree. The statements are grouped into nine sections (10 statements for each 

intelligence). Having ticked all relevant statements, the test taker is asked to add up 

the number of ticks for each section and to multiply the results of each section by 

10. Participants need about 30 minutes to finish this test. 

The McKenzie was chosen as the tool of the study for the reasons below: 

- It is short enough for the test-takers to be interested in answering the survey. 

- It has a very clear guide of assessment of the MI scores. 

- The researcher can store all the draw statistics from the survey for later 

analysis. (While the MIDAS has its own right to analyze and categorize the profile 

through a software, the researcher merely receives the results through email and 

does not know on what criteria MI scores were established.) 

- It is free. 

3.4.1.3. Interviews  

Two types of interviews were conducted among the participants in this study. 

The first type of semi-structured interview, the general interview, was carried out 
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before the administration of the VLS questionnaire to find out the general 

information of students’ vocabulary learning and their VLS use. It was then 

conducted after the administration of both the VLS questionnaire and the MI survey 

to elicit some information from those quantitative data. The second type, the focus 

group interview, was used to find out the MI student group’s VLS use. 

General interview (Appendix C, p.160) 

The semi-structured interview was chosen to ensure the researcher still had 

the “freedom to digress and probe for more information” (Mackey & Gass, 2005, 

p.173). As the interviews were interactive, the researcher could elicit additional data 

if initial answers were vague, incomplete, off-topic or not specific enough. Prior to 

the interview, the researcher provided a brief explanation of the research focus and 

clarified any doubts participants might have about the research study. The 

interviews were subsequently recorded. They consisted of 10 questions, mainly 

focusing on the following issues: 

- The importance of vocabulary learning 

- Previous vocabulary learning experiences 

- Previous vocabulary learning strategies 

- The effectiveness of those strategies 

The interview questions were asked in English but, whenever required, 

clarification would be made in Vietnamese. The main purpose of the interviews was 

to gain an understanding of EFL university learners’ vocabulary learning strategies 

they currently used to learn vocabulary in English. 

Focus Group interview (Appendix C, p.160) 

Focus group interview is identified by Dornyei (2007) as a tool which 

“involves a group format whereby an interviewer records the responses of a small 

group (usually 6-12 members)” (p.144). Accordingly, to gather data from nine 

student groups of dominant intelligence types, this type was used through interview 

groups based on “Facebook group” application (see Appendix D, p.162). As 

Dornyei (2007) declared that fewer than six participants in each group would limit 

the “potential of the ‘collective wisdom’ whereas too large size makes it difficult for 

everyone to participate” (p.144), the number of participants in each group of this 

study varied from 6 to 10 participants. (see Table 3.2).  

This type of interview was conducted during the last stage of the research, 

after the completion of data analysis of the two questionnaires. With the same 

reason as mentioned previously, semi-structured interviews were used. The 
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interview aimed to elicit information from two data resources to gain deeper 

understanding of: 

- EFL university students’ most frequently used VLS 

- Their favorite VLS to discover, memorize and practise new words 

- Their perceived effectiveness about specific VLS. 

According to Nunan and Bailey (2009), interviews are not only conducted 

face-to-face, but they can also be carried out electronically- by telephone, via email, 

or even through a chat room. Therefore, the interviews in this study were decided to 

conduct through Facebook inboxes. Phone calls were used when necessary. The 

Facebook messenger tool was made use of in this focus group interview because it 

could bring about many advantages.   

Firstly, this research tool shared the same benefits as face-to-face 

interviewing, including collecting data set, eliciting data from previous 

questionnaires., etc. 

Secondly, it was more convenient compared to other types of interviews in 

many ways: 

 (1) Time and cost saving: neither the interviewer nor interviewees have to 

move to another place. They could stay at home at certain times and typed to each 

other. Moreover, the interviewer did not need transcribe the data, she just spent 

some time to copy and paste the responses into her data resources.  

(2) Convenient meeting time arrangement: In this study, it was easier to 

arrange time to message respondents through Facebook groups rather than face-to-

face meetings because they were busy with their classes at university during the 

daytime. Moreover, this social network has become part of the students’ tool kit as 

they access it almost every day. 

(3) Participant comfortability: As the group interviews aimed to collect 

information about VLS use from different MI participant groups, prompt responses 

would be the best. However, students could also reply later whenever possible.  

(4) Continuing elicitation: During the group interviews, the researcher took 

note when there was a vague answer. She then messaged to that respondent to 

clarify the response after the group conversation ended. The clarification would be 

conducted right after the conversation or some days later depending on the 

availability of those interviewees. 

However, to avoid the bias from students’ responses, the questions were 

firstly sent to students through Facebook inboxes. When there was any ambiguity in 
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the answer, the researcher typed the questions and sent them back to the individual 

respondents (see Appendix E, p.166). This individual messaging also aimed at 

helping students avoid being affected by others’ responses in the group. 

Moreover, in order to maintain natural and comfortable interactions from 

both sides, casual language was used in the interviews. Both Vietnamese and 

English languages were encouraged to have a clear mutual understanding. 

Moreover, as the researcher could not see the interviewee’s faces, some small 

talk was made to assure the researcher was interviewing the right person. 

Another note relating to students’ Facebook accounts: they did not usually use 

their real names in their Facebook titles, and it was necessary to have a list of 

students’ real names connecting to Facebook names whenever she conducted the 

interviews. The researcher reminded students to stay in the interview group until 

the research was completed. This reminder did not have any negative effect on 

the students’ life. 

Like some other electronical research tools, interviewing through Facebook 

messenger might result in the lack of social cues, such as intonation, gestures and 

body language. However, these social cues did not affect the data collection results 

in this study as they were out of the data validity construct. Another limitation may 

come from the available access of the Internet and participants must have been 

competent in using a computer.  

3.4.1.4. Students’ diaries (see Appendix F, G, H, I ) 

Thirty-five students took part in this data collection stage, including 12 

second-year students and 23 third-year students. Diaries, which are a form of 

retrospective self-report, are becoming increasingly popular tools for gathering 

information about teaching and learning (Bailey & Ochsner, 1983; Oxford et al., 

1996). They can be effective means of allowing the learners to describe their 

feelings, thoughts and learning strategies. Sanaoui (1992) and Jones (1995) are two 

researchers who employed diaries in their studies on vocabulary learning strategies. 

Rubin (1981) found directed diary reporting an extremely useful way to obtain data 

about learning strategies. She further states that diary keeping seems to be more 

productive when focusing on particular aspects of learning. To this extent, it was 

advantageous to use diaries in this study because it was aimed at vocabulary 

learning strategies.  

The instrument was designed by the researcher. To restrict the limitation of 

the open-ended nature of the diary, instructions were included in the first page of 
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the notebook to let students know what was required of them (see Appendix F, p. 

168). Attempts were made to focus on particular aspects of words; students were 

given a notebook and some examples were given at the time when the notebooks 

were distributed to help students understand better what they need to do. The 

second page had a chart, which was divided into seven days of the week for 

students to write in. Each participant was asked to write down in each day only 

what she/he did each day in order to learn vocabulary (see Appendix G, p.169). 

However, many students still showed their creativeness in writing what they learnt 

with vocabulary diaries, and the space in this section is too small for them to write 

all they needed in. Accordingly, participants were encouraged to express their fully 

creativeness. Appendix H (p. 170) was one of their creativeness examples. Any 

vague information provided in the diaries were elicited through the general 

interviews on Facebook group (see Appendix I, p. 171). 

3.4.2. Pilot testing 

The pilot study had two purposes: first, to assess the usability and practicality 

of the three instruments used in the main study; and second to use the results 

obtained to develop the instruments which were to be used later. Table 3.4 lists the 

focuses of the pilot in this study.  

Table 3.4. Pilot testing plan for the study 

Instrument Reasons Actions taken 

Number and types 

of participants 

needed 

VLS inventory The difficult terms 

might cause problems in 

understanding the 

meaning of the 

mentioned strategies. 

The researcher was 

present in the classes 

and explained the 

terms when 

necessary. 

34 EFL university 

students (not 

among the 213 

participants) 

Diary keeping  The instruction might 

not be clear enough for 

students to provide 

needed information. 

Collect the data after 

a week to see how 

students responded 

to the requirement 

and see what made 

them disoriented if 

at all. 

2 EFL university 

learners 
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Instrument Reasons Actions taken 

Number and types 

of participants 

needed 

Interviews  The questions might not 

yield the relevant 

results. 

A pilot interview  

were carried out face 

to face. 

32 students 

Multiple 

Intelligences 

inventory 

The inventory might not 

help to clearly 

categorize participants’ 

MI scores. 

Two MI checklists 

were distributed to 

participants and then 

analyzed to choose 

the most valid one. 

34 EFL university 

students 

Group interviews  The interview questions 

and methods might have 

some negative effects 

on students’ responses. 

Conduct the 

interviews in two 

different ways: face-

to face and online, 

both in Vietnamese 

and English. 

9 EFL university 

students 

The VLS inventory was distributed to 34 third-year students to see how it 

worked. The observation during the survey time helped the researcher know if the 

students could answer the survey and whether they had any questions. The quick 

interview after the completion of the survey showed that for some unfamiliar 

strategies (Loci method, Peg method, Configuration method) students could not 

understand the meaning even though they had looked up the new words in the 

dictionary, they did not ask the researcher and still put a tick in the column. There 

was also misunderstanding for the Keyword Method (which involved devising an 

image that typically connected the pronunciation of the second language word with 

the meaning of a first language word (Thornburry, 2002). For those reasons, term 

and strategy explanations and examples were taken into account for the main study. 

The researcher was present in the classroom when the inventory was distributed and 

was ready to explain any ambiguities. 

The respondents were encouraged to write down any additional strategies which 

they did not find in the questionnaire. There were two students who added their own 

strategies to learn new words, including “learn new words from doing exercises” and 

“learn new words by making up stories”. Accordingly, the 59th row was added for the 

VLS inventory in the main study for participants to add any other strategies. 
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The researcher initially asked participants to send diaries by email after each 

week. However, there were many excuses that students gave for not sending them 

on time, such as no access to computer, lack of internet, lack of drawing skills for 

students who wanted to draw something. Moreover, students seemed to feel it was 

compulsory to complete the diaries. Consequently, the received results, to some 

extent, were distorted. Decisions on how to modify the way to achieve expected 

data were made based upon this discussion with learners. The notebooks were then 

distributed to 35 volunteers and small gifts were given to students at the end of the 

task. Moreover, the pilot testing results showed that writing a satisfactory diary was 

a difficult task and needed a training section. That was why the researcher arranged 

a meeting with 35 students for the training to make sure everything was clear. The 

training took around 20 minutes and each student was given a diary notebook where 

the instructions were included. The diaries were collected after four weeks. 

Although the students were given some examples during the training section, the 

diaries yielded some irrelevant results for the interpretation of the study. 

The first interview had been administrated before the VLS survey was 

distributed to the participants. This interview was carried out in order to find out 

the vocabulary learning among EFL students by the time of the survey. There 

were 10 questions relating to their perception of vocabulary learning as well as 

their vocabulary learning. As some questions such as “How did your teacher 

teach you vocabulary in the first language?” or “How did you learn vocabulary 

in the first language?” went too far from the topic, they were then omitted from 

the main study. The in-depth interviews were carried out in a follow-up stage to 

have a deeper understanding of the collected data from both the VLS survey and the 

diaries. This was initially administered face to face. However, many questions could 

be answered through phone calls or Facebook messenger and because face-to-face 

interviews might take a lot of time, the Facebook interviews and phone interviews 

were used instead in the main study. 

MI checklists are provided in many books and are freely available on 

numerous websites. However, Gardner (1993, 1995) has argued against the use of 

these checklists which might become a distorted instrument of measurement. For 

this reason, two MI inventories were taken into account:  

(1) The Multiple Intelligences Developmental and Assessment Scales 

(MIDAS). This commercial assessment material includes 119 Likert questions and 

an answer sheet, and the instrument does not have a time limit. Each question has 

six response choices and a unique response to match the questions content. Shearer 
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(2004) notes that “Percentage scores for each scale are calculated from the total 

number of responses using a score matrix derived from the factor analytic studies” 

(p.5). Therefore, questions that are not answered are excluded from the scoring. 

Typically, 35-45 minutes are adequate for self-completion. Table 3.5 below 

synthesizes the number of each dominant intelligence. 

Table 3.5. Number of questions for each type of Intelligence in MIDAS 

Types of intelligence Number of questions 

Musical 14 

Kinesthetic 13 

Math 17 

Spatial 15 

Linguistic 20 

Interpersonal 18 

Intrapersonal 9 

Naturalist 13 

Total 119 

 

(2) McKenzie MI survey. The survey requires test-takers to select 

statements, out of a total of 90, with which they agree. The statements are grouped 

into nine sections (10 statements for each intelligence). Having ticked all the 

relevant statements, the test taker is asked to add up the number of ticks for each 

section and to multiply the results of each section by 10. Participants need about 30 

minutes to finish this test. The McKenzie survey was chosen as the tool of the study 

for the reasons mentioned above (p. 51). 

With regard to MI administration, to eliminate the possibility that 

participants might not understand some statements in the MI checklist, the 

researcher was present and spent 10 minutes talking about MI theory. Moreover, 

during the survey time, she explained any statements in Vietnamese for students to 

have a better understanding to choose correctly. As mentioned earlier, there are 10 

statements in each section which present a certain type of intelligence. The title of 

each intelligence was left blank until the graph was filled, to avoid participants 

giving answers about types of intelligence they desire. Given that the precautions 

have helped to eliminate the possibility that the results might be distorted, it can be 

assumed that the method would yield reliable findings. 

With respect to group interviews, nine students with different dominant 

intelligences were chosen (How and when?). A structured interview was 
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distributed to students through emails. The language of the interview was English. 

However, the returned interviews revealed some problems: students did not take 

care of the items in the questionnaire and their answers were short. As a result, 

needed information was not yielded. The English language might become an 

obstacle for students’ expressions of ideas. Moreover, it took a great deal of time 

to arrange time to meet the 9 students in a certain place. Taking all the issues into 

consideration, the main study involved a semi-structured interview which was 

conducted in a Facebook group and then follow-up questions were sent 

individually through Facebook inboxes. Moreover, during the interviews, 

Vietnamese was encouraged when English limited students’ responses.  

3.5. Data collection procedure 

It took about six months to collect the data for this study. Data collection 

began with pilot testing. The pilot testing was carried out to uncover any 

problems, and to address them before the main study was conducted. It also 

aimed at developing the VLS instrument for the main study and finding out the 

apparent relationship between some types of intelligences and VLS use among 

students. Only 34 EFL university students participated in this pilot study. Two 

instruments, including Schmitt’s VLS questionnaire and McKenzie’s MI 

inventory, were distributed to students in the reading class at the end of the first 

term in 2016. This was followed by the main study that happened in the first 

term of the course in 2016-2017.  

The data collection for each participant started with the first general 

interview, the VLS questionnaire and then the MI inventory, which were 

completed all together in the classroom at the first and second meetings. The 

researcher explained the purpose of the study and the way in which the 

questionnaire should be completed. It was made clear to the participants that their 

identities were kept anonymous, that no answer would be considered incorrect, that 

the results would be used only for the purposes of the research, and that, therefore, 

they should answer the questions honestly. The participants were encouraged to ask 

for help or additional explanations if needed. 

 Additional data collected included the diaries from 35 students of nine MI 

groups. As Rubin (1981) points out that subjects need to be trained to write about 

their strategies, because without instruction, students may give insufficient details. 

The training session was held at the third meeting of the study process. 

Participants were shown how to select and report their VLS and familiarized with 
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the data collection procedure. The diaries were collected after four weeks. After 

having transcribed and analysized the diaries, the researcher invited 65 students to 

take part in the group interviews; among them, nineteen had participated in the 

diary keeping and 46 had not. All the procedure is presented in Figure 3.1 below. 

Stages Tools Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

1. MI checklist (N=34) 

2. Schmitt’s VLS 

questionnaire 

- reliability and validity of 

tools 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction of research 

purposes and procedures. 

2. First interview questions 

3. VLS questionnaire (35-45 

minutes) 

- VLS survey data 

 

 

1. MI introduction 

2. MI checklist 

- MI survey data 

 1. Diary-keeping 

instructions 

2. Diary keeping 

- Qualitative data from diary 

 1. Diary collection (after a 

month)  

- Deeper description of VLS 

use among students 

 1. General interviews 

2. Group interviews 

- The relationship between 

MI and VLS of EFL 

university students in 

Vietnam 

Figure 3.1. Data collection procedure 

Fourth meeting 

Fifth meeting 

Pilot Study 

First meeting  

Second meeting 

Third meeting 
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3.6. Data analysis procedure 

The collected data were translated and transcribed by the researcher. Each 

student was then coded with letters and an ordinal number. K3 represents third-year 

students and K2 second year students. For example, K3_1 means a third-year 

student with the code of number one. Besides, when students were divided into nine 

different groups according to the nine types of intelligences, three initial letters of 

each intelligence were used to code them, except Intra for Intrapersonal and Inter 

for Interpersonal because three initial letters of these two types are similar. For 

instance, Nat #1 represents for Naturalist student number 1. The ordinal numbers 

were used to distinguish students from each other and no other discrimination was 

taken into account. 

Before the statistical analysis of the quantitative results, data cleaning was 

conducted. The data-cleaning process involved the identification of missing data 

and extreme values, which were excluded from the analysis. The computer software 

package, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, was used for quantitative data 

analysis. Particular data-analysis procedures were as follows: 

The descriptive analysis was first used to analyze quantitatively which VLS 

were frequently used by the participants and what their MI scores were, the average 

scores per VLS groups and VLS items, and MI scores were reported in descending 

rank-order in tables. Second, inferential statistics, including independent T-test and 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient which is “the most common and most important 

correlation statistic” (Nunan & Bailey, 2009, p.396), were performed to find out 

students’ VLS use, and then the relationship between EFL university students’ MI 

scores and their VLS use. Figure 3.2 below presents the framework for the data 

analysis of the present study. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 3.2.  Data analysis framework  

The diaries and the interviews were coded based on the VLS questionnaire. 

Some students, for example K2_3 and K3_1, did not mention exactly the strategies 

Quantitative Qualitative 

MI and VLS 
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Diaries Interviews 

 

Interpretation 

of entire 

analysis 
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they used; in this case, the researcher had to look at the way they wrote their new 

words and identified what strategies were used.  

For example: K3_1 wrote:  

 Originate [ə’ridʒineit] (v) - in something; to originate from/ with sb: bắt 

đầu, bắt nguồn từ 

o Synonym: create; initiate; start off; make 

o Ex: everything in my life iqs originated in love 

 (v) phát minh, sáng chế 

o Ex: Lan has just originated a new style of dancing 

o Antonym: finish 

The new word in the example was deduced to be learnt by: 

- Associating a word with its coordinates (Q21) 

- Using a new word in sentences (Q29) 

- Studying the sound of the new word (Q32) 

- Connecting the word with its synonym or antonym (Q22) 

Besides, to make sure whether the student used a dictionary for the 

transcription and the translation above, a telephone call was made to clarify that 

ambiguity. The answer from K3_1 helped the researcher to add two more 

strategies: to use a monolingual and then bilingual dictionary to discover the 

meaning as well as the transcription of a new word. Students’ diary writing was 

quoted in exactly the same way in this study. No grammar or spelling 

modification was added. 

They were then themed according to three factors: VLS use to discover new 

words, VLS use to remember new words, and VLS use to practise new words. 

Third, VLS and MI scores of nine MI groups were extracted to run the correlation 

between dominant intelligence students and their VLS use. Qualitative data were 

transcribed and classified accordingly to such MI groups to examine participants’ 

broader patterns and to support or reject quantitative results. 

3.7. Research reliability and validity 

According to Creswell and Clark (2007), reliability and validity of a 

psychometric instrument are very important concepts in quantitative research to 

make the scores measured from an instrument stable and consistent. Cronbach’s 

alpha coefficient, which was obtained by SPSS, was used to measure the 

consistency reliability (Cronbach, 1984). Cronbach’s alphas coefficient for the 

58 items of the VLS questionnaire and nine groups of MI survey were .83 and 
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.91, respectively (see Appendices J and K), which are considered highly reliable, 

based on the guidelines provided by George and Mallery (2002). Moreover, as 

discussed in the pilot study, all research instruments were tested and corrected 

before being applied to the main study. The research was also reliable and valid 

to the extent that the findings were triangulated by using multiple methods and 

data, including questionnaires, interviews and diaries. According to Johnson 

(1992), the triangulation of data collection methods could help the increase of 

validity and reliability in the research inquiry to the extent that it prevents the 

researcher from depending too much on skewed data and helps eliminate 

researchers’ biases. 

3.8. Ethical considerations 

Educational research, as other research in social science, concerns 

people’s lives. That is the reason why ethical issues were taken into account. 

Based on Bryman and Bell’s (2007) principles of ethical considerations, the 

researcher conducted the study according to the principles below: 

- The participants were informed about the purpose at the beginning of the 

study. No deception or exaggeration about the aims and objectives of the research 

was made. The participants volunteered to take part in the study and they could 

withdraw whenever they wanted. 

- The privacy and anonymity of the participants were of a paramount 

importance. Pseudonyms were used to name the participants. All the participants 

were informed in the questionnaires that all the personal information would be kept 

confidential. 

- The research data were kept confidential. All the data were declared in the 

questionnaires to be used only by the researcher for the research purposes. 

- Any type of communication in relation to the research was done with 

honesty and transparency.  

- Any type of misleading information, representation of primary data 

findings in a biased way was avoided. The participants were given opportunity to 

check the accuracy of the data, though none of them required it. This opportunity 

was explained to them before their participation in the research. 

3.9. Summary 

The mixed method approach was used in this study for a holistic exploitation 

of the research problems. A combination of various research techniques, such as 

questionnaire survey, interviews, and diaries, was implemented to collect the data 
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and increase this investigation’s reliability and validity. The two surveys, MI and 

VLS, were used to find out students’ MI scores and their selection of VLS used to 

learn new English vocabulary, respectively. The face-to-face interviews provided 

an overall view of EFL university students’ VLS use and the in-depth interview 

through Facebook groups helped clarify information from data resources. Diary 

keeping is the other tool which aimed at providing participants with the 

opportunity and time to reflect more deeply on their vocabulary learning, thus 

increasing the validity and reliability of the study. The qualitative and quantitative 

methods used in this research helped provide a better understanding of 

Vietnamese EFL learners’ vocabulary learning and the relationship between their 

MI scores and VLS. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents the results 

of VLS use by EFL university learners. The quantitative data from the VLS 

questionnaire are introduced and then supported by qualitative data from 36 

students’ diaries and interviews. It is followed by the discussion and pedagogical 

implications. The second section focuses on the relationship between students’ VLS 

use and their MI scores. It was hypothesized that there is a connection between VLS 

use frequency and the type of intelligence in which students are strong. In line with 

the individual difference theory adopted in this study, it was assumed that the VLS 

use frequency might also be influenced by the learners’ dominant intelligences. 

Accordingly, the data from the second research question are analyzed, followed by 

the discussion. The key findings are summarized at the end of the chapter. 

4.2. EFL university students’ VLS use 

To answer the first research question, the data from the VLS questionnaire 

were collected and analyzed through SPSS software. Descriptive statistics (that is, 

means, standard deviation and frequency) were used to examine which VLS groups 

were most and least used by the participants in learning new words. Then data 

collected from the diaries and in depth interviews were analyzed as a follow-up phase 

to the quantitative results in the previous stage. The follow-up interviews helped the 

researcher to gain an in-depth understanding of what were expressed in the diaries. 

This section aims at answering three sub-research questions: 

a. What strategies do EFL university students use to discover new words? 

b. What strategies do EFL university students use to memorize new words? 

c. What strategies do EFL university students use to evaluate new word 

knowledge? 

The term ‘VLS group’ refers to a specific category (group) of vocabulary 

learning strategies, for example Determination strategy group. The main objective 

of investigating the university learners’ VLS use frequency was to provide a clearer 

picture and a deeper understanding of Vietnamese EFL students’ use of strategies to 

learn English new words.  

4.2.1. Findings 

The descriptive statistics from the VLS questionnaire show that EFL 

university students had a medium use of VLS in learning new words. Table 4.1 

summarizes the results from six VLS groups in the questionnaire. 
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Table 4.1. Mean and standard deviation of VLS group’s use frequency 

VLS groups N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

COG 213 3.5 1.17 

DET  213 3.28 1.09 

SOC#1  213 3.20 1.05 

MET  213 3.1 1.04 

MEM  213 3.06 1.05 

SOC#2  213 3.03 1.12 

As can be seen in Table 4.1, COG group was most frequently used among 

EFL participants in this study, with a mean of 3.5, followed by DET and SOC#1 

groups with means of 3.28 and 3.20, respectively. Strategies belonging to SOC#2 

group was reported as the lowest scored VLS, with a mean of 3.03. Although the 

mean scores of these VLS groups vary from one to another, the difference is not 

significant. They all belong to the scale “sometimes”.  

According to Schmitt (1997), there are many factors that affect strategy 

distinction and “different intended purposes for a strategy in different situations can 

affect its classification” (p.8). For the purpose of the study, the VLS in Schmitt’s 

(1997) taxonomy are then divided into three stages: strategies to discover new 

words, strategies to memorize new words and strategies to evaluate new word 

knowledge. Each stage differs from the other in terms of language input, and then 

output. In other words, the classification is based on the receptive learning to 

productive learning. The definition of each group will be provided in each part 

subsequently. Table 4.2 presents the classification of VLS items into three groups. 

Table 4.2. VLS in three stages 

VLS group Strategies  Number of items 

Discovery DET and SOC#1 strategies 14 

Mnemonic 
SOC#2, MEM and COG strategies (except “study 

and practise meaning in groups’ strategy) 
38 

Evaluative 
“Study and practise meaning in groups” and MET 

strategies (except Use English-language media) 
5 

Total 57 
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The sections below describe in detail the VLS use frequency of students in 

discovering, memorizing and evaluating new word knowledge.  

4.2.1.1. EFL university students’ vocabulary sources 

The results from 36 diarists show that students mostly learnt new words from 

course books and from the materials teachers provided in their classes. The 

Translation class was reported to be the richest source from which new words were 

learnt. Thirty students reported their vocabulary was learnt from this course. Take 

K3_23 as an example. She wrote: “Today, I translated a passage which talks about 

traditional festivals in Vietnam. I have learned many new words which relate to 

culture in ancient society and the custom of Vietnamese people.” Reading class also 

contributed to learners’ word size improvement. 50 percent of new words which 

appeared in students’ diaries came from the course book FCE results by Davies and 

Fall (2015) used in reading classes.  

Another source for vocabulary learning is media: songs, movies and 

newspapers. Statistics from Q54 (Use English-language media) showed that this 

strategy scored the most highly among MET, suggesting that students usually learn 

English vocabulary though media, such as songs, movies, YouTube. Eight students 

said that they learnt new words from English songs. The majority of new words in 

K3_4’s diary, for example, were from songs and movies. Each day she learnt only 

three words. Meanwhile, K3_12 said in the interview: “I read an article from BBC. 

There were quite a lot of unfamiliar words. But I only looked up some words that 

caught my eyes”.  

Website-based programs and social networks have certain influences on 

students’ vocabulary learning. Some students have created accounts on these 

programs and learned from them day after day. A quick search on the Internet 

can give us the websites, including memrise.com, quizlet.com, Facebook, 

YouTube, which nowadays have become a powerful tool for students to learn 

English. Daily surfing on news feeds can provide us with many of English self-

study programs, such as IELTS vocabulary, English for adults. K3_12 said that 

she learnt vocabulary through her Facebook messenger thanks to a program 

called Pilot Bot and Sally Bot. She texted them and they were available there to 

text her back as follows: 
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Picture 4.1. Example from web-based vocabulary learning 

K3_16 reported using YouTube.com to check her pronunciation with some 

native speakers and learn methods of English vocabulary, learning in: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut3trmBizxYor 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6mRHoPyOO5EY2VFdlB0ZTVTaVU/view.  

Four diarists reported that they learnt some new words from their part-time 

jobs as English tutors. Some others learnt new words by accident though shop 

names or object labels. 

In short, course books are the main vocabulary source for EFL university 

students, followed by media and web-based programs. Teaching experiences in English 

centers or English tutors gave them some chances to enrich their new word lists. 

4.2.1.2. EFL university students’ VLS use to discover new words 

In Schmitt’s VLS questionnaire, strategies used to discover new word 

knowledge belong to DET group and SOC#1 group. As mentioned in the literature 

review, DET are the strategies an individual uses “when faced with discovering a 

new word’s meaning without recourse to another person’s expertise” (Schmitt, 

1997, p.205). Besides, SOC#1 are strategies used to seek correction, ask for 

clarification, and develop cultural understanding (Oxford, 1990). This group refers 

to strategies used for discovering a new word’s meaning.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut3trmBizxY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6mRHoPyOO5EY2VFdlB0ZTVTaVU/view
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From the quantitative data analysis, the DET group occupies the second 

highest position in the general statistics (see Appendix L, p. 179). Nine strategies 

are listed in the DET category and five in the SOC#1 group of the questionnaire. 

The most favored strategy was “using a bilingual dictionary” and the least favored 

was “checking for L1 cognate”. The data from the VLS survey indicate that 

dictionaries still play an indispensable role in students’ learning new words’ 

meanings, followed by guessing from context and analyzing parts of speech. The 

strategies which do not have any link to the mother tongue (check for L1 cognate) 

or are too traditional (creating word list) are not thought of or no longer favored by 

university students. Table 4.3 indicates the results from the VLS questionnaire.  

Table 4.3. Mean and standard deviation of Discovery strategies 

  N Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

Q6: Bilingual dictionary  213 3.95 1.001 

Q1: Analyze part of speech 213 3.65 1.051 

Q5: Guess from textual context  213 3.62 0.938 

Q13: Ask classmates for meaning 213 3.57 0.915 

Q8: Word lists 213 3.53 1.028 

Q7: Monolingual dictionary 213 3.47 1.196 

Q11: Ask teacher for paraphrase or synonym of new word  213 3.37 1.048 

Q14: Discover new meaning through group-work activity  213 3.22 1.083 

Q12: Ask teacher for a sentence including the new word 213 2.97 1.16 

Q2: Analyze affixes and roots 213 2.93 1.066 

Q4: Analyze any available pictures or gestures  213 2.91 1.102 

Q9: Flash cards 213 2.89 1.134 

Q10: Ask teacher for an L1 translation 213 2.89 1.075 

Q3: Check for L1 cognate 213 2.61 1.319 

As illustrated in Table 4.3, it was found that the most popular strategy 

was a bilingual dictionary, followed by analyzing part of speech, guessing from 

context and asking classmates for meaning. However, the difference of 
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standard deviation of these three strategies, 1.051 for “analyze part of speech” 

and 0.938 for “guess from textual context”, and .915 for “asking classmates for 

meaning”, shows that even these strategies have approximately the same mean 

(3.65, 3.62, and 3.57 respectively); the first one is less homogeneous in terms 

of strategy score.  

With regard to word lists (M=3.53), and their more mobile manifestation, 

flashcard, the immediate interviews after the VLS survey showed that these types of 

strategy were frequently used, if not the only strategies, to learn new words in junior 

schools. The statistics indicate that those have fallen out of students’ favor with the 

fourth for the former and eighth position for the latter in the list. The least used 

strategy in this group is “check for L1 cognate”.  

Data from the qualitative approach indicate 28 of 35 students, accounting for 

80%, declared using a dictionary as their most favored strategy. However, 18 

reported the use of a monolingual dictionary to check the meaning, transcription, 

synonym, and antonym before looking at the bilingual one for the Vietnamese 

meaning. The follow-up interview on Facebook clarified that they only used the 

bilingual one in case they could not understand the explanation in English in the 

monolingual dictionary or from the teacher’s explanation. 

For example, k2_1 wrote: 

1. Monday: - words learnt: resolve, inherently, constrained, adversity, 

achievement, confront, embody, version, pursue, access, ultimately, vision, 

primary, allocate. 

- using the Oxford dictionary to learn the transcription and listen to the 

pronunciation, the meaning in English, and then using the FLAT dictionary to check 

Vietnamese meaning. 

Moreover, the Vietnamese-English dictionary was sometimes needed for 

their writing in English class or in translation subject. K3_12, for instance, told the 

researcher: “I felt out (hang out) with my close friend today, so I wrote a story in 

my notebook in English, not in Vietnamese. Then because I was lacked of words, I 

had to look them up in Vietnamese-English dictionary”. This type of dictionary 

was also a response to students’ curiosity to find a similar English word for some 

Vietnamese ones in other subjects. For example, K_2_6 mentioned: “Today I 

learnt the subject ‘Party history and Ho Chi Minh ideology’, I saw the word 

‘Đảng Cộng Sản’ and I checked the word in the dictionary, I know the word 

‘Communism’ in English. 
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In addition, students reported looking in a dictionary when coming across a 

new word in any type of English task. The availability of smart phones in students’ 

lives has contributed to this choice. This type of phone can help them to have an e-

dictionary set to facilitate the checking of the new word meaning faster and more 

easily. The free wi-fi distribution at university has helped students to have more 

choice in searching the online dictionary. 

Guessing from textual context was reported to be also frequently used by 

students, especially for third-year students. 14 students said that they used this strategy. 

For instance: K3_17 wrote:  

“… So how do I learn these ones (these new words): -guessing the word’s 

meaning while reading the news; 

 - looking up these words by using dictionary to know how to pronounce and 

the meaning of;…” 

As can be seen in the example, guessing from textual context strategy usually 

comes before dictionary checking. It suggests that this step does not give students 

enough confidence in their guessing. “Analyze part of speech” was chosen by four 

students, accounting for 11%. This strategy is often used during the guessing step. 

The strategy “analyze any available pictures or gestures” is stated to be used 

when the new words appear in a movie or game. K3_ 4 learnt many new words 

from films. She wrote: “Convict (n,v) [“kɔnvikt]: met when seeing the film, connect 

word with scene in the film, look up the dictionary for the meaning and 

transcription”. Meanwhile, k3_6 found the word “incessant” on Facebook; she used 

pictures to guess the meaning and then looked up the bilingual dictionary to check 

its meaning. Obviously, EFL university students would rather find the word 

meaning by themselves than ask for help. They then preferred asking their 

classmates for meaning to asking their teacher in the class. The role of the teacher in 

this step is missing. No one thought of asking the teacher for a Vietnamese 

translation or giving an example; only three students (k3_12, k3_15 and k3_21) 

declared they had asked the teacher to paraphrase the new word or give some 

synonym if they could not understand the explanation. Five strategies in this group 

were not mentioned by any students in their diaries, including checking for L1 

cognate, word list flashcard, asking the teacher for L1 translation, and asking the 

teacher for a sentence including the new word.  

To sum up, the findings of the current study indicate that dictionaries still 

play an indispensable role in students’ learning new words’ meanings, followed by 
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guessing from context and analyzing part of speech. The teacher nowadays seems 

not to be the only resource of knowledge that students can use for vocabulary 

learning; friends are closer to this extent. The strategies which do not have any link 

to the mother tongue or are too traditional are not thought of or no longer favored 

by the students. 

4.2.1.3. EFL university students’ VLS use to memorize new words 

Mnemonic strategies in this study are defined as strategies students used to 

retain new words, using some form of imagery, grouping, contacting with others, 

repetition and using mechanical means to study vocabulary (Schmitt, 1997). 

SOC#2, MEM, COG belong to this type. The quantitative findings from the VLS 

questionnaire are shown in Table 4.4.  

Table 4.4. Mean and standard deviation of mnemonic strategies 

 Type of strategies N Mean Std. Deviation 

Cognitive strategies 213 3.5 .57 

Memory strategies 213 3.1 .50 

Social strategies 2 213 3.0 .82 

As can be seen, the students tended to usually use cognitive strategies to 

keep new words in mind (M=3.5). However, three of the four most frequently 

used strategies belong to memory strategies. They are “studying the spelling of a 

word”, “studying the sound of the word” and “saying new word aloud when 

studying” with the means of 4.11, 4.11, 4.09, respectively (see Appendix L, 

p.179). The strategies in MEM and SOC #2 groups are sometimes favored by the 

students, with the mean of 3.1 and 3.0. A medium use of mnemonic strategies was 

witnessed among the participants in this study. 
 

Schmitt (1997) divided MEM into six types: (1) picture/imagery (Q19, 20); 

(2) related words (Q21- 24); (3) unrelated words (Q25, 26); (4) grouping (Q27- 30); 

(5) word orthographical/phonological form (Q31- 37); and (6) other MM strategies 

(Q38- 44). The findings can be read as shown in Table 4.5.  
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Table 4.5. Mean of frequency use of six Memory strategy types 

Types of strategy 
Number of 

strategy 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Word orthographical/phonological form 7 3.35 1.077 

Picture/imagery 2 3.28 1.012 

Grouping 4 3.22 1.018 

Others  7 3.03 1.42 

Related words 4 2.78 1.056 

Unrelated words 2 2.16 1.117 

Table 4.5 shows that strategies related to word orthographical/ phonological form 

were reported to be the most frequently used by EFL university students (M=3.35). 

Among seven strategies in this type, Q36 was found to be less frequently used by 

participants. The findings also reveal a medium use frequency for grouping type, 

including Q27: group words together to study them; Q28: group words together spatially 

on a page; Q29: use new words in sentences; and Q30: group words together within a 

storyline. Q29 was reported by EFL students as the most frequently used among the four 

strategies in the same type. Loci and Peg methods, in unrelated word categorization, get 

the least use frequency in memorizing new vocabulary items with M = 2.14, equivalent 

to the scale “rarely”. This can be understood as the result of the unfamiliarity or the 

illogical link of both methods. In the “others” type of strategy, among seven mentioned 

strategies, Q41: use cognates in study; Q43: use physical action when learning a word; 

and Q44: use semantic feature grids were less popular MEM strategies. The use of 

physical action has been shown to facilitate recall in Saltz and Donnewerth-Nolan 

(1981), but it seems not to be favored by Vietnamese students, with M=2.56. Although 

semantic feature grids have often been used in vocabulary materials and its strength of 

illustrating the meaning or collocational differences between sets of similar words was 

confirmed in some studies (Channell, 1981; McCarthy, 1990), this type of vocabulary 

learning is still not familiar to EFL university learners in VietNam. 

The data collected from diaries and interviews showed that EFL university 

students used a variety of strategies to memorize new words. Strategies relating to 

pictures or imagery were used to learn vocabulary included “study words with a 

pictorial representation of its meaning”; “image word’s meaning”; “Keyword method”; 

“Flash card”; and “put English labels on physical objects”. Among these picture related 
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strategies, “study words with a pictorial representation of its meaning” is the most 

favored by diarists. However, this strategy was usually combined with other strategies, 

such as a coordinate map. Those pictures were painted by themselves or copied from 

other resources. K2_4 reported that she knew about this strategy from her friend at high 

school and she chose animal related words to illustrate even though she was not 

confident with her drawing. Meanwhile, K3_20 learnt the idioms with a drawing of a 

human body and wrote these idioms next to each relating part (see Picture 4.2). 

 

Picture 4.2. Example from K3_20’s diary 
 

Many students misunderstood Keyword Method for the first time the VLS 

survey was distributed. Although all students received the researcher’s explanation 

at that time, none of the diarists could recall the name of this strategy, even though 

four students used it in their diaries. K2_7 called this method “image referencing”. 

She reported that the idea came from a book called I am gifted, so you are by Adam 

Khoo, and then she gave examples to illustrate what the strategy is. For example, to 

memorize the new word “embody”, she wrote: “Em liên tưởng đến một cô Em có 

BODY nóng bỏng, sexy mà được làm đại diện cho công ty lớn” (I imagine about a 

girl (cô Em) with a sexy Body who becomes a representative for a big company), 

and then she drew the picture of that girl next to the word. 

 “Put English labels on physical objects” was used by two students, K3_6 

and K3_10. K3_6 applied this strategy when she learnt the word “Pasta”. She wrote: 

“memorizing by write the word “pasta” on the pasta envelop whenever I saw it.  

Since then, when I saw that type of pasta, I recalled the word”. K3_10 used this 

strategy with her office stationery. No one reported using “flash cards” or “image 

word” meaning” as their ways to retain words. 
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With regard to related word strategies, the results demonstrate that “connect 

words with their synonyms and antonyms” obtained more awareness than the other 

two strategies, including “associate words with its coordinates” and “use semantic 

maps”. In fact, of 22 students who declared they applied the “connect word to its 

synonyms and antonyms” strategy, 16 mentioned synonyms and only six mentioned 

both synonyms and antonyms. It was suggested that synonym words attracted more 

attention from EFL students.  

Coordinate associations were usually used with themes students learnt in the 

class. These themes varied between students. K3_10 and K2_4, for example, 

learned new words related to animals, meanwhile K3_8 exploited vocabulary 

relating to weather. Surprisingly, gradable adjective strategy was not used by any 

students even though it is believed to be a helpful way to remember words (Gairns 

& Redman, 1986). Semantic maps were quite popular among EFL university 

students. In fact, from observation and casual talks with other teachers, it is seen 

that this strategy was often introduced by teachers in the classes as well as presented 

in many course books. 

With respect to the unrelated group, Peg Method and Loci Method were not 

considered as a useful strategy to learn new words for Vietnamese EFL university 

students. This result is consistent with quantitative results from the VLS survey 

where these methods were rarely used. As mentioned earlier in the pilot testing part, 

the researcher realized that students were not familiar with these unrelated strategies 

and the researcher had to explain the terms to them during the survey time.  

Grouping strategies, in Schmitt’s (1997) classification, seems to get more 

attention from students than any other groups. It consists of four strategies, 

including grouping words together to study them, grouping words spatially on a 

page, using new words in sentences and grouping words together on a storyline. 

These strategies were made use of creatively. Most diarists chose to put new words 

in a sentence. The sentences were extracted from the dictionary they looked up or 

made by themselves. After checking the meaning of the new word “the arts”, K2_5 

copied an example from the online Oxford dictionary: “…Eg: The government 

should not waste money on the arts. This should be spent on public services 

instead”. This example helped students remember the meaning and the use of that 

new word. Meanwhile, K3_10 chose to make herself sentences:“Judy is very 

argumentative. She always ask somebody the time and disagree with them” with the 

new word “argumentative” or “sensible” in the sentence “think carefully before 

you make a decision. I know that you will, you’re very sensible”. 
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For many other students, making up a conversation is another way to 

remember words. K3_17 made conversations to distinguish the contextual meaning 

of the new words, especially with phrasal verbs. She wrote: 

 

Picture 4.3. An example from student’s diary 

New words were usually grouped together to be learnt by students. Nine 

students said they used this strategy to remember words. They divided words into 

different themes, such as food and drink, home and garden, festivals, or music. 

Actually, this strategy is combined with other strategies, including using new words 

in sentences or paraphrasing the meaning of new words, for more effective 

memorization. Words can also be grouped spatially on a page in some sort of 

pattern. The mind maps were often used by four diarists to learn phrasal verbs. The 

image above was extracted from K3_20’s diary. 

Another creative way to learn new words by EFL university students is 

“group words in a story line”. Eight students said they used this technique. 

However, different students had different ways to retain words through stories.  

K2_8 chose to present the story in the form of a paragraph in her diary. She said 

that this was a way to summarize all the new words she had studied and, by doing 

this, she could review all words she learned as well as practise the grammar. 

Meanwhile, k2_4 creatively made up a bilingual story as follows: 
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Thạch Sanh là một người anh hùng, người mà embody cho cái thiện. Với 

resolve là cứu được công chúa Quỳnh Nga, chàng đã kiên quyết pursue chằn 

tinh, đến confront với nó. Inherently là một người lương thiện, nên chàng chỉ 

aspires to một điều là có thể cứu được công chúa mà thôi. Điều đó đã làm cho 

nhà vua cảm động và nhà vua đã inclined gả công chúa cho Thạch sanh, sẽ 

acknowledge for chàng là phò mã. Thạch Sanh rất constrained với ân huệ đó 

nhưng cũng không khỏi vui mừng, bởi vì đó không phải là một adversity có 

hại cho chàng.” (“Thach Sanh was a hero, who embodies for the good. With a 

great resolve to save Princess Quynh Nga, he resolutely pursued the Ogress 

and confronted with it. Inherently, he was an honest man, so he aspires only to 

one thing: saving the princess. That has made touching the king, and the king 

was inclined to marry the princess to Thach Sanh and acknowledged him for 

Princess Consort. Thach Sanh was very constrained with that grace but also 

happy because it was not bad adversity for him.”). 

New words in an idiom seem to challenge EFL students. Fourteen students 

(accounting for 40%) reported using this strategy to learn and memorize new words. 

All of them picked these idioms from the course books and wrote them down in 

columns, using examples from dictionaries or reading texts to have an 

understanding of word meanings. Take K3_18 as an example. In her diary, she 

spent a whole week learning idioms from various themes, from love and weather, to 

family and time. She wrote: 

 

Picture 4.4. An example of student’s diary 

Learning through the orthographical or phonological form of a word is another 

kind of mnemonic technique to facilitate recall. Students could focus on the spelling 
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or pronunciation of the word. It seems that the sound of new words concerns EFL 

students a lot. Twenty-five students, accounting for 71%, reported memorizing words 

by studying the sound. Eleven students usually said the words aloud while learning 

the sound of new words. The e-dictionary in this case was not only the source of 

meaning, but also the transcription and sound. Most of them wrote down the 

transcript together with the new word and tried to repeat the sound and the spelling 

several times. Word lists were used by 10 students by writing the new words on 

sticky notes and sticking them near their study place. Others created word lists on a 

web-based software called quizzlet.com. Two students liked to put English labels on 

physical objects around them. This could offer them frequent exposure when they 

came home. Two students listened to taped word lists. These were created by 

themselves on software on their mobile phones. K2_8 listened to her own word lists 

to memorize them, meanwhile K2_4 listened to word lists from YouTube.com to 

learn the spelling before checking the answer.  

Taken as whole, EFL university students, through both quantitative and 

qualitative data, used a combination of strategies to keep new words in their minds. 

The five most popular strategies used to memorize words include “use new words in 

sentences”; “study the sound of the new word”; “connect a word to its synonyms 

and antonyms”; “verbal repetition” and “learn the new words of an idiom together”. 

Strategies which did not involve any relationship between words such as Peg, Loci, 

or using Cognates were not preferred by tertiary learners. 

4.2.1.4. EFL university students’ VLS use to evaluate new words 

Evaluative strategies in this study are defined as strategies involving a 

conscious overview to evaluate their knowledge of new words. In this vein, MET 

strategies are grouped in this type. Moreover, “study and practise meaning in 

group” in Social group was also put in this type. Table 4.6 presents the results from 

the VLS questionnaires. 

Table 4.6. Evaluating strategies used by EFL university students 

  
VLS’ mean from 

questionnaire 

Study and practise meaning in a group 3.32 

Continue to study word over time 3.29 

Skip or pass new word   2.97 

Testing oneself with word tests  2.7 

Use spaced word practice   2.42 
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As can be seen in Table 4.6, even though quantitative data showed a 

medium use of practice among participants, evaluating strategies did not 

frequently used among EFL tertiary learners. Among the 35 diarists, only eight 

students, accounting for 22%, and 14 per 26 participants in the general interview, 

accounting for about 50%, reported using spaced practice. The other eight liked 

to test themselves with vocabulary tests. “Studying words over time” was used 

by three participants. Studying and evaluating in a group was the most favored 

method by these students. 

Making up a paragraph or a story to revise new words was another technique 

selected by students. Social strategies such as evaluating with friends or checking 

the pronunciation with native speakers was also used.  

Among evaluating strategies in MET used by EFL university students, 

testing oneself with word tests was the most popular among diarists, but “skip or 

pass new word” was favored by questionnaire takers. These tests were extracted 

from websites or made up by themselves. K2_2 and K3_23 practised new words by 

creating some kinds of tests, including a matching exercise to match the Vietnamese 

meaning to English words and vice versa, multiple choice and gap-filling exercises 

extracted from course books. Looking at self-made exercises by K3-23, she created 

a paragraph and changed it into a gap filling exercise: 

 

Picture 4.5. An example of student’s diary. 
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 For example*: 

“Please not ……! You are able to…….. the entrance exam but you have to 

have a learning plan logically. First, you need to …….. your strength and 

your weakeness, then improve. You must ……… to practise many kinds of 

tests now. You shouldn”t ……. of difficult exercises. You can spend more 

time on studying in our province library. Many books that you need are 

available. It’s so easy to get there, …… the bus and ……… at the bus station 

near the library.” 

* This example was provided through Facebook inbox in the follow-up 

interview. 

K3_20 and K3_9, on the other hand, used web-based tests such as 

memrise.com or quizlet.com. Crosswords and flash card tests became testing 

materials for some others. 

Spaced practice is believed to be useful to move the new words into long-

term memory. However, only eight students used this way to practise their new 

words. These students usually revised new words from lessons after two, three 

days or a week. The review could be made by different forms: written repetition, 

paragraph writing or making-up a story. K2_8 added in the interview “After a 

week, I decided to summarize all the words that I study throughout a 

paragraph…When I write a paragraph, I’ll become more creative and active when 

thinking of those words, combine them perfectly and bring myself a good 

paragraph.” The fact behind this strategy is that these students were learning to 

write a paragraph in their writing course. Accordingly, they made use of the 

paragraph as a way to practise using new words. Besides, making up a story to 

practise words was another strategy used by K3_12. She did this with new words 

she learnt from the reading class about the topic ‘shopping’. All the new words 

from the previous lesson were included in her story. The follow-up interview with 

the participant showed that she had a special interest in reading story books and 

making up her own stories every day. 

Four students reported using the strategy “continue to study words over 

time”. This practice did not happen right after encountering new words. They 

practised words whenever they encountered them. For instance, K3_10 reported that 

she always kept her vocabulary notebook with her and looked at it when she had 

free time. K2_4, in addition, mentioned in her diary that she did not have time to 

learn English when she went back to her hometown, so she wrote down new words 

on her hands and learnt them.  
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Overall, even though students were aware of learning English vocabulary 

and some seemed creative in their practice using new words, they did not have a 

clear plan to widen their word knowledge.  

4.2.2. Discussion 

The first research question set out to investigate the VLS use and use 

frequency of EFL university students. Based on the quantitative findings from the 

VLS survey and the qualitative findings emerging from diaries, pre- and in depth 

interview, this study explored which vocabulary learning strategies were reported to 

be frequently used by an EFL university to discover, memorize and evaluate new 

word knowledge. Moreover, the study examined the sources from which EFL 

university students’ vocabulary learning came from.  

4.2.2.1. EFL university students’ vocabulary sources 

Both findings from quantitative and qualitative research instruments 

indicated that course books, especially reading and translation classes, and media 

are the two main sources from which students learnt their new words. The follow-

up interviews indicated that students usually widened their vocabulary size 

through doing exercises. These findings suggest that participants in this study 

depended mostly on their receptive learning. This also indicates the relationship 

between vocabulary knowledge, reading comprehension and doing exercises. The 

data from participants’ diaries revealed that they were more textbook-based and 

more interested in learning words that were relevant, meaningful and useful for 

their major. These support the evidence of their learnt words, which were mostly 

taken from course books and further confirmed by their preference of writing 

paragraphs to memorize and practise words, so that they could practise their 

paragraph writing lessons. 

Web-based programs also influenced their vocabulary learning. This could 

be explained by the increase in young people’s computer knowledge and the greater 

amount of time students nowadays spend going online as well as engaging in social 

networks online. Other reasons might include the easily accessible news websites 

and the variety of news and articles online made available to internet users, and the 

learners’ convenience of using their personal computer/laptop/mobile phone to read 

them. The finding shows a high use frequency among participants for Q54 through 

“listening to English songs”, “reading online newspapers” or “watching English 

movies”. EFL instructors could consider the great potential of using these sources as 

vocabulary teaching tools and vocabulary learning aids. 
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The findings also suggest that participants in this study did not have the 

chance to expose themselves productively with incidental learning. Only two 

diarists declared they learnt new words from English speakers and some others from 

friend discussions.  

4.2.2.2. EFL university students’ VLS use to discover new words 

Table 4.7 shows the most frequently used strategies of EFL university 

students in looking for new word knowledge once it had been encountered. Even 

though there was a difference in most chosen strategies, the findings from both 

quantitative and qualitative data indicate familiarity with a dictionary in EFL 

university students’ vocabulary learning. 

Table 4.7. Most frequently used VLS to discover new words 

Most frequently used strategies from 

VLS survey to discover new words 

Most frequently used strategies from 

diaries to discover new words 

Bilingual dictionary (M=3.95) Bilingual dictionary  

Analyze part of speech (M=3.65) Monolingual dictionary  

Guess from textual context (M=3.62) Guess from textual context 

Ask classmates for meaning (M=3.57) Analyze any available pictures or 

gestures  

Monolingual dictionary (M=3.47) Analyze part of speech  

This result is congruent with Schmitt’s (1997) finding that dictionary 

strategy is one of the most frequently used strategy types over all other strategy 

categories. In Liu’s (2010) study, the two most frequently used strategies by 

Chinese students were “guessing from context” and “use of bilingual dictionary” 

(p.160). This study showed the similarity with the most popular strategy “bilingual 

dictionary” (Q6). Even though Scholfield (as cited in Schmitt, 1997) claims it has 

certain shortcomings, bilingual dictionaries, as shown in this study, seem to be used 

much more extensively than their monolingual counterparts. This result is also 

consistent with Lưu Trọng Tuấn’s (2011) finding that Vietnamese students at the 

University of Finance and Marketing commonly used a bilingual dictionary to 

discover word meaning. One reason could come from the popularity of smart 

phones, in which an e-dictionary can be set up easily and the availability of the 

Internet network that helps learners access an online dictionary any time. 
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Although there is a slight difference in the monolingual dictionary position 

between two research instrument’s results, monolingual ones also played an 

important part in students’ new word discovery. 

The observation of the researcher during survey time confirmed this finding 

when students looked up the dictionary on their phone to check the meaning of new 

words in the questionnaire. The higher use frequency for the bilingual one 

(especially the electronic version) than for the monolingual one is understandable, 

as the participants found it easier and faster to look up the meaning of given words. 

The follow-up interviews revealed that some students usually used a monolingual 

dictionary to find out word knowledge such as pronunciation, meaning and 

examples of its use before checking the bilingual one.  

The results also indicate that guessing meaning of the new words or 

analyzing a part of speech of these words occurs among university students when 

dictionaries are not available (in the exams, for example). In fact, guessing from 

context is believed to be especially helpful to students with high proficiency 

(Sokmen (as cited in schmitt, 1997); Nation, 2008). That is why teaching guessing 

skills to students is very important. According to Nation (2008), this is the most 

useful strategy because it can be applied to thousands of words, can be done 

incidentally while reading and listening, and can account for most of the vocabulary 

growth of a learner who has plenty of meaning focused input. However, although 

there is evidence that guessing from context is a trainable skill, how much that skill 

can be usefully distinguished from other reading skills is still a matter for 

investigation. 

One of the major differences between the two instruments can be seen in 

students’ choice of strategy of asking classmates for meaning from the VLS survey 

and analyzing any available gestures or pictures from diaries. It should be noted that 

EFL university students rarely asked teachers for L1 translation or to give an 

explanation of new words. This phenomenon can be explained by e-dictionary 

availability in students’ mobile phones. The participants claimed that another 

advantage of using their electronic bilingual dictionary is its inclusion of the 

software that provides both the English word meaning and the word pronunciation 

that they need. Moreover, from the in depth interview, it was found that if any of 

them could not find out the new word’s meaning, they preferred to ask their friends 

for help before asking their teacher.  

Checking for the L1 cognate in both quantitative and qualitative data did 
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not show any relevance for tertiary learners’ strategy use. This is not a surprise 

because the Vietnamese language and English language are derived from different 

origins; hence, it is difficult to find an equivalent cognate between the two 

languages. Nevertheless, there is an exception for French (which is partly derived 

from a common origin with English) where we can find certain similar cognates, 

especially words representing parts of a bicycle. (gidon: gi đông, pédale: pê đan; 

garde-boue: gác đờ bu). These similarities of pronunciation are derived from loan 

word phenomenon. The global spread of English around the world has also meant 

that there are many English words borrowed by different languages, including the 

Vietnamese language. However, we have not witnessed such a visible loan so far. 

Even though the findings from the VLS survey showed that the majority of 

choices were for the “never” scale, there were still 21 students, accounting for 

about 10%, who chose the scale “always”. The short interview by telephone 

showed that many of them misunderstood the word L1 cognate as the translation 

into Vietnamese, and there were two students who selected such an extreme 

answer because they really do that. When asked to give some examples, students 

did not hesitate to say the word “shopping”; “mix” in “ nhạc mix”, “dance” in 

“nhạc dance”. Such quick responses provided the researcher with another 

contradictory insight from the above idea: English teachers should update the loan 

English word phenomenon which is already significant in our life, especially in 

youths’ lives. 

4.2.2.3. EFL university students’ VLS use to memorize new words 

MEM and COG are presented here as strategies students used to memorize 

vocabulary. Table 4.8 shows the five most frequently used strategies to learn 

vocabulary from VLS survey and diaries. As can be seen, there are differences 

between the two data sources: VLS survey and diaries. Many of the diarists chose to 

keep words in their mind by studying related words, including synonym and 

antonym connections and idioms, meanwhile VLS findings indicated regular 

attention paid to vocabulary notebook keeping. The more popularly used memory 

strategies among participants were found to be concerned more with the study of the 

spelling and the sound. Using new words in sentences was highly appreciated by 

participant diarists as well as those who completed the surveys.  
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Table 4.8. EFL university students’ most frequently used strategies  

to memorize new words 

Most frequently used strategies from 

VLS survey to memorize new words 

Most frequently used strategies from 

diaries to memorize new words 

Study the spelling of the word 

(M=4.11) 
Use new words in sentences 

Study the sound of the word 

(M=4.11) 
Study the sound of the word 

Say new word aloud when studying 

(M=4.09) 

Connect words to its synonyms  

or antonyms 

Keep a vocabulary notebook 

(M=4.05) 
Verbal repetition 

Use new words in sentences 

(M=3.82) 
Learn the word with idioms together 

The analysis indicates that a greater percentage of the Vietnamese students 

in this study were aware of the sound of English words. Among the five strategies 

most chosen, three were related to the sound. This could be explained by the 

complexity of English word pronunciation. Consequently, dictionary-use was 

probably the most useful strategy, as well as always approaching words in context.  

There was also higher-use frequency for memory strategies that required them to 

connect new vocabulary to related words, such as synonyms, antonyms, and coordinates. 

Nation (2008) indicates that both teachers and learners often think that learning related 

words together is a good idea. Nation, however, shows that such learning is not a good 

idea and makes the learning task more difficult. Such related words tend to have different 

collocates and different favored grammatical patterns. However, if the related word is a 

known word, then this will make learning the new form and meaning much easier 

(Nation, 2008). Students should know how to find the core meaning, when looking up a 

word in the dictionary, and looking through all the senses of the word to see if there is a 

shared core meaning. Looking for related words involves looking at different entries. 

Looking for related words helps vocabulary learning because it relates unknown words 

to known words and draws attention to word parts.  

Learning words together with idioms or phrases also exerts a certain influence 

on students’ vocabulary learning. As McCarthy et al. (2010) note, “Idioms are 
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expressions whose meaning is more than the sum of the meaning of the individual 

words” (p.63). Some idioms are easier to understand than others. According to Nation 

(2008), about 25% of the core idioms are frozen (they cannot change their construction, 

‘by and large’ for instance), while the remaining 75% can have variations. Idioms seem 

to present EFL learners with an impossible mountain to climb. As we have seen, there 

are not many of these and only a few of them are reasonably frequent. All the idioms 

were listed and learnt by rote memorization or, for some, through examples in which 

idioms are present. In fact, as Nation (2008) mentions, the most useful core idioms 

need to be learned after the learners are in control of the high-frequency words of the 

language and are well into expanding their low-frequency vocabulary. 

Research has shown the Keyword technique to be very effective. In the large 

majority of keyword studies, the keyword technique improves learning by at least 

20% or more in comparison with learning a word in context (Brown & Perry, 1991), 

imaging the meaning of the word (Pressley et al., 1982), rote learning (Avila & 

Sadoski, 1996), using pictures (Levin et al., 1982) and learning with several 

synonyms (Pressley et al., 1982). According to Nation (2008), this technique has 

two important steps. First, it relates the form of the unknown word to a known form 

(the first-language keyword). Second, it combines the unknown and known together 

in a memorable image. The item to be learnt is thus processed both linguistically 

and visually. However, none of the participants could name the method even though 

there were four among them using this strategy. Pronunciation equivalence between 

the English language and Vietnamese language made their vocabulary learning fun. 

Students also showed their creativity in finding equivalent words in their mother 

tongue. A number of studies (Pressley et al., 1982; Atkinson & Raugh, 1975) have 

found that this method is highly effective in enhancing the recall of words. 

However, instructing subjects in groups did not yield good results.  

With regard to word lists, it was found that they were not regularly used to 

discover new words, but the strategies were still favored by Vietnamese university 

learners in memorizing words. However, their manifestation has changed. Students 

nowadays preferred writing words in sticky papers and sticking them around their 

study places. Word lists were not created following the alphabet or by word 

frequency levels; they were just made up by referring all the new words students 

had learnt or encountered.  

Words, so far, have been looked as isolated words, but the main role of 

vocabulary is to convey messages in extended spoken and written texts. That is why 
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the creativity of the students in using new words in sentences, dialogues, and 

paragraphs to memorize words is impressive. However, this strategy was not used by 

many students. At the time of the survey administration, the second-year students 

were learning how to write a paragraph. As a result, using new words in a paragraph 

was favored. This has important messages for language teaching. Nation and Meara 

(2010) indicate that if a particular word occurs only once then it may be a learning 

burden, but if it is repeated, then the initial learning effort is repaired by the 

opportunity to use that learning. Asking students to write or speak on a given topic 

offers them the chance to encounter the new words again. This can be done in a 

variety of ways, such as through topic-related reading, discussion, direct teaching or 

accompanying support materials. 

There was reported similarity between VLS survey and diaries’ findings 

about less frequently used memory strategies. They are strategies which link words 

together without sense relationships, such as Loci Method, or Peg Method, which 

were believed to help learners remember twice as many words as rote memorization 

(Paivio & Desrochers, 1979; Bower, 1973), or strategies relating to word 

orthography such as Configuration, or underlining the initial letter of the word. One 

implication that can be drawn from here is to raise the awareness in EFL learners to 

see whether these strategies work well. More research needs to be carried out to find 

out their effectiveness, if any. 

4.2.2.4. EFL university students’ VLS use to practise new words 

This study classified Metacognitive strategies as the ones students used to 

practice evaluating their word knowledge. This identification is based on Schmitt’s 

(1997) definition, which considers these strategies to be usually “used by students to 

control and evaluate their own learning, by having an overview of the learning process 

in general” (p.3). Moreover, Q15 (study and practise meaning in groups) is also 

identified as a practicing strategy. 

Both quantitative and qualitative findings show a medium use of these 

strategies among tertiary students. This is in line with Azadi et al.’s (2014) finding, 

which showed that Iranian EFL students ignored the importance of metacognitive 

strategies in their vocabulary learning. Studying and evaluating meaning in a group 

appeared as the most frequently used strategy by EFL university students. Testing 

oneself with a word test or use spaced word practise was sometimes used. 

Continuing to study a word over time or skipping or passing a new word were rarely 

used by participants in this study. 
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With regard to self-evaluation on vocabulary, some EFL university students 

tested themselves after having memorized the word. The kinds of test were different 

from each other. Some chose to test themselves by vocabulary tests online through 

web-based programs such as memrise.com or quizlet.com. Others chose to make 

themselves simple vocabulary tasks, such as matching or gap-filling. However, not 

many students did the evaluation in these ways, only about 20 % of participants, 

and the other 80% did not do anything to test their vocabulary memorization. It is 

clear that there is a lack of systematic revision of vocabulary learning among these 

EFL university students. Furthermore, the sources on which students relied to test 

their word knowledge were not tested for their validity. 

The data from diaries showed that students mostly learnt a limited number of 

words per day. Some students only learnt three new words a day. On his website, 

Rob Waring (as cited in Nation & Webb, 2011) suggests that good, efficient 

learning of words out of context, using memory strategies, can lead to the ability to 

absorb 30-40 words per hour. McCarthy, M. O’Keeffe and Walsh (2010), in 

contrast, believes that number of words per hour is probably an unrealistic target for 

many learners, for whom the classroom or textbook will be the main source of 

learning as in this case. For this reason, McCarthy, O’Keeffe and Walsh (2001) 

suggest around 15-18 words per one-hour unit/lesson as a realistic target.  

With respect to evaluating strategies students used, the data from diaries 

showed that students said they usually practised their word use by working in 

groups. Only two participants declared they practised speaking new words with 

foreigners.  Some others liked to write a paragraph or make up a certain kind of 

story where all the new words were included. These strategies, as diarists 

mentioned, could give them a deeper understanding of the words’ meaning and 

helped them transfer these words from their short-term memory to long-term 

memory. It is suggested that EFL university students’ practice is usually receptive 

and intentional. This can be explained by the lack of exposure time with English-

speaking people inside as well as outside of university. One pedagogical implication 

for vocabulary teaching is to create activities or situations after each lesson for 

students to have the chance to produce their new words. These activities might be in 

form of writing or speaking English tasks. 

4.2.3. Summary 

This section seeks to answer the first research question about vocabulary 

learning strategies that EFL university learners use to learn new words. The 
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findings from the VLS survey show that the cognitive strategies were found to 

be the participants’ most frequently used VLS category, and the Social 

strategies in the Consolidation stage were the least-used VLS category among 

the six VLS groups.  

The data from students’ diaries and pre- and in depth interview were 

consistent with the findings from the quantitative analysis. The main findings from 

the methodological triangulation of the current study can be concluded as follows: 

- Course books and media are the main resources from which participants in 

this study reported using to expand their word size. 

- Dictionaries, especially a bilingual dictionary, are the main reference to 

discover new words among EFL university students. This finding goes in line with 

the findings of Nation (2001), Schmitt (1997), Lưu Trọng Tuân(2011). 

- Word sound tended to attract Vietnamese EFL university learners in this 

study, so they studied it in different ways. This finding is consistent with 

Arthenton’s (1995) findings, which reveal that sound association is one of the 

most frequently used by Asian learners. Putting new words in sentences and 

connecting words to their relatives were popular strategies among participants to 

memorize new words. 

- Testing and practicing strategies were not systematically employed by the 

subjects in this study. This is in line with Azadi et al’s (2014) findings. Moreover, 

their practice is usually receptive. This result confirms Arthenton’s (1995) finding, 

which indicates that Asian students depend on practice through writing rather than 

through oral communication, which is a practice strategy commonly found among 

the European learners. 

- Some strategies which are believed to be useful to learn vocabulary were 

ignored by EFL students, such as Keyword Method, Loci Method, or Peg Method. 

This result is consistent with Nation’s (2001) claim. 

4.3. The relationship between EFL university students’ MI scores and 

VLS use 

The major focus of the present study was to determine the relationship, if 

there is, between EFL university students’ MI scores and VLS strategies they used 

when learning English vocabulary. In order to do this, students’ MI scores, 

dominant intelligences, vocabulary learning diaries and interviews were all explored 

to make the results as detailed as possible. To this end, two sub-research questions 

will be answered and discussed. 
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1. What are EFL university students’ MI scores? 

2. What is the relationship between students’ MI scores and VLS use? 

4.3.1. Findings 

4.3.1.1. EFL university students’ MI scores  

In order to determine students’ MI scores, careful consideration in choosing 

measuring tools was taken as mentioned in the section 3.4.1.2. 213 English majored 

students at the University took part in McKenzie’s (1999) MI survey. This occurred at 

the beginning of the study. The participants read through 90 statements and placed a 

“1” next to the statement which best described them. The total scores for each section 

were plotted on the bar graph provided at the end of the questionnaire. Then, based on 

the score table and the graph at the end of the survey, the participants’ MI scores were 

identified. Figure 4.1 below illustrates the findings from the survey.  

 

Figure 4.1. EFL university students’ MI scores 

Figure 4.1 presents the university students’ MI scores. As can be seen in the chart, 

the MI scores are distributed quite equally to the nine types of intelligence. Table 4.9 

presents the Mean and Standard Deviation of the nine intelligences. It shows that 

intrapersonal intelligence gains the highest score, with a mean of 63.53, followed by 

existentialist intelligence, kinesthetic intelligence and interpersonal intelligence with 

59.93; 59.80, 59.80, respectively. The verbal and logical capacities were assumed to get 

the highest scores before the survey. However, the former stands only in fifth place and 

the latter had the lowest percentage, compared to the other eight intellectual capacities, 

with M=48.20. The scores for Naturalist and Spatial intelligences were just above the 

lowest, with 51.47and 51.73, respectively. 
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Table 4.9. Mean and Standard Deviation of MI 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Intrapersonal 63.53 18.722 213 

Existentialist 59.93 15.864 213 

Interpersonal 59.80 21.220 213 

Kinesthetic 58.80 18.643 213 

Verbal-linguistic 56.27 17.438 213 

Musical 53.67 18.039 213 

Spatial 51.73 19.343 213 

Naturalist 51.47 16.604 213 

Logical-mathematical 48.20 16.631 213 

For Naturalistic Intelligence, most students ticked the statements “animals 

are important in my life” and “hiking and camping are enjoyable activities” in the 

MI survey. They seemed to like spending their time outdoors and were concerned 

with the importance of keeping the National Park. The least chosen ones belonged 

to two statements, “My home has a recycling system in place” with 16 students, 

accounting for 5%, and “Putting things in hierarchies (system of level) makes sense 

to me” with 22 students, accounting for 10%. 

In terms of Musical Intelligence, 198 participants (93%) said they “enjoy 

many kinds of music”. They were also interested in playing a musical instrument, 

even though the first interview data did not recognize such a number of students 

who were able to play it. “The cadence of poetry intrigues me” and “I easily pick up 

on patterns” reflected the same lowest percentage, only 5%. Most students thought 

that noise and sounds, such as listening to a radio or television, distracted them. 

Moreover, they said they rarely “remember things by putting things in rhythm”, as 

only 17 chose this statement from the questionnaire. 

Regarding Logical-mathematical Intelligence, the data show that 70% of 

students scored under 50, suggesting that these participants lacked logical 

ability. The most popular agreement was put on two statements: “structure helps 

me be successful” and “things have to make sense to me or I am dissatisfied”. 

They also highly appreciated the helpfulness of a clear guide from others. 

However, not many students agreed with the statement “I can’t begin an 

assignment until all my questions are answered”, which seems to be in line with 
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the two above statements. Only 12% of participants thought that problem solving 

was not a burden for them. 

For Existentialist Intelligence, as can be seen in Table 4.8, the mean of this 

third dominant intelligence type is 59.93, with the standard deviation of 15.8. 

Among ten statements in the survey, “I like visiting breathtaking sites in nature” 

was most favored among the participants, with 165 ticks, accounting for 77%, while 

“learning new things is easier when I understand their value” ranked second place 

with 151 responses, accounting for 71%. The lowest selection was for “Religion is 

important to me”, with only 4%. Besides, reading ancient and modern philosophy 

seemed not to attract students’ attention in this study; it reflects the second lowest 

score among other statements. 

With respect to Interpersonal Intelligence, the results from the survey show 

that this type of intellectual competence ranks in third place, with a mean of 59.8, 

just behind intrapersonal intelligence and kinesthetic intelligence. However, the 

score was quite dispersed, with the highest standard deviation of 21.2 (see Table 

4.7). The participants considered group work, clubs and extracurricular activities 

fun and productive for them. That is why the score on these statements ranked in the 

highest position, accounting for almost 90%. Only 22 students reported to have an 

interest in politics or social issues. Media like chat rooms, TV or radio talk show 

also occupied an important place in students’ selections. 

In terms of Kinesthetic Intelligence, the finding from the survey shows that 

most of the EFL university students were dominant in this ability, with a mean of 

58.8, ranking in second place. The vast majority of participants agreed that they 

lived an active life. Enjoying outdoor games and sports and learning by doing 

were also valued by around 90% of students in the study. That is why the “sitting 

still for long periods is difficult for me” item followed right after. The least chosen 

items were “I like working with tools” (8%) and “I value non-verbal 

communication such as sign language” (9%). Many students showed attention to 

making things with hands, such as arts and crafts, and appreciated the beauty of 

expression through dance. 

With regard to Verbal-linguistic intelligence, the data from the survey shows 

that this type of competence ranked in fifth place in the intelligences list. As these 

participants are English-major students, it is not surprising that the two most chosen 

statements are “Foreign languages interest me” and “taking notes helps me to 

remember and understand”. However, these participants did not think that 
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verbalization of their ideas seemed to be easy for them, as only 50% chose this 

statement. Not many participants (67) enjoyed reading and writing for pleasure. 

Even though the general interview indicated students’ interest in crossword and 

word puzzles, and anagrams, the score on these items was only 56 and 45, 

accounting for 26% and 21%, respectively. The least chosen item was “I faithfully 

contact friends through letters and/or email” at 12%. 

For Intrapersonal Intelligence, it was found that this type of intelligence 

occupied first position, compared with the other eight, with a mean of 63.5. The 

vast majority of participants (98%) highly appreciated fairness in their lives and 

showed readiness to protest or sign a petition to right a wrong, with 95%. Their 

emotions, attitude and beliefs strongly influenced their learning and doing. 178 

students declared they gave 100% effort when they believed in something or had 

an emotional attachment to the subject. The least selected items were “Social 

justice issues concern me” and “I am keenly aware of my moral beliefs”, with 

around 10% each.  

In terms of Spatial Intelligence, the finding shows that this was the third 

lowest type of intelligence, just after the Logical-mathematical Intelligence, with a 

mean of 51.73. The most popular selection was on the statement “I can imagine 

ideas in my mind”. Graphic organizers were quite familiar among English-major 

students; consequently more than 100 students chose the item “I remember well 

using graphic organizers”. Even though the media is popular in students’ lives, all 

the statements relating to technology device application did not draw participants’ 

attention. The least selected item belonged to “I am good at reading maps, atlases 

and blueprints”, responded by 6 students (3%). 

To identify students’ dominant intelligence, the graph at the end of the MI 

survey was taken into consideration. Students who were reported to be dominant 

in any type of intelligence had to have the highest score in that intellectual 

capacity. Table 4.10 presents the number of students with different dominant 

intelligences. 
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Table 4.10. The number of students with their dominant intelligences 

Types of intelligence Number of students 

Naturalist 10 

Musical 10 

Logical-mathematical 10 

Existentialist 13 

Interpersonal 31 

Kinesthetic 24 

Verbal 11 

Intrapersonal 38 

Spatial 10 

More than one intelligence 56 

Total 213 

As can be seen in Table 4.10, of 213 university students, the MI results 

found that dominant intelligences in university learners were unequally 

distributed. Thirty-eight and 31 students were found to be strong in intrapersonal 

and interpersonal intelligences, respectively. Ten students were strong at music 

ability and 10 in mathematical and visual abilities, and 11 in verbal and 13 in 

existentialist ones. Kinesthetic intelligence was dominant for 24 students. 

Especially, 56 students were found to have equal scores in more than one 

intellectual capacity. The equal highest scores ranged from two to six 

intelligences. These combinations did not follow any logical sense. For instance, 

eight students (N_20, 30, 31, 94, 141,197, 207, 208) had the three highest scores 

in Existentialist, Interpersonal and Kinesthetic intelligences, meanwhile the rest 

were dominant at Naturalist and Musical intelligences (N_189,205) or in 

Musical, Existentialist, Intrapersonal and Spatial intelligences (N_140). 

There were two students who gained the maximum scores in two 

intelligences (100/100). Student N_80 was strong in Naturalist and Linguistic 

intelligences, while student N_127 was dominant in Interpersonal and Linguistic 

ones, and interestingly these two students had very low scores in other types. 

Student N_80 received only 10 out of 100 at Naturalist intelligence, 30 in 

Mathematical and 40 at Intrapersonal intelligences. Meanwhile, student N_127 

received 20 at Naturalist, Existentialist; 30 at Kinesthetic, 40 at Musical and Logical 
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intelligences. Two other students (N_166 and N_179) had very low scores in all 

types of intelligences, ranging from 10 to 30 per 100.  

To sum up, the students’ MI scores range differently from one to another. 

Intrapersonal intelligence gained the highest score and Logical-mathematical 

intelligence received the lowest score according to the survey. Many students were 

reported as dominant in more one intellectual capacity, ranging from two to six types.  

4.3.1.2. Relationship between EFL university students’ MI scores and VLS use 

To find out the relationship between students’ MI scores and VLS use, a 

methodological triangulation was used. First, the statistical analysis was run. The 

data was analyzed in SPSS using Pearson correlation. Then the data from the diaries 

and interviews were involved to help the researcher gain a deeper understanding of 

the statistical results. The test was run on all factors at the same time and the results 

can be seen with the other test results in Table 4.11. Correlation sign (r) strength in 

this study is assessed by Cohen’s (2011) guidelines: 

- .1</r/<.3: small/weak correlation 

- .3</r/<.5: medium/moderate correlation 

- .5</r/: large/strong correlation 

 The value of the significance was at p<0.01 indicated by **, and at p<0.05 

indicated by *. A positive Sig. 2-tailed level means that if one variable goes up or 

down so will the other one, and a negative Sig 2-tailed level means that if one 

variable goes up or down, the other one will go down or up, respectively. Table 4.11 

below summarizes the correlation between students’ MI scores and each type of 

intelligence (see Appendix N (p.183) for the correlation details). 

Table 4.11. Correlation between students’ MI scores and VLS types 

 Nat Musical Math Exist Inter Kines Verbal Intra Spatial 

DET .036 .292** -.028 -.014 -.005 .026 .084 .021 .172* 

SOC#1 -.053 -.013 -.160 .003 .059 -.226** -.097 -.180* -.100 

SOC#2 -.053 .074 -.213** -.041 .098 -.095 .047 -.286** -.073 

MEM -.133 .189* -.147 .053 .037 -.038 .089 -.120 .056 

COG -.210** .053 -.246** -.231** .128 -.060 -.059 -.209* .008 

MET -.137 -.034 .021 .058 -.012 -.139 -.037 -.049 .013 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.11 can be interpreted as follows: 

 There was a negative significant relationship between Naturalist 

intelligence and Cognitive strategies, suggesting that the higher the score of 

Naturalist intelligence, the less frequently COG strategies were used and vice versa, 

and the lower the MI score was, the higher the VLS frequency use was. 

 Musical Intelligence was reported to correlate positively with Determination 

and MEM categories, suggesting that students who reported a high level of musical 

intelligence were likely to use the DET and MEM strategy group more frequently. 

 Mathematical intelligence was found to a have negative relationship with 

SOC#2 and COG types. This suggests that students who were dominant in this 

intelligence tended to use SOC#2 and COG strategies less frequently to learn 

English vocabulary,  

 A negative correlation was also found between the Existentialist type and 

COG strategy.  This means that students who scored most highly at Existentialist 

intelligence tended to use COG strategy less frequently. 

 Kinesthetic intelligence correlated negatively with SOC#1 strategies. This 

suggests that Kinesthetic students were likely to use strategies in SOC#1 less 

frequently when learning English vocabulary. 

  Intrapersonal intelligence, which received the highest score in the survey, 

was found to relate negatively to three VLS groups: SOC#1, SOC#2 and COG. The 

statistic suggests that students who were strong at Intrapersonal intelligence seemed 

to use Social strategies and Cognitive strategies less frequently. 

 Another significant relationship was reported between Naturalist type and 

DET strategies. This positive relationship means that Naturalist students were likely 

to employ more frequently strategies belonging to DET group. 

 Interpersonal intelligence and Linguistic intelligence did not correlate with 

any type of strategies. 

 The highest correlation was found between Musical intelligence and DET 

strategies; the lowest correlation was reported between Naturalist intelligence and 

DET strategies, even though they still had a weak correlation. 

A close look at the VLS questionnaire results shows that different MI groups 

had different most and least used strategies. Table 4.12 summarizes the most used 

and the least used strategies among different MI groups, based on the mean of each 

strategy. The strategy was classified as the most used had to have the mean of 4.0 

(usually) and above, meanwhile the least used strategy’s mean scores ranged from 

1.0 (never) to 2.0 (rarely).  
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Table 4.12. The most used and the least used strategies 

among different MI groups  

MI groups 
The most used strategies 

(Mean) 

The least used strategies 

(Mean) 

Naturalist 

Guess from textual context (4.4); 

interact with native speakers 

(4.2); use new words in sentences; 

image word form (4.2).  

Use semantic maps (2.2); 

underline the initial letter of 

the word (2.0); use semantic 

feature grids (2.0); use spaced 

word practice (2.0). 

Musical 

Analyze part of speech (4.7); 

bilingual dictionary (4.6); study 

the spelling of a word (4.5); 

study the sound of a word (4.9). 

Loci Method (1.6); Listen to 

word lists (2.0); testing oneself 

with word test (2.0); use 

spaced word practice (2.0). 

Mathematical 

Word list (4.0); Study the 

spelling of a word (4.0); study 

the sound of a word (4.2); say 

new word aloud when studying 

(4.0); use English-language 

media (4.0) 

Ask teacher for a Vietnamese 

translation (1.4); ask teacher 

for a sentence including new 

words (1.4); Peg Method 

(1.2); Configuration (1.0). 

Existentialist 

Bilingual dictionary (4.2); use 

new words in sentences (4.3); 

study the spelling of a word 

(4.5); study word with a 

pictorial representation of its 

meaning (4.2). 

Check for Vietnamese 

cognates (1.8); use spaced 

word practice (1.9). 

Interpersonal 

Use new words in sentences 

(4.0); study the spelling of a 

word (4.4); say new word 

aloud when studying (4.4); 

Keep vocabulary notebook.(4.2) 

Associate the word with its 

coordinates (2.0); use 

semantic maps (2.0); Loci 

Method (2.0); use spaced word 

practice.(2.0) 

Kinesthetic 

Study the spelling of a word 

(4.5); take notes in class (4.4); 

keep vocabulary notebook.(4.6) 

Teacher checks students’ 

flashcard or word lists for 

accuracy (1.8); Peg Method 

(1.8); underline the initial 

letter of the word (1.6); use 

spaced word practice (1.8). 
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MI groups 
The most used strategies 

(Mean) 

The least used strategies 

(Mean) 

Linguistic 

Study the sound of a word 

(4.2); remember part of speech 

(4.2). 

Analyze affixes and roots 

(2.0); check for Vietnamese 

cognate (2.0); Peg Method 

(2.0); Loci Method (2.0). 

Intrapersonal 

Study the spelling of a word 

(4.1); use English-language 

media (4.1). 

Teacher checks students’ flash 

cards or word lists for 

accuracy (2.2); Peg Method 

(2.0); Loci Method (2.0); 

Configuration (1.8) 

Spatial 

Ask classmate for meaning 

(4.4); interact with native 

speaker (4.3); studying the 

spelling of the word (4.1); say 

new word aloud when studying 

(4.3) 

Underline the initial letter of 

the word (1.9); Configuration 

(1.8). Peg Method (2.0) 

As can be seen in Table 4.12, different MI groups have different VLS use 

frequency. Musical group, for instance, was found to correlate positively with both 

DET and MEM strategy groups in Table 4.11, and the most frequently used 

strategies are analyze part of speech (4.7); bilingual dictionary (4.6); study the spelling 

of a word (4.5); study the sound of a word (4.9), which all belong to these VLS groups. 

Yet, this statistic also shows that there is a discrepancy between the VLS group 

correlation and individual strategy correlation. Take naturalist group as an example, 

it was found that the higher score in naturalist intelligence students had, the less 

frequently Cognitive strategies were used, but among four least used strategies, 

three belong to MEM group and one to MET group. In general, studying the 

spelling of a word was highly appreciated among MI groups as it appears in six MI 

groups’ most used strategies (musical; mathematical; existentialist; kinesthetic; 

interpersonal and intrapersonal groups). Meanwhile, Peg Method; Loci Method; and 

underline the initial letter of the word and Configuration were graded as the least 

used among MI groups. The data from diaries and group focus interviews were 

analyzed to clarify the relationship. 
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4.3.1.3. Relationship between dominant intelligence students and their VLS use 

This section below presents the data from diaries and interviews, which 

was a follow-up stage of the study. The questionnaire survey alone could not 

show us how students’ MI scores and VLS use related to each other. Hence, the 

diaries and interviews provided the participants with opportunities to share some 

information about their vocabulary learning strategies. Moreover, these data 

sources helped the researcher to gain a closer understanding of each dominant 

intelligence group with their vocabulary learning strategy use. Based on the 

quantitative statistics about the MI scores, dominant intelligence students’ diaries 

were grouped accordingly to nine types of intelligence. Then they were chosen from 

the survey to be interviewed to gain a deeper understanding about the relationship. 

The diaries were extracted from 35 diaries analyzed from the first question. 

However, in this section, they were categorized according to students’ dominant 

intelligences. Diarists who were dominant in a specific type of intelligence were 

chosen. Besides, the structured interview was sent to students by email, and the 

follow-up questions were made through Facebook inbox. The researcher divided 

students into nine groups according to the nine types of identified intelligences 

and added students who were dominant in such intelligences to these groups. The 

data from the interviews were transcribed, themed and contrasted, where 

possible, with the results from quantitative data. 

4.3.1.3.1. Relationship between dominant Naturalist students and their VLS use 

As can be seen in Table 4.13, Naturalist students were reported to correlate 

significantly with COG strategies. The relationship is a negative 21%, which mean 

that the higher the Naturalist intelligence score, the lesser COG frequency used. 

Table 4.13. Correlation between Naturalist intelligence’s score and VLS use 

Naturalist DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation .036 -.053 -.053 -.133 -.210** -.137 

Sig. (2-tailed) .665 .522 .519 .105 .010 .095 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Six diarists who are strong at Naturalist ability were asked to write about their 

daily vocabulary learning for a month. In general, all the Naturalist students used a 

variety of strategies in their lexical learning. The participants described various 

strategies for discovering, memorizing new words. 
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The most frequent strategy reported to discover new word meanings among 

six Naturalist students is “bilingual dictionary”, followed by “guessing from 

context” (only Nat#6 did not mention the guessing strategy in her diary), meanwhile 

the quantitative data indicate that “guessing from context’ was Naturalist students’ 

VLS. Take Nat#1 as an example: in her diary, she wrote: “… I often base on the 

meaning of the next sentence to guess the meaning of this new word. Following this 

way, I can learn many new words…”. All these diarists seemed to use the same 

strategies to explore new word meanings.  

Regarding strategies to memorize new words, five of the six students 

preferred connecting these words to their antonyms and synonyms. Table 4.14 

synthesizes six naturalist students’ use of mnemonic strategies. 

Table 4.14. Naturalist students’ mnemonic strategy use 

Participants Memorize new words 

Nat#1 
Connecting to synonyms, verbal repetition, written repetition, 

studying the sounds 

Nat#2 

Connecting to synonyms, studying the sounds, learning the 

idioms of the word together, using new word in sentences, 

grouping words spatially on a page, grouping words together to 

study them 

Nat#3 
Using new words in sentences, learning the words of an idiom 

together, word lists 

Nat#4 

Connecting to synonyms, studying the sounds, saying the word 

aloud when studying them, learning the idiom of the word 

together, using new words in sentences, taking notes, using a 

vocabulary notebook, putting English labels on physical objects, 

paraphrasing word meaning 

Nat#5 

Connecting words with their synonyms, grouping words together 

in a storyline, studying the sounds of the word, keeping a 

notebook, using mind map 

Nat#6 
Connecting to synonyms, studying the sounds, saying the words 

aloud when studying them, taking notes in class 

 

As shown in Table 4.14, none of them used only one strategy to keep the 

word in mind. Nat#4 used the most strategies and Nat#6 used the fewest. Five of six 
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students preferred connecting new words with their synonyms or antonyms. 

Besides, other strategies were used by different participants. These included 

studying the sound, saying the words aloud when studying them, learning the idiom 

of the word together, using new words in sentences, taking notes, using a 

vocabulary notebook, putting English labels on physical objects, paraphrasing word 

meaning, grouping words together in a storyline, studying the sounds of the word, 

word list, keeping a notebook, written repetition and verbal repetition. Especially, 

Nat#5 seems to be keen on the mind map strategy, which she called “spider 

diagram”. Figure 4.6 below is a sample from her diary: 

 

Picture 4.6. An example of student’s diary 

Among nine COG strategies in the questionnaire, these Naturalist students 

made use of six strategies to memorize the new words. This result does not go in 

line with the quantitative data. Moreover, the data of the interviews show that three 

Naturalist interviewees had different answers for the same question: “What 

strategies do you use the most frequently to memorize vocabulary?” Three favorite 

strategies were keeping a vocabulary notebook, using new words in sentences and 

word lists. Meanwhile, quantitative data indicated the highest scores for interact 

with native speakers, using new words in sentences and image word form (see 

Table 4.12). 

With respect to practice strategies used by these participants, two of them 

(Nat#4 and Nat#6) did not mention any strategy use to practise or evaluate their new 
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words. Meanwhile, Nat#1 and Nat#2 said they practised meanings in group work 

activities and used word tests online to test new word memorization. The two others, 

Nat#3 and Nat#5, used spaced practice and studying over time, respectively.  

One of the patterns that emerged throughout the interviews was the high 

value all students placed on the environment theme they preferred to learn. Nat#2 

highlighted the reason why she liked learning these words: “I am concerned with 

nature and environment. I love nature, animals and plants. I often watch programs 

about wildlife or TED videos about animals. Environment is also the theme that I 

concern about. It is the most burning issue nowadays. Newspapers, magazines, 

television often update information about environment, especially about pollution - 

reality, causes and effects. Personally, I think everyone should be aware of this 

problem and they should have a good background about where they are living. All 

the above are the reasons why I’m interested in environment theme.” 

However, when asked about the vocabulary themes that appear to be easy to 

remember, the answers varied. Nat#5 said: “For me, vocabulary related to daily life 

and leisure time is the easiest but it is not really interesting. While the topic of 

nature and environment seems to be more interesting but it is not easy.” 

Meanwhile, Nat#3 shared that economy and society related words were easiest and 

most interesting to learn because they are popular concerns in any societies. 

4.3.1.3.2. Relationship between dominant Musical students and VLS use 

There is a significant relationship between Musical scores and their MEM 

use. As illustrated in Table 4.15, the Sig. 2-tailed level is 0.021 and the relationship 

is a positive 18.9 % which means that Musical students tended to use MEM 

strategies more frequently than other VLS groups in learning vocabulary.  

Table 4.15. Correlation between Musical students’ MI profiles and VLS use 

Musical DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation .292** -.013 .074 .189* .053 -.034 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .873 .369 .021 .519 .680 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 
 

Three Musical diarists with three interviewees were invited to take part in the 

data collection process. The data from both the interviews and diaries showed that 

these students did not dedicate much time to learning vocabulary. The number of 

new words leant each day was limited, ranging from two to three words. Table 4.16 

below shows the limited number of words musical students learned every day. 
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Table 4.16. Musical students’ examples of learning new words  

Participants Learn new words 

Mus#1 

 

Mus#2 

 

Mus#3 

 

Table 4.16 lists three examples from three musical diarists. The discovery 

strategies three students wrote in their diaries when they encountered a word for the 

first time are using dictionary, guessing and asking for teacher’s paraphrasing. As 

can be seen, the most popular strategy is using a dictionary, guessing was employed 

by two musical students (Mus#1, Mus#3) and only one (Mus#1) added asking the 

teacher for a paraphrase as another strategy to learn new words. Even though no one 
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declared the use of “analyzing part of speech” as their favorite VLS, the mean score 

from questionnaire shows that this strategy was chosen as the most frequently used 

one, with a mean of 4.7 which is almost equivalent on the scale of “always”. 

Another discovery strategy used among these Naturalist students was “bilingual 

dictionary”, with a mean of 4.6. 

With regards to strategies used to memorize new words, the interview 

synthesis indicates that these students did not show an interest in using strategies to 

learn vocabulary. Mus#3 said:  

“I don’t have many strategies, in some way I can say that I am not well at studying 

new words. I usually meet them accidently, I used and after that I remembered it”.  

Mus#3 shared that when she was in high school, she just learnt by heart 

through written repetition, and at university, she added some other strategies 

learnt from her friends and teachers, including putting words in sentences or 

creating a story. A remarkable note from her interview response was her 

appreciation to “emotional words”. She said: “I could easily memorize the 

impressive words or words relating to my emotions. With these words, I could 

remember them at once”. 

Moreover, even though they all declared Music as their favorite 

vocabulary theme, the favorite strategies among these students differed from 

each other. Mus#1 liked learning vocabulary through pictures and maps, while 

Mus#2 preferred repeating words, and only Mus#3 chose learning words 

through songs. 

As for evaluating, none of them reported new word testing. The result was 

in line with quantitative date, in which the mean score of MET group remained the 

lowest one (Mean = 2.88). The post-interview helped clarify this phenomenon. 

Only Mus#2 tested new vocabulary with an online program where tests were 

available. With the words they encountered during class time, they did not use any 

kind of test to evaluate their memory span.  

4.3.1.3.3. Relationship between dominant Mathematical students and their VLS use 

A significant correlation was found between Mathematical students and both 

SOC#2 and COG strategies, where the Sig. level was .009 and .002, respectively. 

The relationship was both negative, which shows that these types of students were 

likely to use less SOC#2 and COG strategies. However, a close look at the VLS 

mean score of 10 dominant students indicated a difference between the data. Among 

four least used VLS, two (asking teacher for a Vietnamese translation, asking 
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teacher for a sentence including new words) belong to SOC#1 strategy group and 

two others (Peg Method, Configuration) belong to MEM strategy group. Table 4.17 

presents the results from the quantitative analysis. 

Table 4.17. Correlation between Mathematical students and VLS use 

Math DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation -.028 -.160 -.213** -.147 -.246** .021 

Sig. (2-tailed) .737 .052 .009 .074 .002 .797 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Three Mathematical diarists and three interviewees were then invited to take 

part in the data-collection process. According to the three diaries, these three students 

had a very clear and logical way of writing new words. They used the same method to 

display them through the diaries. Although these participants used a variety of 

strategies in their lexical item learning, each had a dominant strategy displayed in their 

diaries. Mat#1 chose to place new words spatially on a page. The new words were put 

in the middle of a circle; the definition and the synonyms were put around it (see table 

4.18). Meanwhile, Mat#2 displayed all the new words in her diary in the same order: 

new words => transcription => Vietnamese meaning => place the word was found => 

strategies to discover meaning => strategies to` memorize words. Mat#3, on the other 

hand, had a direct approach to new words: new words => transcription=>Vietnamese 

meaning. Table 4.18 shows the different presentation of these three diarists. 

Table 4.18. Mathematical students’ strategy presentation 

Participants Strategies to learn new words 

Mat#1 
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Participants Strategies to learn new words 

Mat#2 

 

Mat#3 
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The quantitative data from 10 students who were dominant at Mathematical 

intelligence show that word list, studying the spelling of a word (Mean= 4.0); 

studying the sound of a word (4.2); saying new word aloud when studying (4.0); 

using English-language media (4.0) are the five most frequently VLS they used to 

memorize new words.  The interview data are in line with the quantitative data in 

this side. These students learned vocabulary mostly through auditory channel. The 

researcher recorded very direct answers from these students about their vocabulary 

learning. Below is an example from Mat#2:  

 “What strategies do you use the most frequently to learn vocabulary? 

I often write the words in a notebook (with their translations or definitions) 

and then when I have free time I say the words many times. I use an 

electronic dictionary to hear how the word is pronounced, because this way 

is very convenient and I can learn new words whenever I have time.” 

and from Mat#3 

I usually apply the way which I think it’s most appropriate, based on 

capacity and time. For example, firstly, in order to save time, I often write 

new words on sticky notes and paste in my room. Secondly, I often watch 

American films with English-Vietnamese subtitles. And if I detect any new 

word I usually pause and write down in my notebook 

Thirdly, I’m interested in U.S music. Therefore, this is a good situation in 

which to learn vocabulary and it’s easy to remember what I learned by 

listening to these songs. 

Regarding practicing strategies, these students did not mention any planned 

or spaced testing or evaluating of new words. Their evaluation came accidently by 

asking friends, for example, to check their words. However, Mat#1 also felt that 

asking someone to test the words was a useful strategy to learn vocabulary, but 

she could not use this strategy very often because when she needed assistance, it 

was difficult to find someone available. The vocabulary theme these students 

preferred varied from one to other. It varied between music (Mus#2), culture, 

trade, tourism (Mus#3), etc. 

4.3.1.3.4. EFL students with dominant Existentialist intelligence and VLS use 

It was quantitatively found that Existentialist students and COG strategies 

correlate with each other negatively, suggesting that the higher the former’s score 

is, the less frequency used the latter is. Table 4.19 below was extracted from the 

results analysis. 
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Table 4.19. Correlation between Existentialist students and VLS use 

Existentialist DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation -.014 .003 -.041 .053 -.231** .058 

Sig. (2-tailed) .861 .967 .619 .521 .004 .481 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Statistics from 213 participants were used to analyze the correlation. The 

statistics also show that using bilingual dictionaries and keeping notebooks were 

the two highest scoring strategies dominant students used to learn new words. 

Meanwhile, checking for Vietnamese cognates and using spaced word practice 

were the lowest scoring ones. As there were not many students who were strong 

at this type of intelligence in the study, only three Existential students were 

asked to write diaries and later three others took part in the interviews. A point 

from diaries is that all the three students seemed to be industrious learners, who 

dedicated their time to their diaries with meticulous description. Table 4.20 

presents a large number of strategies used by three diarists.  

Table 4.20. Existentialist students’ reported VLS use 

Participants VLS 

Exi#1 

Using dictionary, asking teacher, associating word with its 

coordinates, connecting the word to its synonyms and antonyms, 

using new words in sentences, learning the words of an idiom 

together, grouping words together to study them, paraphrasing word 

meaning, analyzing roots and affixes, taking notes, listening 

repetition, studying the sound of a word, remembering part of 

speech, using English language media (song), written repetition, 

study words with pictorial representation of its meaning. 

Exi#2 

Using dictionary, Keyword method, guessing, analyzing available 

pictures or gestures, studying the spelling of the word, associating 

a word with its coordinates, grouping words together in a storyline, 

connecting the word to its synonyms and antonyms, using new 

words in sentences, grouping words together to study them, 

paraphrasing word meaning, analyzing roots and affixes, taking 

notes, listening repetition, studying the sound of a word, using 

English language media (song), verbal repetition 
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Participants VLS 

Exi#3 

Using dictionary, guessing, asking friends, paraphrasing word 

meaning, saying the word aloud when studying, connecting the 

word to its synonyms and antonyms, using new word in sentences, 

associating word with its coordinates, listening repetition, written 

repetition, Keyword method, putting words together in a storyline, 

testing word every day 

As can be seen in Table 4.20, it indicates that Existential students had a 

variety of strategies to use in learning new words. Two of them (Exi#2 and Exi#3) 

used the Keyword method and added stories to memorize new words. They said 

that they accidently learnt this method from the Internet and found it interesting. 

However, they also confessed that it was not easy to find the equivalent 

representation in Vietnamese for all the new words. Meanwhile Exi#1 seemed to 

favor grouping words according to theme. Only student Exi#3 said she used 

practice tests to check her word retention. These matching tests, where the 

Vietnamese meaning was put in a column and the English word in another, were 

created by herself. The answers from the interviews confirmed this hard work by 

the students. Exi#2 shared that when she did not have free time, for instance, when 

she came back to her hometown, she had to work on the farm with her family and 

did not have time to sit still to learn, she usually wrote new words on her hands to 

learn by heart. Meanwhile Ex#3 found learning words through songs was 

beneficial because she enjoyed listening to English songs However, all of them 

said that their favorite theme was related to society and culture items because they 

found these topics interesting. 

Exi#1 confessed that her strategies were not influenced by other people, but 

she had a critical imitation; in other words, she double-checked others’ strategies 

before applying them to her learning. Her answer for the question: “How do you 

practise new words?” was very interesting: “I really love creating something crazy 

about their meanings to practice and whenever they appear I can remember easily 

them due to their crazy meanings”. To illustrate the ‘craziness’ of the meaning, she 

gave an example as follows:   

Với từ ‘funeral’ (đám ma) em tách phiên âm theo kiểu English-Vietnamese, 

nghĩa là tiếng Anh bị ảnh hưởng bới tiếng Việt thành từ Phun ra rồi, tưởng 

tượng là phu manus ra rồi như trong phim chưởng, sẽ chết, và chết thì phải 
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làm đám ma. (With the word ‘Funeral’, she divided the syllable into 

Vietnamese-English: Phun-ra-rồi (has already vomited), and then she 

imagined the action of vomiting blood resulting in the death of that person, 

and the funeral was the next step of that action). 

4.3.1.3.5. EFL students with dominant Interpersonal intelligence and VLS use 

As can be seen in Table 4.21, no relationship was found between the 

Interpersonal score and VLS use. Because of this lack, the diaries and interviews 

were also analyzed to see if there was any special reason. 

Table 4.21. Correlation between Interpersonal students and VLS use 

Interpersonal DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation -.005 .059 .098 .037 .128 -.012 

Sig. (2-tailed) .951 .475 .233 .650 .119 .884 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Five completed diaries and more three others participated in the follow-up 

interview. The data from the diaries showed that students’ use of VLS varied from 

each other, but one common feature from these diarists, except Inter #1, is that they 

did not use as many strategies as the other groups. Moreover, most of them were in 

favor of picture-related strategies.  

The only strategy to discover new words was using a dictionary, and two of 

them (Inter#4 and Inter#5) used “guessing from textual context” when they did not 

have the dictionary handy. Besides, Inter#1 added “asking teacher for an example” 

as another strategy when she encountered a new word. According to the interviews, 

these students mentioned that every student in their class used the online dictionary 

or available dictionary on their smart phones. The teacher explained new words’ 

meaning when they could not find the meaning themselves. 

For mnemonic strategies, the most popular strategies reported by the students 

were “using mind map” and “connecting new words with synonyms or antonyms”. 

Connecting a word with its coordinates and verbal repetition also seemed to be 

favored by these participants. Surprisingly, Inter#5 spent most of her time learning 

new words through the Keyword Method. She could not recall the correct name of 

this method, but the examples were very interesting and showed that she had a good 

imagination. For example, to memorize the word “Pumice”, she wrote: “Pumice” is 

pronounced like the word “Pool” and “mice”. That means a volcano which forms a 
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Pool, full of water, where there are a lot of mice”. Then she drew a picture to 

illustrate her ideas. Although she mispronounced this word, that did not influence 

her memorization. The data from the three interviewees showed they had different 

frequency of VLS use when asked “What strategy/strategies do you use most 

frequently to memorize new words?”  Inter #2 liked putting new words in sentences 

or making up stories with these words, while Inter#4 preferred listening repetition to 

keep the words in mind. 

Regarding practice, two diarists, Inter#1 and Inter#5, reported studying and 

evaluating words in a group, while Inter# 4 revised new words after each lesson 

every evening. The other three did not mention any practice or evaluation for 

vocabulary they encountered. 

The quantitative statistic shows that an interesting finding from the data 

from three interviewees was that all the interviewees highly appreciated learning 

new words with their friends. As Inter#3 reported: “The factor influencing this 

change of strategy is my friends and my teacher who teach and share me to learn 

vocabulary better. I have learnt a lot of ways to learn vocabulary from them”. 

Inter#5 said that learning from friends helped her to memorize words longer than 

from doing exercises. Even though her vocabulary size was mostly from doing 

exercises, she preferred playing some fun games of testing words with friends or 

teachers. The favorite vocabulary themes of these students were economics, 

music, tourism and sports. 

4.3.1.3.6 EFL students with dominant Kinesthetic intelligence and their VLS use 

Table 4.22 illustrates the results from the analysis. A significant relationship 

was found between Kinesthetic students and SOC#1 strategies in learning 

vocabulary. The Sig.2-tailed level was .005 and the relationship was a negative 

22,6% which means that if one variable goes up, the other one will go down. 

Table 4.22. Correlation between Kinesthetic students and VLS use 

Kinesthetic DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation .026 -.226** -.095 -.038 -.060 -.139 

Sig. (2-tailed) .750 .005 .247 .645 .464 .090 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Twenty-four students received highest MI scores in Kinesthetic 

intelligence. Among them, five dominant Kinesthetic students took part in the 
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qualitative data collection. Four diarists continued to participate to the interviews, 

and three others were added to the interviews because their MI profiles were the 

same as the four previous participants.  

The data from the diaries show that these students did not use many strategies 

to learn new words, but they shared some similarities. Like the other groups, this 

group reported to using a dictionary to find the new word meanings as a necessary 

strategy. Moreover, they all cared about practicing new words and the practice 

happened every day for most, while only Kin#4 practised every two days. All of them 

made use of the vocabulary notebook to memorize words for longer. Take Kin#1’s 

interview answer as an example: 

Every day I learn five new words. Although it is not many, I think many little 

makes a mickle, so that I will surely get a certain vocabulary size. Firstly, I 

review the lesson and find out the unknown words or difficult words. Next, I 

look up the Oxford dictionary to know about the words: definition, 

pronunciation, synonyms, antonyms, etc., and then I practise reading them. I 

usually write them down to memorize them and take notes in sticky paper 

and stick them around my study corner. Every day I spend about 30 minutes 

learning vocabulary. 

The answers from the focus group interview for the questions “What strategy 

do you think is the most useful for you in learning new words?” differed from each 

other, but writing new words down seemed to be the most popular. This result is in 

line with the quantitative statistics, which show that taking note and keeping 

vocabulary notebook are two most frequently used strategies, with means of 4.4 and 

4.6, respectively. Take Kin#4 as an example: 

The most favorable way for me to learn vocabulary is to write them down 

everywhere. I have some advantages when doing this. Let me tell in more 

details: the whole wall of my house is full of bricks, then I buy a pen which 

can jot down the vocabulary whenever I see something I don’t know. This 

somehow helps me write them down very quickly and I can practice anytime 

thanks to wandering my house all days. I am really immersing myself in 

doing this. 

Regarding the favorite vocabulary themes, economics, culture and music 

drew kinesthetic students’ attention the most. They said that they liked these themes 

not because they were easy to memorize, but because they were interested in them. 

For example, Kin#2 liked learning economic themes because she wanted to work in 

the field of economics and Kin #3 preferred music because she liked songs.  
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4.3.1.3.7. EFL students with Linguistic intelligence and VLS use 

As illustrated in Table 4.23, no relationship was found between Linguistic 

score and VLS use. The diaries and interviews were analyzed to see if there was any 

special reason. 

Table 4.23. Correlation between Linguistic students and VLS use 

Verbal-linguistic DET SOC1 SOC2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation .084 -.097 .047 .089 -.059 -.037 

Sig. (2-tailed) .304 .236 .568 .278 .476 .656 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Four Linguistic diarists and four other interviewees were involved in the next 

step. As can be seen in Table 4.24, students in this group did not use as many 

strategies as other groups. Of those VLS they reported having used, the use of a 

dictionary, especially a bilingual dictionary, was the first choice when they 

encountered a new word. This group showed a similar pattern of studying the sound 

of the words and putting words in sentences. Lin#2 used the widest range of 

strategies. In her diary, she preferred grouping words spatially on a page. This 

strategy was applied when she learnt phrasal verbs or words with their coordinates. 

Meanwhile the other three students merely wrote down their new words in rows on 

a page. To consolidate the learnt words, they were in favor of putting new words in 

sentences or in a paragraph.  

Table 4.24. Linguistic students’ VLS use 

Participants Strategies 

Lin#1 

Using a dictionary, learning with synonyms and antonyms, 

studying the sound of the words, learning words of an idiom 

together, putting new words in sentences 

Lin#2 

Guessing from context, using dictionary, paraphrasing word 

meaning, learning word with its coordinates, grouping words 

spatially on a page, connecting words with pictures, learning 

words of an idiom together, semantic maps, putting new words 

in sentences, written repetition, verbal repetition, putting 

English labels on physical objects, keeping a vocabulary 

notebook 
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Participants Strategies 

Lin#3 

Using a dictionary, paraphrasing word meaning, analyzing 

affixes and roots, studying the sound of the word, saying the 

words aloud when studying them, putting new words in 

sentences, learning words with synonyms 

Lin#4 

Using a dictionary, guessing, studying the sound of the new 

words, studying by image, putting new words in sentences, 

verbal repetition, flashcards, learning English media 

In practice, even though the synthesis from diaries indicated that they 

did not have any planned practice for the words they met, the interviews 

showed that writing words on sticky notes and sticking them around study areas 

was the favorite way to retain words. Lin#2 said that her favorite strategy to 

retain words was to write words in a notebook that she always kept beside her. 

Moreover, she liked using English labels on physical objects in her room. 

Meanwhile, Lin#3 reported:  

… when I started learning at university, my friends influenced my 

strategies. I saw that they have had many methods to learn vocabulary. 

Learning new words by theme was the most useful for me. I imitate my 

friends to write words on the notes and stick on the walls in the room where 

I can easily see and then learn them. Besides, I usually write a story 

including all vocabulary I had learnt in a day or talked to my roommates, 

which is my favorite strategy… 

With regards to the vocabulary theme, sports, environment and jobs were 

favored by three interviewees because, as they said, these themes were popular in 

our lives and were also easiest to learn. 

4.3.1.3.8 EFL students with dominant Intrapersonal intelligence and their 

VLS use 

As can be seen in Table 4.25, the Sig.2-tailed levels between Intrapersonal 

students and SOC#1; SOC#2 and COG, is .028;.000;.010, respectively, which 

shows that there is a significant relationship between these variables. The 

relationship is a negative one, which means that Intrapersonal students tended to use 

VLS less frequently in these three groups. 
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Table 4.25. Correlation between Intrapersonal students and VLS use 

Intrapersonal DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation .021 -.180* -.286** -.120 -.209* -.049 

Sig. (2-tailed) .798 .028 .000 .143 .010 .549 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 
 

As indicated in the previous section, this type of intelligence was the most 

dominant among participants with 38 Intrapersonal students. Four diarists and six 

interviewees took part in the process of data collection.  

In general, intrapersonal students used a variety of VLS to discover, and 

memorize new words, but only Intra#4 declared to have an over-time practice for 

new word she encountered. Compared to other groups, on the one hand, the 

diversity of VLS used by this group showed similar patterns: using a dictionary and 

guessing from context were two popular strategies to discover new words among 

these students. Like others, this group used more than one strategy to find a word 

meaning. On the other hand, they shared some differences: these students were the 

only ones who used analyzing strategies: analyzing part of speech, analyzing affixes 

and roots, or analyzing available pictures. For memorizing words, a difference of 

VLS use with respect to other groups in the diaries is that the spelling of words also 

attracted their attention. Besides, these participants were keen on using English-

language media. Intra#1 shared in the interview:  

I have the passion with learning English through songs and movies. By the 

way of watching movies with English subtitles, many new words appear and 

make me uncomfortable if I can’t understand their meaning. So I have to find 

out what they are mentioning. I like this method because I am really keen on 

performances and everything involving in art. 

The Intrapersonal students tended to use their new words in sentences, 

paragraphs or stories and a lot of words from media such as Youtube.com, songs, 

film and BBC news. 

Word lists, verbal repetition, synonyms or antonyms and flashcards were 

also taken into consideration. However, the data from the interviews showed that 

each student was usually in favor of one or two strategies to keep the word in their 

long-term memory, such as English media with Intra#1, Intra#3 and learning a word 

with its coordinates and flashcards with Intra#4.  
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For practice, none of these students mentioned any practice for new 

words, except Intra#4. The clarification from interviewees indicated that they did 

not have a planned time to practise or test new words. They merely wrote words 

on sticky notes and memorized them. Intra#1 thought learning new words alone 

was more effective. Intra#3 added that she sometimes made use of the new 

words by including them, when possible, in her talk with friends, For example, 

with two words ‘marvel’ and ‘boldness’, she learnt for the day, and applied them 

in her speech when her friend could do things that she could not: “I marvel how 

you can do this or I marvel you at your boldness”. 

Surprisingly, when asked about their favorite vocabulary themes, two out of 

the three interviewees answered that they did not particularly pay too much 

attention to any theme, and only Intra#1 reported music as her preferred theme. 

However, they mentioned that the theme they liked to learn did not mean the theme 

which appeared as the easiest to learn and memorize for them. Family, travelling 

and wild lives were the most interesting and easiest words to memorize, according 

to Intra#1, Intra#3, and Intra#5, respectively. 

4.3.1.3.9. EFL students with dominant Spatial intelligence and their VLS use 

The quantitative analysis shows that there is a significant relationship 

between Spatial students and DET strategy use, because the Sig.2-tailed level is 

.035 and the relationship is a positive 17.2 %, which suggests that Spatial students 

are likely to use DET strategies more frequently when they learn English 

vocabulary. Table 4.26 below presents the correlation. 

Table 4.26. Correlation between Spatial students and VLS use 

Spatial DET SOC#1 SOC#2 MEM COG MET 

Pearson Correlation .172* -.100 -.073 .056 .008 .013 

Sig. (2-tailed) .035 .221 .375 .495 .923 .878 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 
 

Bilingual dictionary and word lists are two most frequently used in DET 

group. Nevertheless, asking classmates for meaning and interacting with native 

speakers are the two most frequently used strategies to learn new words among 

spatial students. These two strategies belong to social group (see Table 4.12). 

Statistics indicated that ten students were strong at Spatial intelligence. Three 

Spatial students agreed to keep the diaries and other four took part in the interviews. 
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All the participants used VLS quite diversely to learn new words. Compared to the 

frequency and the diversity of VLS used by other eight groups, this group showed a 

similar pattern of using VLS.  

However, among the three diarists, two used the Keyword method, which 

was rarely employed by participants in this study. More surprisingly, they all 

demonstrated a very impressive creativity in imaging words and connecting English 

words with Vietnamese sounds. Take Spa#3 as an example. To memorize the word 

‘bucket’, she illustrated it as in Table 4.30. Meanwhile, Spa#3 created for herself a 

new strategy that referred words to their equivalent sounds in Vietnamese. Spa#1, 

on the other hand, preferred using mind map to learn new words.  

 Table 4.27 below presents VLS use examples spatial diarists used in their 

new word learning. 

Table 4.27. Spatial students’ VLS use examples 

Participants Examples 

Spa#1 

 

Spa#2 
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Participants Examples 

Spa#3 

 

In addition, as can be seen in Table 4.27, when it came to the presentation of 

the diaries, all three Spatial students liked to use colors to highlight new words. Red 

and Green pens were used in this case. They all emphasized that color and colored 

paper help them keep new words in their long-term memories.  

When asking about the most effective strategy to learn new words, Spa#2 

shared her idea as follows:  

Whenever I see a new word, I take note and then follow these steps: 

1. Learn what it means and type of word from which it belongs to 

2. Learn about its pronunciation 

3. Create some example by myself 

For me, it is one of effective methods to learn vocabulary. 

Meanwhile the others mentioned different strategies, including putting new 

words in sentences, mind map or Keyword method. 

Regarding evaluating new words, only Spa#2 reported her evaluation of her 

new word retention span by creating a matching test in which there were two 

columns: one for Vietnamese meanings and the other for English words.  

4.3.2. Discussion 

4.3.2.1. EFL university students’ MI scores 

In the first place, the results showed that Intrapersonal intelligence and 

Interpersonal intelligence appear to be the dominant intelligences of EFL university 

students in Vietnam. This finding is consistent with Gardner’s implication in MI 

theory. In Frames of Mind (1983), Gardner discussed each form of intelligence 

independently; meanwhile he linked these two forms, Intrapersonal and Interpersonal, 
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as personal intelligences for many reasons. One is that the other forms of 

intelligence are readily identified and compared across diverse cultures, though the 

varieties of personal intelligences prove “much more distinctive, less comparable, 

and perhaps even unknowable to someone from an alien society” (Gardner, 1983, 

p.240). Another reason for the combination is that in the course of development, 

“these two forms are intimately intermingled in any culture” (p.241) and under 

ordinary circumstances, neither form can develop without the other.  These reasons 

could be used to explain why these two types of intelligences had approximate 

scores in the survey. 

Besides, Gardner (1983) identified that Intrapersonal intelligence, in its 

primitive form, is the ability to distinguish a feeling of pleasure from one pain and, 

on the basis of such discrimination, to become more involved in or to withdraw 

from a situation. At its most advanced level, Intrapersonal knowledge allows one to 

detect or to symbolize complex and highly differentiated sets of feelings. 

Meanwhile, Interpersonal intelligence was defined as the ability to notice and make 

distinctions among other individuals, and in particular, among their moods, 

temperaments, motivations, and intentions. At its most elementary form, the 

Interpersonal intelligence entails the capacity of the young child to discriminate 

among the individuals around him/her and to detect their various moods. In an 

advanced form, this intelligence permits a skilled adult to read the intentions and 

desires, even when these have been hidden, of many other individuals and, 

potentially, to act upon this knowledge.  

In fact, as mentioned in the literature review, individual competences 

represent only one aspect of intelligence; intelligence also requires social structures 

and institutions that enable the development of these competences. In other words, 

intelligence becomes a flexible, culturally dependent construct. According to 

Gardner (2006), either the individual or the societal agent may play a dominant role, 

but both must take part if intelligence is to be achieved. Accordingly, the results 

from the MI questionnaire can be understood through different lens. 

To the cultural extent, the dominance of Personal Intelligences in students’ 

MI scores can be explained by cultural features in the Asian context. Asian culture, 

including Vietnamese culture, is more concerned with an individual’s self-

development; people in this culture are expected to constantly work on improving 

themselves. Das (1994) notes that this may be linked to a continuous search for 

knowledge and an individual’s self-fulfillment. According to Cocodia (2014), the 
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conception of Intelligence differs from Asian to Western cultures to the extent that 

the former usually interweaves Intelligence with religious and philosophical beliefs. 

He points out that morality is also related to intelligence in the Asian cultural 

context, while it tends to be a separate concept in the Western one. That might be 

the reason why Vietnamese students gained high scores in Intrapersonal intelligence 

because morality-related statements were mostly included in the Intrapersonal 

checklist section (see Appendix B). 

To the educational extent, the highest score of Intrapersonal intelligence, on 

the one hand, could be explained by the traditional method of teaching that still 

taught in Vietnamese schools and an examination-oriented education that has been 

used for a thousand years. Academic results have become an overwhelming concern 

in teaching and learning. This tradition has produced many students who have 

received high scores thanks to hard work on their own. On the other hand, obtaining 

knowledge in the Vietnamese context also implies that one has to cooperate with 

others, friends or teachers. That is why Interpersonal intelligence was one of the 

strongest components in participants’ MI profiles. 

Before the survey, it was assumed that Verbal-linguistic and Logical- 

Mathematical intelligences would be two most dominant intelligences among 

university students. This assumption originated from the literature review. 

According to Armstrong (2009), one of Gardner’s implications in MI theory is that 

intelligence can be developed. This result could be explained in three ways: (1) the 

failure of the education system which has been trying to place emphasis on these 

two intellectual competences; (2) the lack of these abilities among participants in 

the study; and (3) the distortion of the MI inventory. Firstly, the curriculums in 

Vietnam from primary school to high school focus mostly on math and Vietnamese 

language. This is shown through the amount of time allocated to these two subjects, 

which consequently become the two compulsory subjects in the graduation exams. 

However, the results from the survey show that mathematical intelligence was the 

least dominant intelligence and the verbal-linguistic one only occupied fifth position 

with 50.75% and 52.99 %, respectively. Secondly, all the participants in this study 

were English majored students. They were supposed to be strong at English, 

mathematics and Vietnamese because these three subjects’ scores from the 

graduation exam were criteria for them to be recruited to the English department. 

However, the scores from their graduation exam showed that these foreign language 

students are better at language than mathematics. The finding is also consistent with 

statistics from national graduation exam published by MOET (as cited in 
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Vnexpress.vn), where nearly 50 % of Vietnamese students received a below average 

mark at math (under 5). Thirdly, McKenzie’s (1999) MI inventory was first 

invented to measure Western people’s abilities. Accordingly, there are some 

statements that are not suitable to measure Vietnamese students’ potentials. This 

might cause some limitation in the results. 

With regards to the other intelligences, the very similar scores were found 

among different types of intelligence. Intelligences work together in complex ways 

and no intelligence really exists by itself (Gardner, 1983,1999; Armstrong, 2009). 

This finding is in the same vein as Sharifi (2008), who concluded in her study that 

different kinds of intelligences are not totally independent form each other. MI 

theory was not born to categorize people; its implication for education is that 

educators should take differences among individuals seriously and craft education 

so that each child can be reached in the optimal manner (Gardner et al, 2009; 

Armstrong, 2003; Hoerr, 1997).   

4.3.2.2. Relationship between students’ MI scores and VLS use 

This section discusses the main results of the research about the relationship 

between EFL university students’ MI scores and their VLS category use. Despite 

the fact the research was limited to 213 students at Vinh University, the purpose of 

the research was to provide a close look at the correlation between people’s learning 

and their intellectual abilities in learning a new language vocabulary. 

As presented in Chapter IV, the findings showed that there was a relatively 

weak but significant relationship between the participants’ MI scores and VLS 

groups, which is congruent with the findings of previous studies (Hashemian & 

Adipbour, 2012; Moheb & Bagheri, 2013; Razmjoo et al., 2009; Shangarffam and 

Zand, 2012; Sistani & Hashemian, 2016). This finding was also expected and 

hypothesized to be observable because as Ahmadian and Hosseini (2012) mention 

in their study, there are many equivalences between MI and language aspects, 

such as communication skills in Interpersonal intelligences, meta-cognition in 

Intrapersonal intelligence and general cognitive abilities in Logical-Mathematical 

intelligence. Moreover, both variables belong to a general problem-solving ability, 

which is why the correlation between two were supposed to be found.  

Regarding Naturalist students, quantitative data showed a low correlation 

between this type of student and Cognitive strategies. The result is consistent with 

Razmjoo et al.’s (2009) finding but inconsistent with Ahour and Abdi’s (2015). 

This relation was a surprise, because in the VLS questionnaire, there was no 

strategy which seemed to have been designed precisely for this type of student. 
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Naturalist people were identified by Gardner (1999) as experts in recognizing and 

categorizing numerous species in the flora and fauna around them. This ability is 

expressed in McKenzie’s (1999) MI survey as the ability to categorize things by 

common traits, care about animal and environment issues and enjoy studying 

subjects relating to biology. The interview data supported this ability among 

Naturalist students to the extent that some of them preferred naming their strategies 

as animal-related (spider) strategies (Nat#5). All of them also liked environment 

vocabulary because of their awareness of the environment, but they did not think it 

was easy to remember the words. Although their vocabulary learning in nature 

made them feel comfortable, almost all their VLS use happened indoors. However, 

this qualitative source indicated a favor of COG strategies used to learn new words 

among dominant Naturalist students, which is not line with quantitative data. 

“Guessing from context” appeared as their most frequently used VLS. In spite of all 

the evidence, the hypothesis about the relationship between Naturalist students and 

VLS use is rejected. 

For Musical students, the quantitative data indicated a positive relationship 

between this type of student and two VLS groups, including DET and MEM. The 

highest correlation was found in DET strategies, in which ‘analyze part of speech” 

was the most favored (M=4.7). Another significance was found between Musical 

score and Memory strategies, in which “studying the sound of the new word” had 

the highest score (M=4.9). This finding is not in the same vein as Akbari and 

Hosseini’s (2008) and Sistani and Hashemian’s (2016) findings, reporting the lack 

of correlation between two factors, but it is congruent with Ahour and Abdi’s 

(2015) finding. In fact, many researchers (Armstrong, 2003; Gardner, 1999) argue 

for an important connection between language, including words, with music. This 

intelligence is defined as a skill in performance, composition and appreciation of 

musical patterns such as rhythm, tone, sound and meter. Similarly, in the VLS 

questionnaire, there were several strategies relating to sound, such as studying the 

sound of the word, saying the words aloud when studying them, verbal repetition 

and learning words through media (such as songs, and videos). That is why the 

result was expected. In addition, Musical intelligence was supposed to have some 

relationship with certain types of VLS because there are some aspects of language 

relating to phonological type in the memory and cognitive group, such as “study the 

sound of the word, say the word aloud when studying them” or verbal repetition. 

These are believed to wake up the sensitivity to sound and rhythm as possessed by 
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those with Musical intelligence. The quantitative data was in line with the 

qualitative data from diaries and interviews, reporting that these students did not 

care much about using vocabulary strategies to learn vocabulary as well as 

evaluating them. An explanation might be that the fantasy of learning new words in 

musical students resulted from “musical memory, where its physiological functions 

are intact, functions indiscriminately; a great percentage of what is heard becomes 

submerged in the unconscious and is subject to literal recall” (Gardner, 1999, p.42).  

With respect to Mathematical students, a negative relationship was found 

between this student group and COG strategies. Another negative relationship exists 

with the SOC#2 type, which is not in line with Ahour and Abdi (2015), who found a 

positive relationship between the two variables. Meanwhile, no relationship was 

found in Sistani and Hashemian (2016). In fact, Mathematical intelligence is seen as 

“the capacity to analyze problems logically, carry out mathematical operations, and 

investigate issues scientifically” (Gardner, 1999, p.42). Meanwhile, among nine 

strategies in the COG group and four in SOC#2 group, none involve the logical 

sense in learning vocabulary. That might be the reason for these students not being 

in favor of VLS in these two groups. Besides, the most frequently used strategies, 

both quantitatively and qualitatively reported, among these students were the ones 

relating to the sound and the spelling of the words (study the sound and spelling of 

the words, use English media and word lists). Furthermore, the diaries showed that 

these students presented their new words clearly and logically and they all had their 

own dominant strategy to learn vocabulary (see 4.3.1.3.3). This result makes sense 

to the extent that mathematical intelligence involves different kinds of process, 

including categorization, classification, generalization, etc. (see 2.3.2). 

In terms of Existentialist students, even though this type of intelligence was 

found to correlate with different VLS groups in previous studies, namely MET 

group (Hajhashemi et al., 2011) and the SOC group (Ahour & Abdi, 2015) (see 

2.4.2), students in this study were reported to infrequently use COG strategies in 

learning vocabulary. On the other hand, the qualitative data showed that existentialist 

students were industrious and imaginative learners. They seemed to prefer using 

strategies requiring a strong imagination. Studying word with a pictorial representation 

of its meaning is one of their favorite strategy to memorize new word meaning. (see 

Table 4.12). Although the Keyword method was not quantitatively found as the 

frequently used strategy among these students (see Appendix M, p.181), this strategy 

was reported as the favorite one in the diaries. This explanation comes from the 
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elicitation in the focus group interview, in which the interviewees confessed that they 

did not fully understand what Keyword method strategy was at that time. Their 

preference toward imaginative strategies is consistent with the characteristic central to 

Existentialist intelligence: “a brain which is capable of imagining the infinite and the 

ineffable and of considering cosmological issues” (Gardner, 1999, p.52). The findings 

from their favorite vocabulary topic toward society problems and culture are 

interesting. This goes in line with what they declared in the MI survey (see appendix B, 

section 4), in which social issues and culture are concerned.  

The finding also showed that there was relatively low but significant 

negative correlation between SOC#1 strategies and Kinesthetic ability, suggesting 

that they were unlikely to ask for help in their meaning discovery. The qualitative 

data provided evidence for the above correlation through the small number of 

strategies used by these students in their diaries. This result is not consistent with 

those in Ahour and Abdi (2015) (see p.47), where Kinesthetic intelligence 

correlated positively with three VLS types, including SOC, MEM, COG. In fact, 

Kinesthetic intelligence was thought to be the ability to control one’s bodily 

motions and the capacity to handle objects skillfully (Armstrong, 2003). 

Apparently, there is no connection between kinesthetic competence and 

vocabulary learning. Among 58 strategies in the questionnaire, only strategy Q43, 

“using physical action to learn new words”, is thought to be connected to 

movement, but it received a quite low score in the questionnaire among dominant 

kinesthetic students. The follow-up interviews, in the same vein, also showed that 

most of the time students would rather look in a dictionary to find the word meaning 

than ask for help from a teacher or friends. They declared an interest in games but 

there were not many during the lesson because of time limits and class control. 

Moreover, the interviews indicated that the teachers were usually afraid of noisy 

classes and over-active learners, so they kept them away from applying this 

technique to the classroom often. Additionally, the qualitative data provided a 

remarkable point that Kinesthetic students preferred using taking note and written 

repetition strategies to strengthen their word retention. This might be explained by 

the deep connection between words and human musculature, which was proved 

through evidence from brain research and history of language development. 

According to Armstrong (2003) mentions “writing is often even more physical, 

with the young child sometimes using the writing implement quite literally as a 

“tool” to dig meaning into the surface of the page” (p.27). 
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The study found that Intrapersonal intelligence had a negative correlation 

with three types of VLS: SOC#1, SOC#2 and COG. It is suggested that the higher 

the score on Intrapersonal intelligence, the less frequently social strategies and 

cognitive strategies were used (see 4.3.1.2). This finding can be explained to the 

extent that Social strategies were described as techniques used to facilitate 

interaction, especially by asking questions, developing cultural understanding and 

cooperating with others in the learning process (Oxford, 1990). Meanwhile, people 

who are strong at Intrapersonal intelligence tend to do “well when left alone to play 

or study” (Armstrong, 2009, p.38). The qualitative data supports the quantitative 

data to the extent that these dominant intrapersonal students preferred learning alone 

by using different kinds of analyzing-related strategies when they discovered new 

word meaning and were keen on using English language media to memorize 

vocabulary (see 4.3.1.3.8). The negative correlation between Intrapersonal types 

and the Cognitive group suggests that the lower the score on this intelligence is, the 

more frequently Cognitive strategies are used. This is not consistent with Sistani 

and Hashemian’s (2016) finding, in which two variables witnessed a positive 

significant relationship. Moreover, the statistics from the VLS survey and MI 

questionnaire showed that these two factors reflected the highest scores among their 

types. This might be the result of a small discrepancy among MI types and VLS 

groups. The mean gap between the highest score and the lowest score is 12.4 for MI 

types and 0.4 for VLS groups (see table 4.7).  

In terms of Spatial students, a positive correlation was quantitatively found 

between these students and DET strategies. As this ability is mainly concerned 

with visual imagery, graphics and colors, the correlation was reported with MEM 

in previous studies (Sistani & Hashemian, 2016; Panahi, 2012), where there is a 

number of related strategies, including mind maps, grouping words spatially on a 

page, Keyword method or imaging word form. However, in this study, the 

quantitative data only showed that this type of student tended to use VLS more 

frequently in the DET group than other VLS groups in discovering new words. 

Besides, the qualitative data showed that these students were creative in their own 

ways and they seemed to have a good sense of imagination. Keyword method 

received the highest score compared to other MI groups and was one of their 

frequently used VLS. This can be explained by the central operation of spatial 

intelligence: the capacities to “perceive the visual world accurately, to perform 

transformation and modifications upon one’s initial perception, and to be able to 
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re-create aspects of one’s visual experience, even in the absence of relevant 

physical stimuli” (Gardner, 1983, p.173). Accordingly, Spatial students in this 

study tried to modify and transform words into images or used color to emphasize 

new words. Taken together, it is concluded that spatial strategies with color and 

image seemed to maintain some influence on spatial students. 

In this study, Interpersonal intelligence and Verbal-linguistic intelligence did 

not show any relationship with any VLS category use. This finding is surprising 

because there were many aspects in the VLS questionnaire relating to these 

intellectual competences.  

On the one hand, Interpersonal intelligence was defined as the ability to work 

effectively with others, which was supposed to correlate with SOC strategies. The 

findings are consistent with Ahour and Abdi (2015) and Sistani and Hashemian 

(2016), but not with Bandarabbasi and Karbalaei (2013). The statistics from 

quantitative data supported this lack of relationship to the extent that the most 

frequently used VLS among these students did not relate to communicative factors, 

though the interview data revealed that Interpersonal students appreciated the long-

term memory of new words when learning new words with friends.  One of the 

reasons might result from the findings that participants in this study were more 

intrapersonal oriented. Moreover, the fact that these students did not have much 

chance to communicate with foreign speakers might prevent them from using SOC 

strategies even though they found them useful. 

On the other hand, Linguistic intelligence, which relates to written and oral 

abilities, was assumed to have certain relationships with many strategies in the 

Cognitive group such as verbal, written repetition, and word lists. The relationship 

was found a number of previous studies (Akbari & Hosseini, 2008; Ahour &Abdi, 

2015; Amadian & Ghasemi, 2017; Sistani & Hashemian, 2016). Surprisingly, no 

correlation was found in this study. Their most and least frequently used VLS seem 

to relate to linguistic aspects, included remembering part of speech and analyzing 

affixes and roots, respectively (see appendix M). The qualitative data demonstrated 

that these students used different strategies to learn new words, such as word lists, 

or talking to friends. Additionally, they did not report using any practice and 

nothing special from their VLS use compared to other groups was noticed. The 

result was far from usual, because Linguistic students are believed to benefit from 

many VLS strategies in the questionnaire. Also, Linguistic strategies are the easiest 

and the most exploited by the teachers in the classroom and it was found to correlate 
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with almost any VLS group, except MEM in other studies (Ahour & Abdi, 2015; 

Hajhashemi et al., 2011). The potential reason might come from one of four 

linguistic knowledge aspects described in Gardner (1983): the mnemonic potential 

of language. That means linguistic students have the capacity to use mnemonic 

potential to help themselves remember information. Consequently, they do not need 

to employ many strategies to memorize or evaluate word knowledge. 

Regarding favorite vocabulary themes of each MI group, the data from 

qualitative sources show that MI groups’ vocabulary topic of interest somehow 

concerned to their types of intelligences. For instance, naturalist students liked 

environment-related terms; musical group with music themes, existentialist groups 

with social issues and culture, kinesthetic group with sports. However, these MI 

groups still showed their motivation toward other topics, such as economy, tourism or 

jobs. This finding can be understood that MI profiles did not have an impact on 

participants’ choice of topics of interest, hence eliminating the prediction of topic-

related VLS among EFL learners, though the awareness of the topic was found to be 

one of the factors influencing learners’ vocabulary learning success (Adams, 1982).  

4.3.3. Summary 

The study set out to find the relationship between EFL university students’ 

MI profile and their VLS use. It also aimed at discovering the connection between 

EFL university students’ dominant intelligence and their VLS use. Overall, the main 

findings from both quantitative and qualitative data are: 

1. Intrapersonal, Kinesthetic and Existentialist intelligences were the three 

highest scoring intelligences among participants in this study. Spatial, Naturalist 

and Mathematical ones were the three lowest scoring intelligences. 

2. There was a low to moderate but significant correlation among students’ 

overall MI scores and different VLS groups. The results are in line with Ahmadian and 

Hosseini (2012), Hashemian and Adibpour (2012), Moheb and Bagheri (2013), and 

Shangarffam and Zand (2012). However, Interpersonal and Linguistic intelligence 

scores had no relationship with any types of VLS. This finding is not consistent with 

Sistani and Hashemian (2016) and Razmjoo et al. (2009).  

3. Different dominant intelligence students have different connections with VLS 

use. Each MI groups have different favorite VLS in discovering, memorizing and 

evaluating their new word knowledge. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

 

This thesis investigates the use of vocabulary learning strategies among EFL 

university students and the relationship between their MI scores and VLS use. To 

this end, both quantitative and qualitative approaches, including Schmitt’s (1997) 

VLS questionnaire, McKenzie’s (1999) MI inventory, interviews, and students’ 

diaries, were employed. 

5.1. Summary of key findings 

The first aim of the study was to explore EFL university students’ VLS use 

in learning English vocabulary. The findings strengthen the findings of previous 

studies on VLS use in Asian countries, especially in Vietnam, and provide 

additional information about vocabulary sources used by EFL university students. 

213 participants were involved in the study data collection. The research applied the 

mixed methods approach with a sequential design. The weight was put on the 

qualitative phase. The quantitative data were collected from VSL inventory and MI 

survey, meanwhile the qualitative data were collected from students’ diaries and 

interviews. A number of findings were found as follows: 

The quantitative data show that Cognitive strategies are most favored, 

followed by Social strategies 1, Memory strategies, Metacognitive strategies and 

Social strategies 2. The three most frequently used strategies are “study the spelling 

of a word”, “study the sound of a word”, “say new word aloud when studying” in 

Cognitive strategies, while five least frequently used are “Peg Method”, “Loci 

Method”, “Keyword Method”, “check for L1 cognate” and “use semantic grid”.  

The qualitative findings from students’ diaries and interviews revealed that 

students used a variety of learning strategies to learn English vocabulary. For 

discovering new word meanings, a bilingual dictionary was reported as the most 

frequently used strategy. This finding is consistent with the findings of many 

previous studies (Schmitt, 1997; Nation, 2001; Liu, 2010; Lưu Trọng Tuấn, 2011). 

The other main vocabulary strategies included using a monolingual dictionary, 

guessing from context and asking friends. Checking for L1 cognate, word lists, 

flashcards and asking a teacher for L1 translation were the least-used strategies. The 

finding suggests that Vietnamese learners, like EFL learners in other countries, 

depend a great deal on dictionaries to discover new word knowledge.  

To memorize new words, university students paid a lot attention to the 

employment of strategies relating to the sound, including “studying the sound of a 
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word” and “saying new words aloud when studying”. The fact that English 

pronunciation is unpredictable might cause such emphasis on the word sound. This 

finding is congruent with Nation and Meara’s (2010) and Wharton’s (2000) 

findings. Besides, using new words in sentences, dialogues, paragraphs or stories 

were surprisingly popular. The motivation can be used to explain the results because 

these students were learning to write a paragraph in their writing class. Their low-

use frequency could be witnessed for vocabulary learning strategies which have no 

relation between words, such as Loci, Peg or Keyword methods, though these 

methods were justified as effective by many researchers (Brown & Perry, 1991; 

Pressley et al., 1982; Levin et al., 1982).  

Even though all the students voted for vocabulary as a very important 

component in language learning, they did not report regular practice to learn new 

words. A medium frequency of use of evaluating strategies was found from the 

data, and practice with a group was declared to be the most popular. The types of 

tests used varied among students, but web-based tests were made use by them. 

Some others liked to create their own tests to check their word retention.  

Regarding vocabulary sources, it was found that course books and media were 

two main sources which students used to expand their vocabulary size. Doing exercises 

appeared as another popular vocabulary transmission to students. These findings 

suggest that students’ vocabulary learning is mostly receptive. The potential reasons 

could be the lack of English native speakers to practice with, but the availability of 

Internet access gives students the chance to discover the words themselves.  

The major difference between this study and previous studies lies in the 

second research question. The second aim of this thesis was to find out the possible 

relationship between VLS use and students’ MI scores. In order to fulfill the 

objectives, McKenzie’s (1999) MI survey, diaries and interviews were administered 

among EFL university students.  

First, students’ MI scores were identified through SPSS descriptive analysis. 

It was found that the scores were quite equally distributed between the nine types of 

intelligences, from the highest mean of 63.3 to the lowest of 48.0. Intrapersonal 

intelligence had the highest score, followed by Existentialist, Interpersonal and 

Kinesthetic intelligences. Meanwhile, surprisingly, Logical-Mathematical 

intelligence had the lowest score, just behind Spatial and Naturalist intelligences. 

Among these MI students, the largest number of participants who gained the 

maximum score was found to be Intrapersonal (38 students) and Interpersonal 
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intelligences (31 students), followed closely by Kinesthetic intelligence (24 

students). In this analysis, more than one quarter of the participants (56 students) 

were found to have their highest scores in more than one intelligence domain.   

Second, Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated to see the relationship 

between the EFL university students’ MI scores and their VLS group use. The 

findings showed that different intelligences correlated with different types of VLS 

use frequency. These findings lend support to many previous studies’ results 

(Ahmadian & Hosseini, 2012; Razmjoo et al., 2009; Shangarffam & Zand, 2012; 

Sistani and Hashemian, 2016).  

The highest significant correlation was found between Musical intelligence 

and DET strategies and the lowest one between Spatial intelligence and DET 

strategies. Surprisingly, Interpersonal and Verbal-linguistic intelligences had no 

relationship with any types of VLS. Besides, there were two types of correlation 

between dominant students’ MI scores and VLS group use: the positive correlation 

means MI students tended to use a certain type of VLS more frequently, meanwhile 

the negative correlation means these students tend to use that VLS type less 

frequently. Positive relationship was found between Musical Intelligence and DET, 

MEM strategies; Spatial intelligence and DET strategies. Negative relationship was 

found between Naturalist intelligence and COG strategies; Mathematical 

intelligence and SOC#2 and COG strategies; Existentialist intelligence and COG 

strategies; Kinesthetic intelligence and SOC#1 strategies; Intrapersonal intelligence 

SOC#1, SOC#2 and COG strategies. 

The study provided empirical and theoretical evidence on the connection 

between the students’ MI and their VLS use (section 4.2 and 4.3). Th connection is 

rooted from the nature of both intelligence and language acquisition. Existentialist 

students, for example, were found to use a density of VLS, and they are imaginative 

students in their vocabulary learning; this might be resulted from the nature of 

existentialist people, who are curious about things around them and they have a 

good sense of imagination. Notwithstanding the evidence, the intriguing result must 

be treated with caution.  

The findings also show that different MI groups have different favorite VLS. 

“Guessing from context” was found to be the most favorite VLS among Naturalist 

group, while “study the sound of a word” and “analyze part of speech” are preferred 

by musical students. Mathematical group showed their interest in VLS relating to 

both written and spoken form of the words, including studying the sound, spelling 
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of new words, word list, using English language media. Regarding to existentialist 

students, imagination-required VLS were their preferences, in which Keyword 

method and studying word with a pictorial meaning were made use. Writing new 

words down seems to be Kinesthetic students’ favorite strategy in memorizing and 

practising their new words. Students who were strong at Intrapersonal intelligence 

tend to like using analysis-related strategies, such as analyzing part of speech, 

analyzing affixes and roots, analyzing available pictures, to discover new word 

meanings. Word spelling also attracts these students’ attention. Spatial group is 

likely to be the most imaginative learners in learning new words by using Keyword 

method quite creatively to keep new words in their mind longer. Social strategies, 

including ask classmates and interact with native speakers, were made use of by 

these learners in discovering new word meanings.  

The vocabulary topic varies from one MI group to others, and then from one 

person in the same group to others as well. These topics are the ones connecting to 

different aspects of people lives. They can be nature, society, sport, music or jobs. 

5.2. Limitations of the study 

This study, like any other studies, is not void of limitations. First, the 

findings of the study are limited only to 213 EFL students at the University, so it 

may not be generalized for the whole population they belong to. Furthermore, the 

empirical data were collected within just six months, which may have resulted in 

some inaccuracies, though investigating individual learners’ VLS use throughout a 

long period of time was not practically feasible. Second, the MI survey should be 

combined with other tools to gain fuller scores of MI students, as Gardner 

(personal communication, June, 2016) suggests, such as interviews, teachers’ 

observation and references from participants’ surroundings. This may have 

decreased the reliability of students’ MI scores. However, such triangulation 

methods seem difficult to apply to a large number of participants, especially in a 

university environment, where students’ independence and autonomy are 

encouraged. Third, the study does not show how students used VLS in dealing 

with vocabulary tasks in the classroom, which might help the researcher gain a 

deeper insight about the relationship between MI scores and VLS use among 

tertiary education participants. Further studies are needed to confirm some issues 

concerning the correlation between EFL university students’ VLS use and their 

MI scores. Fourth, regarding to methodological limitation, the participants’ 

cultural and educational background should be taken into account when adopting 

any research tools. Even this study made some adaptations to two questionnaires 
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to make them suitable to Vietnamese learners, more careful considerations needed 

to be taken.  

Despite these limitations, the research has contributed its part to related 

literature and has implications for language teachers and learners, language syllabus 

designers and educators, researchers who are interested in the field.  

5.3. Implications for vocabulary teaching and learning 

From the findings of the current study, several implications are put forward 

to teaching and learning vocabulary. 

 The statistical analyses show that EFL university students used a variety of 

strategies to discover, memorize and evaluate English vocabulary. Consequently, a 

particular strategy might not appear to be effective to EFL learners if it is used alone 

but through its combination with other strategies. Researchers can benefit from such 

a description of strategy use by taking this aspect into consideration when studying 

the learning process. 

As indicated in the findings (section 4.2), bilingual dictionary was the most 

frequently used strategy to consult new word meaning. The data also showed that 

students chose themselves dictionaries which were available online without any 

recommendations from experts. That is why it is recommended for teachers to train 

students to use a dictionary effectively as well as introduce the most beneficial 

dictionaries for their vocabulary learning. 

It was found that EFL university students paid a lot of attention to the sound 

of the words. Henning’s research (as cited in Takac, 2008) proved that low-

proficiency learners relied more on sound than meaning, while the high-proficiency 

learners demonstrated the reverse. Although EFL participants in this study all were 

in their second and third year at university, they still followed the formal processing 

in their vocabulary learning, which is believed to be the initial stages of learning. 

From this reality, teachers must focus more on VLS which direct their students 

toward the advanced stages of language learning where semantic processing needs 

to take place. Teachers should, at the same time, introduce some new and complex 

strategies, such as Loci, Peg and Keyword method, and do some research to see if 

there is any positive impact on students’ vocabulary learning. 

The results also emphasize that EFL university students lacked a systematic 

practice of learning vocabulary to help them retain new words in a long term 

memory. Schmitt (1997) points out that a scheduled and organized practice can 

maximize the effectiveness of word memorization. Teachers should recommend a 
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memory schedule that proposes review 5-10 minutes after the end of the study 

period, 24 hours later, one week later, one month later, and finally six months later, 

as suggested in Russell (1979).  EFL instructors need to include evaluating and 

testing strategies in their vocabulary teaching to help learners to evaluate, plan and 

organize their vocabulary learning in a more effective manner. Given the fact that 

vocabulary learning strategies are neglected in EFL curricula, it seems important for 

material developers, syllabus designers to be aware of the strategy training in an 

explicit and comprehensive way in order to provide consistent and coherent 

guidance for both language teachers and learners. 

Course-books and media were two vocabulary exploited resources. EFL 

teachers should take the advantage of these resources and apply activities that can 

be exploited through media or course books. Furthermore, more productive 

activities should be introduced and encouraged among EFL students for them to 

expand their word sizes productively, learning new words from friends in clubs, 

outdoor activities or from foreign speakers.   

As shown in the findings (section 4.3), different students have different MI 

profiles, even in a small class of 30 students, there still existed nine types of MI 

profiles. Actually, it is argued that mathematical and linguistic teaching styles are 

dominant in current classrooms (Armstrong, 2003; Gardner, 2006); Consequently 

students with other potentials, including naturalist, musical, kinesthetic, 

existentialist, interpersonal, intrapersonal and spatial intelligences, are to some 

extent left unserved. One emerging implication is that teachers should be advised 

to take account of learner diversity to differentiate instructions to reach more 

students in the classrooms. Moreover, they might help teachers to choose a wide 

range of materials to meet the needs of learners with different intellectual 

competences. Oxford (1990) mentions that one of the conditions that make a 

strategy useful is that the strategy fits a particular student’s learning style 

preference to one degree or another. 

With regard to EFL university students’ sub-MI profiles, this study found 

that Intrapersonal intelligence was the highest scoring type, meanwhile 

Mathematical intelligence was the lowest one.  There might be many factors 

influencing this result (see 4.3.2.1), but one can assume that those EFL university 

students are not good at reasoning and problem solving, for instance, as defined in 

Mathematical intelligence (see 2.3.2). Accordingly, more investments should be 

spent on VLS which motivate the skills students lack and strengthen skills students 

are possessing at higher levels, so that students’ MI profiles can be developed and 
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hence students would have the chance to experience various strategies they might 

find useful afterwards. For example, Intrapersonal students did not use Social 

strategies very often to discover new word meaning as well as memorize it, so some 

vocabulary activities requiring the interactions between classmates in order to find 

out the meaning and memorize it should be provided to this group.  

The study also indicates that different MI scores correlate differently to VLS 

groups. As presented above (section 5.1), only DET and MET strategies show a 

positive relationship with Musical and DET strategies with Spatial intelligence, 

suggesting that these higher-scoring students in Musical intelligence and Spatial 

intelligence are likely to use DET and MET strategies more frequently in their 

lexical learning. Meanwhile, other MI groups, Mathematical, Kinesthetic, 

Existentialist and Intrapersonal, tended to use other VLS groups with a negative 

relationship less frequently.  The correlation found in this study helps teachers 

predict what type of VLS students may or may not use when they encounter a new 

word, as suggested in previous studies (Ahmadian & Hosseini, 2012; Razmjoo et 

al., 2009; Shangarffam & Zand, 2012; Sistani and Hashemian, 2016).  

No relationship was found between Interpersonal students, Linguistic 

students and VLS types, meaning a lack of VLS awareness among these types of 

students. One pedagogical implication can be, as Oxford and Ehrman (1993) 

suggested, that L2 teachers should identify and understand significant individual 

differences in their learners’ VLS use and integrate appropriately various VLS in 

their teaching.  So that “a well-equipped language learner can take advantage of 

each strategy at the appropriate time” (Ahmadian et al., 2017, p.768). 

Different MI groups in this study favored certain VL strategy in learning 

vocabulary (section 4.2 and 5.1), in the meantime, many researchers found that 

students are likely to be more motivated when they think the task “interesting, 

valuable, and important, thereby leading them to higher academic performance” 

(Ahmadian, 2017, p.768). In respect to this finding, instructors and teachers should 

be aware of students’ VLS preference and give them the chance to have enough 

exposure to such VLS to see if it works with those students. Kinesthetic students, 

for instance, were found to like learning new words by written action, such as 

taking notes, word list, keeping vocabulary notebooks. Correspondingly, writing 

relating activities should be encouraged among these MI students. Many other 

suggestive activities are recommended in MI-related books (Berman, 1998; 

Christision, 2005; Palmberg, 2011). 
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 Some suggestions are provided for the researchers who are interested in 

this field. As discussed in this study, owing to the findings, it would be effective to 

apply MI theory in designing a syllabus and developing an educational curriculum 

whereupon EFL learners can satisfy themselves in language learning and can learn 

better and autonomously. 

Finally, as mentioned in Gardner et al. (2009) “Only individuals who can 

think of a topic in a number of ways have a thorough understanding of that topic” 

(p.8). In this case, students can use MI theory as their framework for vocabulary 

learning, for instance, instead of learning new words in traditional ways, such as 

rote memorization or written repetition, students can visualize new words, give new 

words some rhythm and connect words with some physical motion, etc. This 

plurality of approaches signals to learners what it means to have a deep, rounded 

understanding of new word meanings. Using multiple learning strategies helps 

learners to assimilate new information and create new learning experiences 

(Gardner, 1999). In other words, teachers should create vocabulary activities that 

require students to have different approaches to solve the problem, so that students 

can keep words in mind longer. 

To conclude, teaching must meet the needs of diverse learners and not expect 

learners to use the same approaches to learning just because the teacher uses an 

approach to teaching that considers all students the same. MI theory was not born to 

categorize students, but as Gardner (1999) said, “Without in any sense wishing to 

embrace egocentrism or narcissism, I suggest that the big challenge facing the 

deployment of human resources is how best to take advantage of the uniqueness 

conferred on us as the species exhibiting several intelligences” (p.45). 

5.4. Suggestions for further study 

As for prospective subjects for future research, there are still many questions 

that need to be answered. A few of these are: 

- The impact of vocabulary resources on students’ vocabulary learning. 

This study only focused on investigating the resources from which students 

enriched their vocabulary sizes. A study that investigates the influence of those 

resources on their vocabulary learning, for example their word retention, may 

yield interesting results.  

- The impact of experience on VLS use in learning one of four skills: 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Experience here might be defined as 

students’ exposure time in the university environment or the number of years that 
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students spend learning English. The current study was conducted on second-year 

and third-year students, but no distinction was made. 

- The strategies students with different MI scores use during vocabulary task 

performance. For this type of study, concurrent introspective data collection, such 

as verbal protocol is recommended. This study only collected the data from delayed 

introspective tools. An additional tool may gain a more significant contribution to 

vocabulary acquisition. 

As a final point, it is important to continue conducting VLS and MI related 

research due to its important role in language learning. It will definitely lead to 

better insight into the complex process of learning vocabulary and contribute to 

second/foreign language learning and teaching.  

5.5. Conclusion 

This study first sought to investigate the use of vocabulary learning 

strategies, based on Schmitt’s (1997) VLS taxonomy, used by EFL university 

students to discover, memorize and practise new words. The findings helped us to 

gain an overview of VLS used by EFL university students in different stages of 

vocabulary learning. It was found that EFL university students used a variety of 

VLS to learn new words and many of them had creative ways to apply different 

VLS into their learning. However, a lack of planned and scheduled new-word 

practice was found. These students were mostly textbook-based vocabulary 

learners, while web-based sources also contributed considerably to their vocabulary 

size development. Another aim of the research was to find the potential relationship 

between VLS use. The results were both consistent and inconsistent with previous 

studies, but it was concluded that different dominant intelligence students correlated 

with different types of VLS. However, Interpersonal intelligence and Linguistic 

intelligence did not show any relationship with any VLS types.  

This study contributes significantly to previous VLS and MI related studies 

to the extent that it was the first attempt to determine the relationship between VLS 

use and MI scores among EFL university students in Vietnam. Besides, previous 

studies only found that relationship through quantitative data, this study went one 

step further to deepen the findings through qualitative data from interviews and 

students’ diaries. Even though further research is needed to confirm some intriguing 

issues, the findings of the study do expand previous studies and imply many 

pedagogical insights for English vocabulary teaching and learning. 
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APPENDIX A 

VOCABULARY LEARNING STRATEGY QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

This research requests your assistance to help us to explore the vocabulary 

learning strategies (VLS) EFL university students use to learn new English words 

when they are learning English as a foreign language. 

Your participation is voluntary. You are allowed to use Vietnamese, besides 

English. If you agree to take part in this study, please kindly fill out the 

questionnaire in which you are asked to indicate what kind of strategies you use and 

how often you use them to learn vocabulary. It will take you about 20-30 minutes to 

complete.  

The completion of the questionnaire indicates your given consent. All the 

personal information will be kept confidential. Your data will be used by only the 

student researcher, Le Thi Tuyet Hanh, for the purpose of her PhD thesis.  

Thank you for giving your time. 

VOCABULARY LEARNING STRATEGIES QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please fill in the information from 1-5 in Part 1 first, before you continue to 

part 2 of the questionnaire 

Part 1 

1. Name:……………………………………………………………………… 

2. Age:……………………………………………………………………….. 

3. Gender:……………………………………………………………………. 

4. Hometown:………………………………………………………………… 

5. English Class:……………………………………………………………... 

6. Time of learning English:………………………………………………..... 

Part 2 

The following is a list of vocabulary learning strategies. Learning strategies 

here refer to the methods you use to learn vocabulary (or words). The researcher is 

interested in what you ACTUALLY do, not what you should do or want to do. 

Please indicate how often you have used a certain strategy in learning a new word. 

Please circle below one of the following numbers next to each strategy 
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1: Never (if you do not use the strategy at all) 

2: Rarely (if you use the strategy about 20% of the time) 

3: Sometimes (if you use the strategy about 40% of the time) 

4: Usually (if you use the strategy about 60% of the time) 

5: Always (if you use the strategy about 100% of the time) 

For example, if you use a bilingual dictionary 80% of the time when learning 

vocabulary, please circle the number (5). If you want to change your answer, please 

cross it out and circle the answer you want. 

  Frequency of strategy use 

 
Strategies for the Discovery of a New 

Word’s Meaning 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 Analyze part of speech 1 2 3 4 5 

2 Analyze affixes and roots 1 2 3 4 5 

3 Check for Vietnamese cognate 1 2 3 4 5 

4 Analyze any available pictures or gestures 1 2 3 4 5 

5 Guess from textual context 1 2 3 4 5 

6 Bilingual dictionary 1 2 3 4 5 

7 Monolingual dictionary 1 2 3 4 5 

8 Word lists 1 2 3 4 5 

9 Flash cards 1 2 3 4 5 

10 Ask teacher for an Vietnamese translation 1 2 3 4 5 

11 
Ask teacher for paraphrase or synonym of new 

word 
1 2 3 4 5 

12 
Ask teacher for a sentence including the new 

word 
1 2 3 4 5 

13 Ask classmates for meaning 1 2 3 4 5 

14 
Discover new meaning through group work 

activity 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
Strategies for Consolidating a Word Once 

it has been Encountered 
1 2 3 4 5 
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15 Study and practise meaning in a group 1 2 3 4 5 

16 
Teacher checks students’ flash cards or word 

lists for accuracy 
1 2 3 4 5 

17 Interact with native speakers 1 2 3 4 5 

18 
Study word with a pictorial representation of 

its meaning 
1 2 3 4 5 

19 Image word’s meaning 1 2 3 4 5 

20 Connect word to a personal experience 1 2 3 4 5 

21 Associate the word with its coordinates 1 2 3 4 5 

22 
Connect the word to its synonyms and 

antonyms 
1 2 3 4 5 

23 Use semantic maps 1 2 3 4 5 

24 Use “scales” for gradable adjectives 1 2 3 4 5 

25 Peg Method 1 2 3 4 5 

26 Loci Method 1 2 3 4 5 

27 Group words together to study them 1 2 3 4 5 

28 Group words together spatially on a page 1 2 3 4 5 

29 Use new word in sentences 1 2 3 4 5 

30 Group words together within a storyline 1 2 3 4 5 

31 Study the spelling of a word 1 2 3 4 5 

32 Study the sound of a word 1 2 3 4 5 

33 Say new word aloud when studying 1 2 3 4 5 

34 Image word form 1 2 3 4 5 

35 Underline initial letter of the word 1 2 3 4 5 

36 Configuration 1 2 3 4 5 

37 Use Keyword Method 1 2 3 4 5 

38 Affixes and Roots (remembering) 1 2 3 4 5 
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39 Part of Speech (remembering) 1 2 3 4 5 

40 Paraphrase the word’s meaning 1 2 3 4 5 

41 Use cognates in study 1 2 3 4 5 

42 Learn the words of an idiom together 1 2 3 4 5 

43 Use physical action when learning a word 1 2 3 4 5 

44 Use semantic feature grids 1 2 3 4 5 

45 Verbal repetition 1 2 3 4 5 

46 Written repetition 1 2 3 4 5 

47 Word lists 1 2 3 4 5 

48 Flash cards 1 2 3 4 5 

49 Take notes in class 1 2 3 4 5 

50 Use the vocabulary section in your textbook 1 2 3 4 5 

51 Listen to tape of word lists 1 2 3 4 5 

52 Put English labels on physical objects 1 2 3 4 5 

53 Keep a vocabulary notebook 1 2 3 4 5 

54 
Use English-language media (songs, movies, 

newscasts, etc.) 
1 2 3 4 5 

55 Test oneself with word tests 1 2 3 4 5 

56 Use spaced word practice 1 2 3 4 5 

57 Skip or pass new word 1 2 3 4 5 

58 Continue to study word over time 1 2 3 4 5 

59 Other strategy (please be specific)      
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APPENDIX B 

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES INVENTORY 

 

This research requests your assistance to help us to explore EFL university 

Multiple Intelligences scores and the relationship between your MI scores and VLS 

use. Your participation is voluntary. You are allowed to use Vietnamese, besides 

English. If you agree to take part in this study, please kindly fill out the 

questionnaire in which you are asked to indicate the statements which are true for 

you. It will take you about 30-40 minutes to complete.  

The completion of the questionnaire indicates your given consent. All the 

personal information will be kept confidential. Your data will be used by only the 

student researcher, Le Thi Tuyet Hanh, for the purpose of her PhD thesis.  

Thank you for giving your time. 

 

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES SURVEY  

Please fill in the information from 1-5 in Part 1 first, before you continue to 

part 2 of the questionnaire 
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APPENDIX C 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 

 GENERAL INTERVIEWS 

               Date……………………………… 

1. How important is vocabulary learning to you? 

2. How did your teacher teach you vocabulary in your first language? 

3. How did you learn new vocabulary on your own in your first language? 

4. Do you think we can apply the same vocabulary strategies to English 

vocabulary? 

5. What do you usually do when you come across new English words? 

6. Do you think your vocabulary learning strategies have helped you to 

learn new English words in an effective manner? 

7. What is the most common strategy used to learn vocabulary? 

8. Do you plan for your vocabulary learning practice? 

9. What are your suggestions for more effective vocabulary learning in the 

classroom? 

10. What are your suggestions for more effective vocabulary learning outside 

classroom? 

 

GROUP FOCUS INTERVIEWS 

1. Do you find your own strategies to learn new words or are you influenced by 

other people with new words learning strategies? 

(FOLLOW-UPS: Who are these people? Can you give some examples about 

their influences on your VLS use?) 

2. What is/ are your favorite VLS to learn vocabulary?  

          (FOLLOW-UPS: Why do you use it/ them? How often do you it/ them?) 

3. What strategy do you think is the most effective in memorizing your new words? 

(FOLLOW-UPS: Why do you think it is the most effective? How about…. 

(any other VLS)?) 
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4. What vocabulary topic do you like to learn best? 

 (FOLLOW-UPS: Why do you study like this? Do you think it is easier to 

memorize those topic-related words?) 

5. What are your favorite strategies to practise new words? 

(FOLLOW-UPS: Do you plan for your practice? Can you give some 

examples about your planning or practice?) 
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APPENDIX D 

A SAMPLE OF FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW THROUGH 

FACEBOOK MESSENGER 
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APPENDIX E 

A SAMPLE FROM THE INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW 

THROUGH FACEBOOK 
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APPENDIX F 

DIARY KEEPING INSTRUCTION 

 

Take a few minutes each day to ask yourself whether you did something in 

order to learn vocabulary. If the answer is Yes, write all the new words you learnt 

during the day and be as specific as possible. I am interested in your strategies 

regarding the following aspects of learning vocabulary:  

- Where did you find the words? 

- What did you do to discover new word knowledge? 

- What did you do to remember the words? 

- What did you do to practice or evaluate word knowledge? 

Include all the words that you have learnt in this notebook. There are no right 

or wrong answers. I am interested in your personal opinions. The contents of this 

diary are absolutely confidential. 
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APPENDIX G 

AN EXAMPLE FROM A STUDENT’S DIARY 
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APPENDIX H 

A SAMPLE OF STUDENTS’ CREATIVENESS IN THE DIARY WRITING 
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APPENDIX I 

A SAMPLE OF GENERAL INTERVIEW ON FACEBOOK 
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APPENDIX J 

VLS QUESTIONNAIRE CRONBACH’S ALPHA RELIABILITY 

Reliability 

Statistics 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

No. 

of 

Items 

.910 58 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

  

Scale 

Mean 

if Item 

Deleted 

Scale 

Variance 

if Item 

Deleted 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha if 

Item 

Deleted 

q1 179.52 599.446 .241 .910 

q2 180.27 593.190 .413 .908 

q3 180.79 618.249 -.105 .914 

q4 180.30 599.661 .231 .910 

q5 179.59 601.197 .253 .909 

q6 179.30 602.614 .185 .910 

q7 179.69 598.509 .230 .910 

q8 179.58 597.279 .292 .909 

q9 180.39 591.462 .366 .909 

q10 180.29 595.148 .341 .909 

q11 179.81 587.956 .482 .907 

q12 180.21 585.122 .509 .907 

q13 179.61 603.717 .172 .910 

q14 179.96 589.891 .408 .908 

q15 179.86 589.504 .454 .908 

q16 180.71 581.793 .550 .907 

q17 179.93 571.217 .624 .906 

q18 179.99 587.194 .514 .907 

q19 179.81 600.126 .248 .910 

q20 179.99 587.517 .493 .907 

q21 180.38 594.788 .352 .909 

q22 179.73 586.160 .529 .907 
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q23 180.77 587.277 .406 .908 

q24 180.74 590.690 .418 .908 

q25 181.06 586.889 .452 .908 

q26 180.98 595.040 .308 .909 

q27 179.83 585.522 .597 .907 

q28 180.35 586.458 .448 .908 

q29 179.36 595.279 .426 .908 

q30 180.29 586.652 .471 .907 

q31 179.07 605.115 .213 .910 

q32 179.07 599.961 .237 .910 

q33 179.09 608.281 .080 .911 

q34 179.92 593.564 .391 .908 

q35 180.65 583.921 .420 .908 

q36 181.10 585.742 .516 .907 

q37 179.89 578.740 .627 .906 

q38 180.01 590.208 .424 .908 

q39 179.53 602.264 .202 .910 

q40 179.74 592.462 .453 .908 

q41 180.37 584.126 .529 .907 

q42 180.05 587.970 .507 .907 

q43 180.53 585.539 .536 .907 

q44 180.83 589.124 .459 .908 

q45 179.92 601.202 .235 .910 

q46 179.93 596.820 .317 .909 

q47 179.93 594.264 .353 .909 

q48 179.89 580.834 .534 .907 

q49 179.25 595.489 .366 .909 

q50 179.54 593.190 .412 .908 

q51 180.21 601.494 .205 .910 

q52 179.93 576.364 .678 .905 

q53 179.06 597.319 .340 .909 

q54 179.33 605.456 .144 .910 

q55 180.48 589.661 .484 .908 

q56 180.76 603.351 .167 .910 

q57 180.21 583.337 .500 .907 

q58 179.89 620.195 -.150 .913 
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APPENDIX K 

MI QUESTIONNAIRE CRONBACH’S ALPHA RELIABILITY 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach’s Alpha No. of Items 

.829 9 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

 

Scale 

Mean 

if Item 

Deleted 

Scale 

Variance 

if Item 

Deleted 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha if 

Item 

Deleted 

Naturalist 453.80 9450.564 .500 .815 

Musical 451.20 9017.342 .593 .805 

Logical 456.27 9207.445 .567 .808 

Exist 445.20 9457.342 .527 .813 

Inter 444.60 8908.228 .501 .816 

Kines 445.20 8692.242 .628 .800 

Verbal 448.73 9172.210 .567 .808 

Intra 442.07 9404.425 .434 .823 

Spatial 452.40 9031.785 .509 .815 
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APPENDIX L 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF VLS GROUPS 

 

Determination strategies 

Descriptive Statistics 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

Q6   213 3.95 1.001 

Q1 213 3.65 1.051 

Q5  213 3.62 0.938 

Q8 213 3.53 1.028 

Q7 213 3.47 1.196 

Q2 213 2.93 1.066 

Q4  213 2.91 1.102 

Q9 213 2.89 1.134 

Q3 213 2.61 1.319 

Total 213  3.28    

    

Social strategies 1 

Descriptive Statistics 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

Q10 213 2.89 1.075 

Q11 213 3.37 1.048 

Q12 213 2.97 1.160 

Q13 213 3.57 .915 

Q14 213 3.22 1.083 

Total  213  3.20   

    

Social strategies 2 

Descriptive Statistics 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

Q15 213 3.22 1.012 

Q16 213 2.47 1.178 

Q17 213 3.25 1.303 

Q18 213 3.19 .984 

Total 213  3.03   

 
    

Memory strategies 

Descriptive Statistics 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

Q19 213 3.37 .991 

Q20 213 3.19 1.033 

Q21 213 2.80 1.001 

Q22 213 3.45 .974 

Q23 213 2.41 1.189 
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Q24 213 2.44 1.058 

Q25 213 2.12 1.087 

Q26 213 2.20 1.148 

Q27 213 3.35 .998 

Q28 213 2.83 1.155 

Q29 213 3.82 .880 

Q30 213 2.89 1.039 

Q31 213 4.11 1.005 

Q32 213 4.11 .960 

Q33 213 4.09 .941 

Q34 213 3.26 1.005 

Q35 213 2.53 1.339 

Q36 213 2.08 1.150 

Q37 213 3.29 1.136 

Q38 213 3.17 1.045 

Q39 213 3.65 .987 

Q40 213 3.44 .981 

Q41 213 2.81 1.045 

Q42 213 3.13 1.071 

Q43 213 2.65 1.082 

Q44 213 2.35 1.084 

Total 213  3.06   

    

Cognitive strategies 

Descriptive Statistics 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

Q45 213 3.36 1.038 

Q46 213 3.25 .951 

Q47 213 3.25 1.042 

Q48 213 3.29 1.174 

Q49 213 3.93 .908 

Q50 213 3.64 .926 

Q51 213 2.97 2.301 

Q52 213 3.25 1.219 

Q53 213 4.12 .967 

Total 213  3.5   

    

Metacognitive strategies 

Descriptive Statistics 

  N Mean Std. Deviation 

Q54 213 3.85 .933 

Q55 213 2.70 .949 

Q56 213 2.42 1.078 

Q57 213 2.97 1.185 

Q58 213 3.29 1.063 

Valid N (listwise) 213  3.1   
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APPENDIX M 

MEAN OF VLS IN MI GROUPS 

VLS Nat Mus Mat Exi  Inter Kin Lin  Intra Spa  

1 3.4 4.7 3.4 3.9 3.1 4.1 4.1 3.6 3.7 

2 2.6 3.3 2.8 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.1 

3 2.8 2.9 2.4 1.8 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.7 2.3 

4 3.8 3.5 2.4 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.3 2.8 2.5 

5 4.4 3.9 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.6 

6 3.4 4.6 3.6 4.2 4.1 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 

7 3.6 4 3.4 3.9 3.4 3 3 3.5 3.7 

8 3.4 3.5 4 3.8 3.7 2.8 4 3.7 3.9 

9 3.4 2.5 2.2 2.6 2.7 3.1 3 2.7 3.3 

10 3.8 3.3 1.4 3 3 3 2.9 2.7 3.2 

11 3.8 3.7 2.2 3.5 3.5 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.4 

12 3.8 3.8 1.4 3 3.3 2 2.9 3.1 3.5 

13 3.8 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.4 4 3.5 4.2 

14 3.6 3.5 2.4 3.8 3.4 3.1 3.2 3 3.6 

15 3.6 2.9 2.4 3.4 3.7 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.9 

16 3.4 1.7 1.6 2.8 2.9 1.9 2.8 2.2 3.1 

17 4.2 4.1 2.2 3.3 3.1 3.6 3.7 2.5 4.3 

18 3.8 3.9 3 4.2 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.9 4 

19 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.1 2 3.3 3.5 

20 3.6 3.3 2.2 3 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.2 3.3 

21 3.2 2.6 2.4 3.2 2.6 2.9 3.3 2.7 2.6 

22 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.9 3.6 3.2 3 3.5 3.6 

23 2.2 2.4 3 2.7 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.1 2.8 

24 3.2 2.6 1.8 2.5 2.8 2.2 2.9 2.1 2.1 

25 3 2.4 1.2 2.7 2 1.9 2.5 2 1.9 

26 3 1.6 1.8 2.5 2.1 2.2 2.6 2.2 2.1 

27 2.8 4.2 3.2 3.9 3.3 3.2 3.7 3.1 3.7 

28 3.8 3.6 2.2 3.3 2.6 2.2 3.4 2.8 2.8 
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VLS Nat Mus Mat Exi  Inter Kin Lin  Intra Spa  

29 4.2 4.2 3.8 4.3 4 3.3 3.4 3.8 3.8 

30 3.2 3.6 2.4 3.7 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.4 

31 3.4 4.5 4 4.5 4.3 4.2 3.7 4.1 4.1 

32 3.2 4.9 4.2 4.2 4 4.6 4.3 3.9 4 

33 3.6 4.3 4 4.1 4.4 4 3.9 3.9 4.3 

34 4 3.4 3 3.8 3.5 3 2.9 3 2.9 

35 2 3 1.4 3.7 2.6 2.1 2.5 2.6 2 

36 2.8 3.5 1 2.6 2.2 1.6 2.1 1.8 1.9 

37 3 3.6 2.2 3.5 3.5 3 4.1 3.1 4 

38 3.4 3.3 2.8 3.8 3.1 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.3 

39 2.8 4.1  3.8 4 3.7 3.7 4.2 3.4 3.7 

40 3.2 3.8 2.4 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.5 2.8 

41 2.6 3.5 2.2 3.2 3 3 2.6 2.6 2.9 

42 3.2 3.9 3 3.2 3 2.9 2.9 3 3.5 

43 3 3.4 1.8 2.8 3.1 2.7 2.8 2.3 3.1 

44 2.4 2.9 1.6 2.5 2.7 2.1 2.7 2 2.7 

45 3 3.2 2.6 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.8 3.1 3.9 

46 2.8 3 3 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.1 3.2 

47 2.6 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.5 2.7 3.5 3.2 3.2 

48 3.4 3.8 2 3.2 3.7 3.4 3.7 2.8 3.8 

49 4.2 3.8 3.2 3.9 4 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.9 

50 4.2 3.5 2.8 3.7 3.9 3.6 4.1 3.6 3.5 

51 3.2 2.4 2.8 3 3.4 3.7 2.5 2.7 2.4 

52 3.4 4.2 1.8 3.3 3.4 3.2 3.7 2.9 4.1 

53 3.6 4.4 3.6 4.7 4.3 4.5 4.5 3.7 4 

54 2.8 3.6 4 3.9 4.1 3.9 3.6 4.1 3.5 

55 3.2 2.4 2.6 3.2 2.8 2.3 2.9 2.6 2.7 

56 2.6 2.6 2.4 1.9 2.3 1.8 2.5 2.8 3 

57 3 3.1 2.4 3.5 3 2.9 3.5 2.7 3 

58 2.8 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.3 
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APPENDIX N 

CORRELATION BETWEEN STUDENTS’ MI SCORES AND VLS USE 

Correlations 

  DET SOC1 SOC2 MEM COG MET 

naturalist Pearson 
Correlation 

.036 -.053 -.053 -.133 -.210** -.137 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.665 .522 .519 .105 .010 .095 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Musical Pearson 
Correlation 

.292** -.013 .074 .189* .053 -.034 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.000 .873 .369 .021 .519 .680 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Logical Pearson 
Correlation 

-.028 -.160 -.213** -.147 -.246** .021 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.737 .050 .009 .074 .002 .797 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Exist Pearson 
Correlation 

-.014 .003 -.041 .053 -.231** .058 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.861 .967 .619 .521 .004 .481 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Inter Pearson 
Correlation 

-.005 .059 .098 .037 .128 -.012 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.951 .475 .233 .650 .119 .884 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Kines Pearson 
Correlation 

.026 -.226** -.095 -.038 -.060 -.139 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.750 .005 .247 .645 .464 .090 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Verbal Pearson 
Correlation 

.084 -.097 .047 .089 -.059 -.037 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.304 .236 .568 .278 .476 .656 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Intra Pearson 
Correlation 

.021 -.180* -.286** -.120 -.209* -.049 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.798 .028 .000 .143 .010 .549 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

Spatial Pearson 
Correlation 

.172* -.100 -.073 .056 .008 .013 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.035 .221 .375 .495 .923 .878 

N 213 213 213 213 213 213 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 


